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ABSTRACT

The fabrication of superconducting YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) nanocomposite films by the

incorporation of nanoparticles in the matrix has demonstrated to strongly enhance the

vortex pinning performances under applied magnetic fields and to reduce the effective

anisotropy, ensuring great potential for their use in a broad number of applications.

Different nanoparticle concentrations, sizes and growth process conditions lead to a rich

variety of defects in the films, whose vortex pinning and vortex creep effectiveness depends

on temperature and the magnitude and orientation of the magnetic field.

In this thesis, it is presented an extensive research of YBCO nanocomposites grown by

the scalable and low-cost chemical solution deposition (CSD) technique, where the in-

corporation of nanoparticles is obtained following two different approaches: spontaneous

segregated nanoparticles and preformed nanoparticles.

By the combination of electrical transport measurements with XRD and STEM mi-

crostructural analysis, correlation between superconducting performance and the defect

landscape has been possible, allowing us to separate pinning and creep contributions

in the regions of the magnetic-field–temperature diagram and therefore foresee the best

landscape to operate at certain conditions up to very high magnetic fields (35 T).

It has been demonstrated that the incorporation of nanoparticles induces large densities

of stacking faults which strongly affect the pinning and creep contributions in all orien-

tations. Large isotropic pinning forces arise at low-intermediate magnetic fields and at

low-intermediate temperatures and anisotropic pinning contributions are strongly altered,

especially at high magnetic fields and temperatures.

The arrangement and the typology of the stacking faults induced by the incorporation

of nanoparticles is determinant for the final balance of vortex pinning contributions. We

demonstrate that the use of preformed small nanoparticles (7 nm) enables a very good

control of the stacking-fault-rich microstructure.

A defect landscape characterized by a large density of homogeneously distributed short

stacking faults has been identified as the best one to promote huge isotropic pinning

contributions, which are ascribed to the nanostrain located at the edges of stacking faults

and to atomic defects which may be Cu-O vacancies hosted by stacking faults.

Furthermore, the large density of stacking faults is concomitant with a large density

of twin boundaries, both beneficial for the anisotropic pinning when the magnetic field

orientation is parallel to the ab-planes (H||ab) and the c-axis (H||c) respectively. However,

the coherence breaking of twin boundaries reduces the temperature where anisotropic

pinning is effective for H||c. Thick nanocomposites from preformed nanoparticles have

shown to significantly avoid this coherence segmentation and be able to afford large
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Abstract

critical currents at high magnetic fields and high temperatures.

Stacking faults have been also found to play a decisive role for the preclusion of double

kink excitations, which boost magnetic flux creep for H||c and especially H||ab. Further-

more, the isotropic flux creep contribution associated to the nanostrained regions is also

reduced in nanocomposites.

In this work, it is shown that nanocomposites provide simultaneously higher flux pinning

and lower flux creep especially at low-intermediate temperatures and at low-intermediate

magnetic fields. The region of this outstanding performance can be enlarged to larger

fields and temperatures by further nanoengineering, since it has been shown that different

defect landscapes can be particularly interesting for given operating conditions.
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MOTIVATION

A piece of rock floats in the air still but not motionless. When pushed, the rock is capable

to follow the path of a curved magnetic rail flying from a distance. This striking image,

more typical of a magician than of a scientist, catches the eyes of diverse people no matter

who they are.

Beyond this iconic picture and somehow related, superconductors are historically known

by another property that is rather revolutionary than emblematic: they exhibit zero

electrical resistance. This unique ability of lossless current flow has attracted the attention

of many researchers because of its high applicability, especially after the finding of high

temperature superconductors (HTS).

Today, superconductors are commercially used, for instance, for magnetic resonance imag-

ing in hospitals, for the generation of very high magnetic fields and for the acquirement

of very precise magnetometry in laboratories. Furthermore, the technological develop-

ment of superconducting conductors based in HTS has enabled to expand the scope of

future applications due to their capability to operate at higher temperatures and larger

magnetic fields and they are foreseen to play a very relevant role to face the increasing

demand of energy.

However, the conditions that limit the zero electrical resistance state (critical current

density and irreversibility line) and the difficulty to manufacture cost-effective supercon-

ducting wires represent the main scientific and technological-commercial frontier for the

application of superconductors in the electrical grid and electric power devices. Besides,

YBa2Cu3O7−x (YBCO) is the HTS material that excels in terms of larger irreversibility

fields and therefore a broader region of applicability under applied magnetic fields. It

is recognized to be the best high field superconducting material and is nowadays being

considered for the future case studies of high energy accelerators, fusion reactors, very

high magnetic field magnets and NMR systems beyond 1 GHz.

The coated conductor architecture in which current flows through a YBCO HTS film

fulfils the requirements for power applications under low external magnetic fields, whereas

applications requiring high magnetic fields are still limited by the decay of the critical

current density under high external magnetic fields, which has been demonstrated to

be controlled by pinning and dynamics of vortex matter in YBCO and other type II

superconductors.

Nanometric defects, with a similar size to the coherence length of vortex cores, have

been shown to act as vortex pinning centres and considerably increase the critical current

density of the material under high magnetic fields.

Chemical solution deposition techniques have a big potential for the development of
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Motivation

low cost YBCO films and are scalable to long length coated conductors. The use of

chemical solutions, which can be synthesized in large quantities employing inexpensive

raw materials, is a very versatile approach that can be also adapted for the acquirement

of YBCO nanocomposites by the incorporation of nanosized secondary phases within the

YBCO matrix with the purpose of generating artificial vortex pinning centres.

Several nanoengineering methods of superconducting films have allowed to artificially

change the defect landscape and improve the electrical performance at different regions

of the magnetic-field–temperature diagram. However, the influence of these defects on

the superconducting performance is still not fully understood.

The present work, which has been completed in the framework of ”European Development

of Superconducting Tapes (EUROTAPES)”, has been devoted to the study of vortex

pinning and vortex creep in CSD YBCO nanocomposites by the combination of electrical

transport measurements with nanostructural characterization from scanning transmission

electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction techniques. It is intended to depict general

correlations between nanostructure and superconducting properties and to elucidate the

best pinning landscape for high performance at high magnetic fields.

The main background knowledge and basic experimental methods are described in chap-

ters 1 and 2. Vortex pinning regimes and the strength of pinning centres are identified

and discussed in chapters 3 and 4. In chapter 5, vortex creep is analysed by means of the

shape of the electrical current-dissipation curves. Finally in chapter 6, the vortex pinning

analysis is extended to the properties of novel thin and thick nanocomposite films from

preformed nanoparticles and to the region of very high magnetic fields up to 35 T.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 The birth of superconductivity

According to several historical documents[1–4], superconductivity was first observed three

years after the first liquefaction of helium, the last permanent gas. It was the culmination

of a quest towards lowest temperatures that involved many scientists in Europe during

the second half of XIX century until it was accomplished in 1908 when Heike Kamerlingh

Onnes, motivated by the study of gas behaviour, attained the first volume of liquid helium

with a boiling temperature of 4.2 K at his modern cryogenic laboratory in Leiden.

Figure 1.1: historical archive[4]. (a) The chief technician (left) and Kammerlingh Onnes
(right) in the cryogenic laboratory at Leiden, circa 1911 and (b) resistance (in Ω) versus

temperature (in K) plot for mercury from one of the experiments performed in 1911.

Onnes’ cryogenic laboratory relied on a extensive team of experienced technicians, in-

cluding glass-blowers and also apprentices from the instrument-maker’s school. After the

acquirement of liquid helium, Onnes devoted himself with the help of the chief techni-

cian (figure 1.1(a)) to the development of a suitable infrastructure for transferring liquid

helium to a new cryostat prepared for the study of materials at liquid helium temperature.

At that time, it was a hot question what would happen to the resistance of metals

when approaching the absolute zero. Once the new cryostat was ready, Onnes, the chief

technician and two apprentices from the school performed the experiments concerning

the electrical behaviour of metals. After observing a constant resistance in platinum and

1



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

gold when decreasing temperature, they chose to measure mercury because it could be

made extremely pure by repeated distillation. In 1911, Kammerling Onnes reported to

the Dutch academy and at the first Solvay conference the finding of something that was

not predictable at all: zero electrical resistance (within the experimental accuracy limits)

of mercury below 4.2K (figure 1.1(b)).

Third-hand stories explain that liquid helium and superconductivity findings were ruled

by moments of serendipity[1,2]. In the case of superconductivity, tales explain that Onnes

and his team supposed to have a short-circuit after several observations of zero resistance

in the mercury wire. One of the apprentices, appointed to control the helium vapour

pressure, nodded off during one of the experiments and let the helium boil. He himself

witnessed then that the galvanometer suddenly indicated a jump in resistance. That

jump was the evidence of a critical temperature (Tc) that separated the normal from

the superconducting state of mercury. Regardless of the authorship of that triumph, it

signified not only the birth of a new field in the study of materials, which would permit to

develop a new technology in the areas of high energy physics, medical imaging or electrical

power industry, but also of a novel style of doing science using large scale laboratories.

1.2 Phenomena and theories

By the demonstration of permanent currents in superconducting rings, accomplished by

the same Onnes in 1914[3,4] and by other more recent studies using nuclear resonance[5],

it is known that the resistance in the superconducting state is zero in a very accurate

measure, namely the lower limit of the characteristic current decay time is established to

be 105 years. Thereby, this phenomena implies perfect conductivity.

Although such a property is especially interesting for technological purposes as the gen-

eration of permanent high magnetic fields using superconducting coils, Onnes realized

very promptly that superconductivity quenches under a critical magnetic field (Hc), that

was very low for the superconducting materials of that time. In 1917, Silsbee wrote down

that the electrical current that generates the critical magnetic field at the surface of the

wire is also a critical parameter, named critical current (Ic). Temperature, magnetic field

and electrical current: the three guards of superconductivity.

In 1933, Meissner and Ochsenfeld published[6] another effect for superconducting mate-

rials: the exclusion of magnetic flux from the superconductor at temperatures below Tc:

not only the magnetic flux is expelled when applying it to a cold superconductor but

also when the magnetic field is already applied in the normal state and the material is

cooled down through Tc, confirming that the superconducting state is a thermodynamic

state. This state of magnetic exclusion is named perfect diamagnetism or Meissner effect

and also explains why a superconductor quenches at Hc in terms of the energy needed to

exclude the magnetic field.

The first successful theoretical models to explain superconductivity were developed in the

1930s with a basic idea of two electrical fluids: one with normal electrons and another

with superconducting electrons. Gorter and Casimir proposed a thermodynamic model

2



1.2. Phenomena and theories

stating that the free energy F in the superconducting state Fs and in the normal state Fn

is different. This difference ∆F is the condensation energy, that is reached magnetically

when the external field is the thermodynamic critical field Hcth:

∆F (T ) = Fn(T )− Fs(T ) =
µ0Hcth(T )2

2
(1.1)

Where µ0 = 4π10−7 Tm
A

is the magnetic permeability of vacuum. On the other hand, the

London brothers describe electromagnetism in superconductors starting from Drude’s

model and Maxwell equations. They arrive to the conclusion, in the called second Lon-

don equation that the zero magnetic induction observed by Meissner and Ochsenfeld is

obtained by the screening of supercurrents Js flowing at the surface of the superconductor:

~∇× ~Js + ~B = 0 (1.2)

And thereby, the magnetic field induction decays exponentially when entering the super-

conductor in the form:

~∇2 ~B − 1

λ2
~B = 0 (1.3)

Where λ is the magnetic field penetration depth. An applied exterior magnetic field Bext

parallel to the z-axis in the Cartesian coordinate system implies that the magnetic field

inside of the superconductor Bz follows a decay along the x-axis as:

Bz(x) = Bext,ze
(− xλ) (1.4)

In 1950, Ginzburg and Landau used general theory of second order transitions and quan-

tum mechanics and introduced the order parameter ψ that describes the local supercon-

ducting electrons density ns (|ψ|2 = ns).

In a superconductor/normal-metal interface, illustrated in figure 1.2, the result is that

the magnetic field decays exponentially with λ, whereas the order parameter decays as:

ψ(x) = tanh(
x√
2ξ

) (1.5)

Where the characteristic length ξ is known as the coherence length. From the assumptions

of this theory, both characteristic lengths λ and ξ increase with increasing temperature

and diverge for T→ Tc
[7] (very similar to empiric observations):

λ(T ) =
λ0√

1− T
Tc

(1.6)

3



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

ξ(T ) =
ξ0√

1− T
Tc

(1.7)

Figure 1.2: spatial dependence of Bz/Bext,z and ψ in the interface between a normal metal
and a hypothetical superconductor with κ = λ/ξ = 2.

Only macroscopic theories have been hitherto discussed that do not provide insight into

the microscopic origin of superconductivity. However, some experiments showed the iso-

tope effect [8–10] reporting a relation between Tc and the mass of the ions M: Tc ∝ 1/
√

M,

revealing that the crystal lattice plays an important role for superconductivity. In 1957,

Bardeen, Cooper and Schiffer developed a microscopic theory of superconductivity, the

BCS theory[11]. The key element of this theory is the pairing of the superconducting

electrons (Cooper pairs) by the presence of a weak attractive interaction mediated by

the the lattice vibrations (electron-phonon interaction). Cooper pairs behave as bosons

and fall into a coherent ground state forming a Bose condensate. In this condensate,

movement of pairs does not involve dissipation. When the kinetic energy of Cooper pairs

equals their own binding energy, the Cooper pair breaks at the depairing critical current

density Jdp
[7,12]:

Jdp =
φ0

3
√

3πµ0λ2ξ
(1.8)

Where φ0 = 2.07 · 10−15 Wb is the magnetic flux quantum.

4



1.3. Types of superconductors

1.3 Types of superconductors

After mercury, other metals were found to be superconductors at rather low temperatures,

the highest being niobium at 9.25 K. Not only pure elements but also alloys and materials

with multiple elements have displayed a superconducting state that just like metals have

been explained by the BCS theory, known as conventional superconductors.

However, new families of superconductors as heavy-fermion superconductors first ob-

served in the late 70s (see figure 1.3) and oxide cuprates in the 80s displayed a supercon-

ducting state that cannot be explained by the BCS electron-phonon coupling, therefore

classified as unconventional superconductors. Until now, some carbon-based materials

like fullerides and also iron pnictides have appeared as new superconductors that are un-

conventional as well, whereas the recently found hydrogen sulfide (a stinky gas that under

the pressure of 155 GPa shows the highest Tc = 203 K obtained for any superconductor)

belongs to BCS superconductors.

Figure 1.3: timeline of the finding of new superconductors[13]. Conventional superconductors
(green circles), heavy fermion (green stars), cuprates (blue diamonds), fullerides (purple

triangles), carbon nanotubes (red triangles) and iron-based (yellow squares) superconductors
are included.

In a century of history, the variety and complexity of superconductors has expanded

to very singular and surprising materials that have been hard to be conformed to an

ubiquitous model of superconductivity capable of predicting the finding of new supercon-

ductors[14].

Anyhow, theories and experiments led to another interesting separation of superconduc-

tors regarding the different response under an applied magnetic field. According to the

model developed by Ginzburg and Landau, the energy of the boundary between nor-

mal and superconducting regions can be either positive or negative depending on the

ratio κ = λ/ξ. When the energy of the boundary is negative, the formation of a normal-

superconductor boundary lowers energy and becomes favourable. This differentiates two

5



Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

kinds of superconductors:

κ < 1/
√

2 positive boundary energy Type I (sometimes referred as soft)

κ > 1/
√

2 negative boundary energy Type II (sometimes referred as hard)

In type I (see figure 1.4(a)), there are no boundaries except from the surface and therefore

a total exclusion of the magnetic field is given. Meissner state occurs up to Hc, which

corresponds to Hcth.

In type II (see figure 1.4(b)), the Meissner state occurs only up to the lower critical

field Hc1. Between Hc1 and the upper critical field Hc2, the magnetic field penetrates

forming normal regions by means of quantized cylindrical flux lines called vortices (where

Hc1 < Hcth < Hc2 and Hc1 << Hc2). In this phase between Hc1 and Hc2, known as the

mixed state, the superconductor is not perfect diamagnetic.

Figure 1.4: H-T magnetic phase diagrams for (a) a type I superconductor and (b) a type II
superconductor.

1.4 Vortex matter in type II superconductors

Before the theoretical development of Ginzburg and Landau, there was already evidence

of a new type of superconductors that were not completely diamagnetic. Shubnikov

published in 1934 some results on PbTl alloys that showed the gradual penetration of

the magnetic field from Hc1 up to Hc2
[15]. It took long to attribute this effect to the

presence of vortices. Vortices are formed by a core of normal electrons surrounded by

the superconducting current Js with sizes of 2ξ and 2λ respectively (see figure 1.5). The

total flux of a vortex is the magnetic flux quantum φ0, that corresponds to the minimum

unit of the quantized magnetic flux inside of a superconducting loop.

Vortices interact repulsively to each other leading to the arrangement of a vortex lattice,

which was predicted by Abrikosov to be triangular (after some corrections). The first

evidence of the existence of vortices was the observation of the triangular arrangement

by Essman and Träuble using Bitter magnetic decoration[16]. The lattice proposed by

Abrikosov was observed in single crystals. However, in bulk superconductors or thin
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1.4. Vortex matter in type II superconductors

films, vortices distribute differently due to the existence of structural inhomogeneities in

the material called pinning sites that yield a local reduction of ψ.

Figure 1.5: schematic view of a vortex. The blue cylinder represents the normal core with
radius ξ surrounded by the red superconducting current Js that generates the magnetic flux

quanta φ0 within a surface of πλ2.

When an electrical current is applied to a type II superconductor, the interaction between

the applied current, the magnetic flux in the vortex and the superconducting currents

surrounding vortices gives as a result a force acting on the vortices that is equivalent to

the Lorentz force that would act on a charge in movement:

~FL = ~J × ~B (1.9)

Since vortices are formed by a core of normal electrons, any movement of vortices would

imply dissipation and type II superconductors would have a null critical current density

Jc. However, pinning sites with locally reduced |ψ|2 provide an opposite force to the

movement of vortices and therefore Jc is finite (see figure 1.6).

Figure 1.6: schematic view of the competition between the pinning force and the lorentz-like
force originated from the local reduction of |ψ|2 and the interaction of the superconducting

current and the magnetic field, respectively.

7
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As long as the lorentz-like force do not surpass the pinning force provided by the pinning

sites, the current will pass through the material without voltage drop. When the lorentz-

like force is equal to the pinning force, vortices start to move and the system starts to

dissipate. In the mixed state then, Jc is the depinning critical current density, the current

density where the lorentz-like force is equal to the pinning force:

| ~FP | = | ~FL| = |~Jc × ~B| (1.10)

For J > Jc, the mean effective field Eeff is locally related to the rate of cutting of flux[17]:

~Eeff = ~v × ~B (1.11)

Where v is the local velocity of vortices. Experimentally, Jc is measured by evaluating the

dissipation-current characteristics. Figure 1.7(a) displays the expected idealized electric

field - current density (E-J) response in a type II superconductor. At current densities

below Jc, FL < FP and E is zero, whereas above Jc, FL > FP and E increases with increas-

ing J. In reality, the E-J relation shows a rounded transition as shown in figure 1.7(b),

due to the interaction between vortices and to the thermal activation explained below in

section 1.6.2. In the region where J ∼ Jc, E-J can be approximately fitted to a power

law relation E ∝ Jn, which is linear when plotted in log-log scale in figure 1.7(c). n tells

information about the magnetic flux dynamics and the shape of the pinning potentials

U(J) in the superconductor, which will be further explained in section 1.6.2.

Figure 1.7: (a) idealized and (b-c) experimental response of the electric-field–current-density
characteristics in a type II superconductor. The axes scales is linear in (a-b) and logarithmic

in (c).
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Unlike type I superconductors, type II exhibit a strong magnetic hysteresis. A way to

understand such magnetization loops is using the Bean critical state model [18]. This

model describes the magnetization loops as the consequence of the competition between

pinning and lorentz forces, that causes a magnetic field gradient into the superconductor.

The gradient of the magnetic field is constant and proportional to the superconducting

currents that flow through the gradient with a current density that is Jc. Although this

model is based on several approximations, it can be used in thin films to determine the

value of Jc from the width of the saturated magnetization hysteresis loop ∆Msat as[19,20]:

Jc =
3∆Msat

2Reff

(1.12)

Where Reff is the effective radius that would have a cylinder with the same surface as the

thin film.

Figure 1.8: stable levitation of a neodimium magnet above a cooled bulk YBa2Cu3O7−x

ceramic superconductor. Image taken at the Institut de Ciències Materials de Barcelona
(ICMAB). White arrows indicate the path of flux lines that get quantized as they penetrate

the type II superconductor.

In type II superconductors, flux pinning avoids the motion of vortices and resists against

any variation of the magnetic field in the material that alterates the vortex and supercur-

rents configuration. The flux is therefore trapped, and this is believed to be the source of

stable levitation in these materials[21], like the levitation of a hard ferromagnet above the

type II superconductor YBa2Cu3O7−x shown in figure 1.8 (the levitation is also possible

the other way round, as long as the superconductor stays cool below Tc).

The measured upper critical fields Hc2 for type II are much more intense (tenths and even

a hundred of T) than Hc for type I (tenths and hundreds of mT). Hence, the original idea of

Onnes to use superconductors for electric power and magnetic applications was relaunched

again. Large critical current densities could, after all, be supported in superconductors

at high magnetic fields and today type II superconductors play a major role in modern

science and technology[15].

Magnetic resonance imaging devices in hospitals and the magnetic coils that accelerate

particles in the Large Hadron Collider are made from NbTi type II superconductor,
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with Hc2 = 15T. High magnetic field facilities around the world count on several type II

superonducting magnets (made out of NbTi, Nb3Sn, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−x, YBa2Cu3O7−x or

hybrid architectures) that reach permanent magnetic fields up to 45 T in direct current

(dc). Furthermore, different type II superconductors have been successfully manufactured

as commercial conductors (NbTi, Nb3Sn, Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8−x, (Bi,Pb)2Sr2Ca2Cu3O10−x,

YBa2Cu3O7−x and MgB2). Today, such conductors are used for high field magnets and

are capable to be used in high-current cables for the transmission of electricity, fault-

current limiters, transformers, rotating machines, motors, generators, levitating trains

and magnetic separators.

1.5 High temperature superconductors

A remarkable breakthrough came in 1986 when Bednorz and Müller found superconduc-

tivity in a ceramic material based on copper oxide[22]. This new family of superconductors,

called cuprates, opened the door to high temperature superconductors (HTS), since sev-

eral cuprates exhibited Tc close to 100 K, far above the boiling point of nitrogen (77

K), which is less costly to find, liquefy and store than helium. After that, other high

temperature superconductors have been found (see figure 1.3), but cuprates have still the

best chances to substitute metal alloys in high current applications thanks to the very

large Hc2 and large Jc at intense magnetic fields.

Cuprates are type II superconductors and regrettably very anisotropic compounds. In

these materials, it is mandatory to obtain a good epitaxy and to keep low angles between

grains in order to reach highest superconducting performances. Copper oxide (CuO2)

planes form a common structural element, and they are constituted as the superconduct-

ing planes (highest local ψ). The anisotropy is directly related with the distance between

these CuO2 planes.

The layered structure of these materials with a weak inter-planar coupling, their extremely

short ξ, the considerably large λ and the increment of thermal fluctuations originated at

higher temperatures result in an intricate scheme of different vortex states in the magnetic

phase diagram, which has given rise to the vortex physics matter of HTS.

At high temperatures, the thermal energy overcomes the energy involved in the inter-

actions between vortices for the formation of a solid lattice, causing the appearance of

a phase transition determined by a melting line. This line is a thermodynamic transi-

tion of first order for homogeneous pure crystals and of second order for samples with

high amount of disorder, receiving the name of irreversibility line Hirr(T). Hirr(T) sep-

arates the region where vortex matter behaves as a solid (with Jc 6= 0) from the region

where vortex matter behaves as a liquid (with Jc = 0). Even though the material remains

in a superconducting state between Hirr(T) and Hc2(T) with ψ 6= 0, vortices cannot be

pinned due to their elastic behaviour and have a null Jc. Thus, Hirr(T) marks the limit

of high-current applicability in type II superconductors.

Figure 1.9 shows Hc2(T) and Hirr(T) compared for different type II superconductors,

among them NbTi, Nb3Sn, MgB2, iron based pnictides and cuprate superconductors.

10



1.6. YBCO

Figure 1.9: comparison of upper critical fields and irreversibility fields in the magnetic phase
diagram for different type II superconductors (adapted from[23–25]). Solid curves correspond to

Hc2(T), dashed curves to Hirr(T) and straight dashed lines to the boiling temperatures for
helium and nitrogen.

Although YBa2Cu3O7−x is the cuprate superconductor with neither highest Tc nor best

Hc2(T), it provides the highest Hirr(T) and therefore, it is the most appealing HTS for

the transport of high currents at high magnetic fields.

1.6 YBCO

YBa2Cu3O7−x, from now on YBCO, is the studied material in this thesis. It is an HTS,

unconventional and type II superconductor from the family of cuprates. It crystallizes in

a triple perovskite with a unit cell composed by a central YCuO block and two adjacent

BaCuO blocks stacked vertically along the c-axis (see figure 1.10). Y can be substitued

by other rare earth (RE) elements except by Pr (known as the REBCO family). The

planes surrounding the Y+3 ion are CuO2 planes lying normal to the crystallographic

c-axis. They are the planes where superconducting current flows[26], separated by charge

reservoir blocks which contain oxygen deficient planes between the Ba+2 ions, formed

of CuO chains. The amount of oxygen vacancies determine the final oxygen content x,

which is of prime importance for the superconducting state in cuprates.

The oxygen content determines if the crystal structure is either tetragonal or orthorhom-

bic. It is in the orthorhombic phase that YBCO is superconducting. This superconduct-

ing phase appears at a specific doping region between a normal metal at high carrier

concentration and an antiferromagnetic insulator at low carrier concentration[27,28], with

Tc following an approximately parabolic dependence on the oxygen content x, with a Tc

maxima of 92-94 K when it is optimally doped at x ≈ 0.06[28,29]. The lattice parameters

of the YBCO orthorhombic phase are[30]:
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a (Å) b (Å) c (Å)

3.823 3.886 11.681

Figure 1.10: crystallographic view of the superconducting YBa2Cu3O7−x orthorhombic
phase unit cell.

Although the anisotropy in YBCO is not as pronounced as in other cuprate superconduc-

tors, YBCO has higher conduction in the ab-plane (carriers are usually localized in the

CuO2 planes) than along the c-axis. This anisotropy, derived from the layered structure

of YBCO, affects the effective electron mass and the characteristic lengths of vortices λ

and ξ. It means that the nature of vortices change depending on the orientation of the

magnetic field with respect to the crystallographic axes. As depicted in figure 1.11(a),

λab and ξab are the characteristic lengths when the magnetic field is applied parallel to

the c-axis (H||c). λ and ξ evolve to different values λc and ξc, when the magnetic field

is applied parallel to the ab-planes (H||ab). The extrapolation of these values to the

temperature of 0 K yields[17]:

H||c H||ab

λ0,ab=135nm λ0,c=890nm

ξ0,ab=1.6nm ξ0,c=0.24nm

These values, combined with equations 1.6 and 1.7, describe the temperature dependence

of the different characteristic lengths, plotted in figure 1.11(b).

The vortex anisotropy parameter γ is the ratio between the characteristic lengths at

different orientations, which is equal to the square root of the electronic mass anisotropy

mc/mab
[7]. γ remains constant with temperature:

γ =

√
mc

mab

=
λc
λab

=
ξab
ξc

(1.13)

γ is an intrinsic parameter that varies for each material. According to the values from

literature[17,31,32], YBCO has a γ ∼ 5− 7.
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Figure 1.11: coherence length ξ and penetration depth λ in YBCO. (a) Sketch of ξ and λ for
the different orientations of the magnetic field along the crystallographic axes and (b)

temperature dependence of ξ and λ, derived from equations 1.6 and 1.7.

1.6.1 Vortex pinning in YBCO

The microstructure of YBCO is very rich in defects. Figure 1.12 shows a schematic repre-

sentation of typical defects observed in YBCO films. Some of them, such as misoriented

grains, high angle grain boundaries or porosity are detrimental to the superconducting

properties and must better be avoided. However, stacking faults, partial dislocations,

twin boundaries, vacancies, strained nanoregions and small nanoparticles and nanorods

(with � . 5nm) yield to a local reduction of superconductivity within nanometric sizes

of the order of ξ and therefore are considered to be good candidates for vortex pinning.

Figure 1.12: schematic view of the most common defects in YBCO films. Pink regions
represent nanosized regions able to act as pinning centres. The dimensionality of the pinning

centres is also indicated.

Depending on the dimensionality of the defects, they can be differentiated into two kinds
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of pinning centres: 0D and 3D pinning centres like vacancies, strained nanoregions or

nanoparticles (secondary phases) generate isotropic pinning, also called random pinning

centres, whereas 1D and 2D pinning centres like stacking faults, partial dislocations,

twin boundaries or nanorods generate anisotropic pinning, also called correlated pinning.

Both isotropic and anisotropic pinning centres contribute distinctively to the final Jc for

different magnetic field orientations, meaning vortex orientations.

There is an additional source of anisotropic pinning that has the peculiarity of not being

originated by a defect, but by the layered structure of cuprates itself. As described

in section 1.5, superconductivity is localized in the CuO2. This effect, called intrinsic

pinning [33], describes the modulation of ψ along the c-axis with the period of the lattice

(maximums at the CuO2 planes and minimums in between), giving rise to anisotropic

pinning for H||ab.

According to the origin of pinning centres, they can be either natural pinning centres,

when they accidentally appear in the film during growth, or artificial pinning centres,

when they are intentionally introduced. When the latter is obtained, the films are usu-

ally called nanostructured YBCO or YBCO nanocomposites, consisting in the deliberate

introduction of nanosized secondary phases within the structure of YBCO or the induce-

ment of columnar tracks through ion irradiation, accomplished in order to engineer and

optimize the pinning landscape of defects[34–40].

The nature of the solid vortex phase in YBCO is determined by the competition between

vortex-vortex interactions and vortex-defect interactions. The former promotes the for-

mation of a long-range translational order vortex lattice, whereas the latter, typical in

the presence of disorder, favours the appearance of a glass with short range order[41].

Figure 1.13: representation of the magnetic phase diagram of YBCO in presence of disorder.

Under pinning dominated by isotropic point disorder, the vortex glass phase[42,43] is ex-

pected, characterized by line wandering[7]. When the dominating disorder is anisotropic,
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vortices are very localized in the region of the correlated defects, giving rise to the Bose

glass phase[44,45]. Figure 1.13 displays the schematic representation of the typical mag-

netic phases of defect-rich YBCO that ultimately determine the dependence of Jc with

temperature and magnetic field.

1.6.2 Thermally activated flux creep in YBCO

In HTS, operating temperatures can be high, the coherence length is small and the

anisotropy is large, leading to thermal fluctuations that strongly influence vortex dynam-

ics. Some of the manifestations of thermal activated flux creep is the decay of persistent

currents with time, the relaxation of trapped magnetic fields and the rounded shape of

the electric-field–current dependence E(J).

The standard flux creep model is a theory developed by Anderson and Kim to give

explanation to these effects, especially that one of the E(J) dependence, introducing the

concept of thermal activation and predicting a relaxation process that consists of a slow

redistribution of flux lines, causing a change in the magnetic moment with time, generally

referred as magnetic flux creep[46–48].

At non-zero applied current, flux creep is possible with the help of thermal activation

even if FL < FP. In this model, flux lines originated by z-oriented magnetic field B are

assumed to jump pinning barriers as a unit (encouraging cooperative motion) because λ

(indicative of the repulsive interaction range) is typically larger than the distance between

lines. Therefore, the force on the flux line and the thermal activation act together against

the pinning barrier UP.

Figure 1.14: sketch of the spatial potential energy (a) for no applied current and (b) for an
applied current.

The model considers a linear spatial dependence of the pinning barriers U(x) with the form

of a sawtooth sketched in figure 1.14(a), where U(x) maximums reach UP, representing

a system with homogeneous pinning centres. Then, the rate R of hopping through a

particular barrier due to thermal activation is[17,49]:
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R = R0e
−UP /kBT (1.14)

Where R0 is the attempt hopping frequency of the flux lines lying in the z direction and

kB is the Boltzmann constant. In the case that a current is applied along the y direction

(see figure 1.14(b)) the potential barriers become tilted along the x direction by an extra

potential W associated to the lorentz-like force f acting on a given flux line derived from

equation 1.9:

− dW

dx
= f = JBVd (1.15)

Where Vd is the volume of the moving flux line. As a result, the energy necessary to

overcome the potential barrier changes at each sense of the x direction: to the right it

is reduced to UP − fx and to the left it is increased to UP + fx. Then, the net rate R of

hopping to the right is:

R = 2R0e
− UP
kBT sinh

(
fxhop
kBT

)
(1.16)

Where xhop is the distance from the minima to the maxima of the sawtooth potential (hop-

ping distance). The mean flux-line velocity comes as a result 2xhopR and the dissipated

electric field E, applying equation 1.11, becomes E = 2xhopRB. From equation 1.15, W

should be a decreasing function of J. As a first approximation, the net barrier is reduced

linearly with J:

W = −UP
J

J0

(1.17)

Where J0 corresponds to the critical current density required to tilt the barrier pinning

potential to zero: J0 = UP/BVdxhop. Then, the electric-field–current-density relation

E(J):

E = 4xhopR0Be
− Up
kBT sinh

(
UPJ

kBTJ0

)
(1.18)

From this expression, three regimes are expected for different ranges of J:

� when J << J0, then sinh(UPJ/kBTJ0) ≈ UPJ/kBTJ0, the electric field becomes pro-

portional to J and the system develops a small resistivity. This regime is called

thermally activated flux flow (TAFF).

� when J ≈ J0, and also taking into account the general case that UP >> kBT, then

the hyperbolic sinus can be simplified as sinh(UPJ/kBTJ0) ≈ 1
2
eUPJ/kBTJ0 . This

is the flux creep regime, where the electric field increases exponentially with the

current.
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� when J >> J0, the pinning barriers stop mattering and the flux flows steadily with

a resistivity ρ = ρnB/Bc2, due to the damping of the medium and total absence of

pinning, where ρn is the resistivity at the normal state. This is the flux flow regime,

where the electric field increases linearly with the current.

Zeldov et al[50] introduced the description of a barrier potential that decays logarithmi-

cally with the current density instead of linearly, determined from the experimental data

acquired by analysing the V-I characteristics:

W = −UP ln

(
J

J0

)
(1.19)

Thus, the electric field in the flux creep regime with a logarithmic potential can be

approximated to:

E ≈ 2xhopR0Be
− Up
kBT

J
UP /kBT
0

JUP /kBT (1.20)

In this regime then, E(J) can be fairly well fitted to a power law E = AJn (as illustrated

in figure 1.7(c)), where A and n are constants. The power index n is equivalent to the

logarithmic derivative of the E(J) relation:

n =
d [ln(E)]

d [ln(J)]
≈ UP
kBT

(1.21)

Hence, n is directly proportional to the pinning energy in the system and provides infor-

mation on the vortex dynamics in the region of flux creep.

1.6.3 YBCO nanocomposite coated conductors

Vortex pinning and flux creep depend on the magnetic field orientation, causing a mag-

netic field orientation dependency of Jc and n as well. Even at the orientation of the

magnetic field where critical currents are lowest (in general, H||c), YBCO enhances re-

markably the three critical parameters Jc, Tc and Hc2 in comparison to the workhorse

of low temperature magnets NbTi as depicted in the J-T-H 3D graph in figure 1.15(a).

Thus, YBCO is an ideal candidate for high magnetic field applications.

As explained in section 1.6.1, a proper change in the microstructure of YBa2Cu3O7−x

can be performed by the growth of nanocomposites (that combine superconducting

YBa2Cu3O7−x with nanometric non-superconducting regions) in order to enhance the

pinning sites and therefore enlarge even more Jc or Hc2.

Furthermore, the successful development of suitable methods to grow epitaxial YBCO

films on top of bi-axially textured substrates following a multilayered architecture, named

coated conductors (CCs, see figure 1.15(b)), has raised new opportunities to promote
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Figure 1.15: (a) 3D plot of the critical parameters Jc, Tc and Hc2 for NbTi, pristine
YBa2Cu3O7−x and YBa2Cu3O7−x nanocomposite for H||c and (b) sketch of the typical

architecture of a CC.

practical and scalable conductors for power applications at high magnetic fields and

temperatures[51–56].

The magnetic field-temperature ranges which should be attainable now with YBCO CCs

are much wider than with any other found superconducting material and many research

programs have been established in USA, Japan, Europe, Korea and China to follow up

the development of such conductors. In the framework of the European consortium Euro-

tapes (European Development of Superconducting Tapes)[56], composed of 21 European

partners including industries and leaded by ICMAB, one of the main issues has been

the optimization of the superconducting performance of REBCO films that are grown by

pulsed laser deposition (PLD) or chemical solution deposition (CSD).

This thesis is focused on the analysis of the interplay between microstructure and the

electrical performance of YBCO films grown by CSD, in particular YBCO nanocomposites

with the inclusion of nanoparticles, in order to understand and determine the range for

improvement in vortex pinning and flux creep when adding secondary phases in the

YBCO matrix.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

2.1 Sample growth from chemical solution deposi-

tion

There are several methods that can be used to grow highly textured YBCO films and avoid

the presence of high angle grain boundaries that would imply a decrease of the super-

conducting properties[57]. Most of CC fabrication techniques require a highly pure envi-

ronment and sophisticated vacuum control as sputtering[58], pulsed laser deposition[59,60],

pulsed electron deposition[61], liquid phase epitaxy[62] or chemical vapor deposition[63].

Chemical solution deposition (CSD) emerged as a low cost long length scalable technique

for the fabrication of high performance CCs at atmospheric pressure (no vacuum in any

step of the process). It is a very different approach where the solution composition and

the deposition parameters determine the final thickness while the film epitaxy is achieved

during a separate growth process[64–66].

Figure 2.1: sketch of the steps for the CSD-TFA growth route of YBCO nanocomposite
films. (a) Solution preparation, (b) deposition technique and (c) heating steps.

The films studied in this work have been grown by CSD from the metal-organic decom-

position of trifuoracetate (TFA) salts in solution[67,68], which is the most widely used

solution-based route to achieve epitaxial YBCO. Recently, the interest of decreasing the
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amount of fluorine has increased and several groups (ours among them) has devoted spe-

cial effort to work with the so-called low fluorine solutions[69–72] (where only 70% or 80%

or the metallorganic salts contain fluor), or even with fluorine free carboxylate salts in

which case the growth mechanism changes completely[73].

The steps of the CSD-TFA route are depicted in figure 2.1. First, a precursor solution

of adequate stoichiometry, purity and rheological parameters needs to be prepared. Sec-

ondly, the solution is deposited on the substrate, which is a decisive step for the final

thickness of the film. Finally, the film is heated according to the following steps: first, a

pyrolysis for the elimination of the organic material and generation of solid nanophases

and then a heating process at higher temperatures where the film crystallizes in the YBCO

phase and is oxygenated to get into the superconducting phase with optimal doping.

2.1.1 Solution synthesis

The preparation of the metal-organic TFA YBCO precursor solution consists of the dis-

solution of YBCO powder in an excess of trifluoroacetic anhydride, a small quantity of

trifluoroacetic acid (Aldrich 99%) and distilled acetone, stirred and heated at 55° for 60

h, subsequently filtered and evaporated through vacuum[65,68,74].

Afterwards, the mixture of TFA salts (Ba(TFA)2, Cu(TFA)2 and Y(TFA)3) is redissolved

in anhydrous methanol or dry acetone. This solution is finally stored in sealed vials in

an inert atmosphere.

The molar concentration of the metal salts in the solution has been typically 1.5 M or

0.75 M (M = mols/l), yielding to a final molar concentration of Y in the solution of 0.25

M and 0.125 M (given the fact that there is 1 mol of Y for each 6 mols of metal-salts)

and to a final as-grown films thickness of 250± 20 nm and 150± 20 nm respectively.

The use of fluorine in the TFA approach to form YBCO layers is justified by two main

reasons: the avoidance of moisture and carbon contamination by the formation of barium

fluoride BaF2 instead of barium carbonate BaCO3 and the control of the growth process

by the hydrofluoric acid (HF) evolving rate[67,71].

In order to promote the formation of secondary phases in the YBCO matrix, the compo-

nents of the initial formulation can be modified. In this work, the acquirement of epitaxial

superconducting nanocomposites has been achieved by the proper addition in the prepa-

ration of the (Y,Ba,Cu)-TFA solution with two different approaches (see figure 2.1(a)):

� Spontaneously segregated nanocomposites (ss-nanocomposites), including additional

metal salts (Zr, Ta, Y, Cu,...) directly to the precursor solution that leads, after

deposition and growth, to the spontaneous segregation of two different phases, where

the superconducting phase is epitaxial YBCO and the non-superconducting phase

crystallizes in the form of nanoparticles. In this work, BaZrO3, Ba2YTaO6 and

mixed Ba2YTaO6-BaZrO3, Ba2YTaO6-CuO, Ba2YTaO6-Y2O3 and BaZrO3-Y2O3

spontaneous segregated nanoparticles have been used, whose growth details are

explained elsewhere[75–77].
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� Preformed nanoparticles nanocomposites (pn-nanocomposites), based in the mix-

ing of a previously stabilized colloidal solution containing preformed nanoparticles

(in this work, CeO2, ZrO2, HfO2, BaZrO3 and BaHfO3 nanoparticles) in the TFA

precursor solution used for YBCO film growth. Nanoparticles are synthesized by

solvothermal methods, whether via microwave-assisted method or via thermal ac-

tivation. The specific approaches used for the stabilization of the nanoparticles are

explained in detail for each kind of nanoparticle in several reported works[66,74,78,79].

Nanoparticle concentrations are expressed in this work by the percentage of the mo-

lar concentration of nanoparticles with respect to the YBCO molar concentration. For

example, for the nanocomposite YBCO + 10%M BaZrO3 (usually simply expressed as

10% BaZrO3 in this manuscript), there is 1 mol of BaZrO3 for 10 mols of YBCO, which

means a BaZrO3 molar concentration of 25 mM for a typical YBCO molar concentration

of 0.25 M.

2.1.2 Deposition technique

TFA-YBCO precursor solutions were deposited on 5 · 5 mm2 LaAlO3 (LAO) single crys-

tal substrates previously cleaned and thermal treated in oxygen flow with the process

depicted in figure 2.2(a), in order to remove all possible remaining organic content and

induce a surface reorganization that creates terraces, favouring the nucleation of new

phases[80].

The deposition technique strongly affects the required rheological parameters of the solu-

tion. Two deposition methods were used in this work, performed in a glove box with clean

atmosphere, controlled temperature (18− 23°C) and low humidity (< 3g/cm3) provided

by flowing N2:

� Spin coating, where a volume of 15µL of precursor solution is deposited on the

substrate that is placed on a spinner and is accelerated to 6000 rpm in 1 s and

spinned during 2 min[74]. With this technique, the thickness of as-grown films

is typically 50-300 nm obtained with varying molar concentrations. Spin coating

multideposition can be also used for the acquirement of thicker layers.

� Inkjet printing, where the solution is deposited in droplets generated in a single

nozzle with a piezoelectric of lead zirconate titanate drop-on-demand actuator[81,82].

With this technique, by controlling the rheology and concentration of the solution

and determining the drop volume and spacing, it is feasible to obtain thick (∼ 1µm)

films in one single coating. In order to reach thicker films than 500 nm, organic

additives had to be included in the solution to avoid liquid movements during the

deposition and also film cracking during the pyrolysis process.

After the deposition, as-deposited films that are homogeneous in thickness are annealed

at 70°C for 5 min in the dry atmosphere of the glove box, before being transferred to the

pyrolysis furnace.
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2.1.3 Pyrolysis process

The pyrolysis is a low temperature process (300− 500°C) that is followed in order to

decompose the organic matter. During this process, the film shrinks, becomes denser

and liberates gaseous phases, releasing the generated stress. It is crucial to control the

processing parameters to avoid detrimental effects as film cracking, buckling, blistering

or porosity and achieve homogeneous solid precursor films.

The conventional pyrolysis process for spin coated films is illustrated in figure 2.2(b),

performed in a tubular furnace in a quartz tube with an oxygen flow of 0.07 l/min.

During this thermal process, water vapour is introduced into the gas flow at ∼ 110°C

during the heating ramp and closed at ∼ 150− 200°C during the cooling ramp, necessary

for the hydro stabilization of the Cu(TFA)2 salt and for the prevention of its sublimation

that would imply Cu deficiency[65,83].

Figure 2.2: schematic thermal profile of (a) the substrate treatment and (b) the conventional
pyrolysis process.

The pyrolisis process strongly depends on the mechanical properties of the gel film. In

the case of thick films deposited by inkjet printing, a thorough study of the heating ramps

has been carried out[82], revealing that up to 160°C the heating rate can be as high as

50°/min, whereas in the range 180− 280°C, the heating rate should be maintained below

5°/min to avoid film buckling and cracking.

After the pyrolysis in oxygen atmosphere, the film is composed by intermediate phases

of Ba1−xYxF2+x and CuO, identified with analytical studies of decomposition reaction[83].

The not adjusted reaction of the pyrolysis process is illustrated in the scheme of figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: scheme of the decomposition reaction of the TFA metal trifluoroacetate
precursors during the pyrolysis process.
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2.1.4 Growth process

The growth process is a second thermal process that includes the nucleation, crystalliza-

tion and oxygenation steps of the YBCO phase. This process is conducted in a tubular

furnace as well. The thermal profile of this process is shown in figure 2.4(a).

Firstly, as-pyrolysed films are heated up to the growth temperature Tgrowth (typically

700-800 °C) in a dry mixed atmosphere of O2 and N2 with a total pressure of 1 bar and

a partial pressure of 0.2 mbar of oxygen. During the heating ramp, the water vapour is

introduced at TH2O obtaining a humid atmosphere for BaF2 decomposition, necessary for

the removal of fluorine through evaporation of HF. The partial pressure of water vapour

in the humid atmosphere is 23 mbar. The respective flow rates are controlled with mass

flow controllers.

Then, an annealing stage is followed for the YBCO crystallization, characterised by a

dwell at the growth temperature in the humid atmosphere.

Subsequently, again in a dry atmosphere of O2 and N2, the film is cooled down, chang-

ing at 600 °C to an atmosphere of only O2 and following a second dwell at the oxy-

genation temperature Toxygenation (typically 450-550 °C). In this oxygenation process,

oxygen is inserted in the YBCO structure, that is transformed from the tetragonal to

the orthorhombic superconducting phase[84,85]. Finally, the film is cooled down to room

temperature.

Figure 2.4: (a) schematic thermal profile of the general YBCO growth process and the
specific (b) conventional and (c) flash heating processes.

Most of the samples in this work were grown with a conventional heating process, but

some of them were heated with a flash heating ramp.

In the case of the conventional heating mode, the sample is placed in the centre of the

furnace and heated up with a constant heating ramp of 25°/min (see figure 2.4(a)).

In contrast, in the case of flash heating mode, the furnace is pre-heated and the sample is

pushed into the centre of the furnace suddenly acquiring the growth temperature Tgrowth
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(see figure 2.4(b)) with an average heating ramp of ∼ 700°C/min[74], providing high ki-

netics for YBCO nucleation and growth and thus leading to a fast formation of c-axis

YBCO films.

According to phase identification results[86], the primary YBCO formation reaction is

firstly the decomposition of Ba1−xYxF2+x into Ba(OxFy)2 and Y2O3, followed by a de-

composition of Ba(OxFy)2 in the humid atmosphere, releasing HF and reacting with Y2O3

and CuO, which leads to the formation of the YBCO film (the schematic not adjusted

reaction is shown in figure 2.5). The film is finally oxygenated under a high oxygen flow

rate up to an optimal doping state, being ready for the superconducting performance.

Figure 2.5: scheme of the YBCO formation reaction from the pyrolysed film during the
growth process.

2.2 Microfabrication

Critical current densities are so high in YBCO films, that it would be necessary to apply

currents of hundreds of A to evaluate the critical values for 5 mm wide and ∼ 300 nm

thick films. In lab scale, it is interesting to evaluate the critical superconducting prop-

erties without need of applying such power consuming current intensities. Besides, the

measurement of zero dissipation implies to avoid resistance coming from the current leads

and warming effects generated by some resistance in the electrical contacts. Therefore,

the sample is lithographed and a superconducting circuit is designed with a 4 point

configuration around thin bridges in order to evaluate critical currents in the range of

∼ 0.00001− 2 A, using electrical contacts with very low contact interface resistivity.

2.2.1 Electrical contacts

In order to avoid unusual effects as Joule heating and possible sample destruction or

wrong Jc determination, the quality of the electrical contacts is of prime importance for

the electrical transport measurements and also for magnet applications[87]. The contact

interface resistivity ρc is defined as:

ρc ≡ RcAc (2.1)

Where Rc and Ac are the contact resistance and the contact area respectively. Following

the method developed by Ekin et al[88], low resistivity contacts (ρc ∼ 10µΩcm2) can be

obtained by sputtering a noble metal layer (Au or Ag) on top of the superconductor

surface where the external equipment wires will be connected.

The deposition process is depicted in figure 2.6(a-e). A brass shadow mask with designed

gaps (obtained after brass photolithography) is placed on top of the YBCO film. After-
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Figure 2.6: scheme and equipment of the electrical contact deposition process. (a-b) show
the schematic view of the sublimated Ag contact deposition, optical photographs show (c) the

YBCO film before contact deposition, (d) the lithographed brass mask, (e) the YBCO film
after contact deposition, (f) the thermal evaporator from Boc Edwards and (g) the

sputtering/ion-milling system from TSST.

wards, the sublimation and deposition of ∼ 300− 500 nm of Ag is carried out. In this

work, silver has been deposited in the ISO 7 cleanroom at ICMAB whether by a thermal

evaporator in a vacuum chamber of ∼ 10−6 mbar (Evaporation System Auto 306 from

Boc Edwards, see figure 2.6(f)) or by plasma-assisted sputtering in an argon atmosphere

at a pressure of 0.1 mbar (Sputtering/Ion-Milling System from TSST, see figure 2.6(g)).

Figure 2.7: schematic thermal profile of the post-annealing process for the achievement of
high quality silver contacts.

In order to obtain high quality electrical coupling between the metal contacts and the

film, a post-annealing treatment is needed consisting of a 1 hour dwell at 450 °C with

a 0.012 l/min O2 flow. The annealing is conducted in a quartz tube inside of a tubular

furnace, whose thermal profiled is illustrated in figure 2.7. At this annealing temperature

and dwell time, small modifications of the microstructure are expected[89].
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2.2.2 Photolithography

Photolithography allows to design YBCO bridges in the range of µm that accomplish the

needed cross-section to reach the critical currents with relative low applied currents.

Figure 2.8: schematic view of the steps in the photolithography process of YBCO using a
positive photoresist and laser exposure.

Performed in a cleanroom environment, the consecutive steps of this process are depicted

in figure 2.8:

a The film surface with deposited Ag contacts is cleaned with acetone and methanol,

photographed in figure 2.9(a).

b A layer of positive photoresist (MICROPOSIT(TM) S1813(TM)) is spin coated

(5000 rpm during 25 s) on top of the YBCO film and subsequently cured at 70 °C

during 1 min.

c The photoresist is exposed to laser light in the gaps of a designed digital pattern

with the help of a Micro-Writer from Durham Magneto Optics LTD (photographed

in figure 2.9(c)), which is a direct-write photolithography device that uses a software

mask to define the exposed patterns. After the exposure with combination of 5µm

and 1µm lasers, the activated photoresist is removed by stirring the sample inside

of a developer (Microposit MF 319) during 2 min.

d After examining that the generated pattern in the photoresist coincides with the

Ag contacts, the sample is stirred in a 1:100 or 1:10 acid solution of H3PO4 : H2O

for 10-20 s (depending on the thickness of the sample and acid concentration).

Wet etching of YBCO is accomplished when H3PO4 soaks through the gaps of the

photoresist pattern, removing the unwanted YBCO.
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e The remaining photoresist on the YBCO layer is wiped out by the agency of an

acetone ultrasonic bath.

f The final sample is a YBCO electrical circuit with the metal contacts, as pho-

tographed in figure 2.9(b). The edges of the film may be short circuited due to spin

coating edge effects. They can be manually removed with a tooth stick soaked in

1:10 H3PO4 : H2O solution.

Figure 2.9: YBCO film (a) before and (b) after the photolithography process.
(c) Micro-Writer from Durham Magneto Optics LTD in the cleanroom at ICMAB.

The process here described has been the main procedure for the preparation of the films

for electrical transport measurements. However, another procedure has been seldom used

where samples have been fully covered with silver followed by a physical etching of the

gaps with ion milling. Different patterns have been used in this thesis for entire samples

of 5 mm by 5 mm (see figures 2.10(a-b)) and half cut samples (see figures 2.10(c-d)).

Figure 2.10: optical microscope images of different photo-lithographed patterns. Scale bars
correspond to 1 mm.

With these patterns, it has been possible to measure bridges with different cross-sections

and characteristics. Bridge widths range from 5 µm to 150 µm and the standard length

has been 200 µm although 400 µm has been also used.
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Patterns from figure 2.10(a,b,d) allow to measure the direct resistivity of the bridge apart

from critical currents. T the one from figure 2.10(c) is less sharp and more resistant to

the burning of the bridge at high currents and the one from figure 2.10(b) is protected

with a silver layer on top of the entire superconducting circuit.

2.3 Sample characterization

Before the microfabrication process is implemented in order to measure the electrical

properties, films are characterized with non-invasive techniques as X-ray diffraction and

dc-magnetometry. When samples are patterned, bridge thicknesses have been currently

measured with profilometry for an accurate calculation of Jc.

Seeking for correlation between microstructure and electrical properties, the principal

samples have been not only electrically characterized but also studied in parallel by

scanning transmission electron microscopy, whether studying a lamella directly from the

same characterized bridge or studying a part of the second half of a cut sample like in

figure 2.10(c).

2.3.1 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) is a structural characterization technique whose theoretical basis

lies in the Bragg law[90]. The wavelength of X-rays radiation is of the order of ∼ Å, the

same order of magnitude as inter-atomic distances. Therefore, the study of XRD allows

to identify the internal crystal structure of matter in the atomic and inter-atomic scale.

Any kind of inter-planar spacing fluctuations in the crystal lattice will affect the X-

ray reflection and can be detected by analysing the Bragg peak characteristics such as

position (2Θ) or the full width half maximum (FWHM). The usual configuration for

X-ray diffraction measurement is the conventional Θ− 2Θ scan configuration, shown in

figure 2.11(a).

Figure 2.11: (a) aketch of the conventional Θ− 2Θ scan configuration (adapted from[91])
and (b) Williamson-Hall plot of the (00l) peaks for a YBCO nanocomposite. Nanostrain ε can

be extracted from the slope of the linear fit (dashed line).
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As later explained in section 3.1.2, nanoscale strain is very common in YBCO nanocom-

posites. Following the Williamson-Hall method[92], it is possible to measure the nanos-

train ε along the c-axis by the analysis of the Θ− 2Θ scans with long acquisition time,

following the equation:

β2 cos2(Θ) =
λα1

L⊥
+ 16ε2 sin2(Θ) (2.2)

Where β is the integrated breadth of the (00l) YBCO Bragg peaks after the subtraction

of the contribution from the instrument, λα1 is the wavelength of the Cu Kα1 radiation

and L⊥ is the coherent volume size perpendicular to the scattering vector.

The Θ− 2Θ scans have been performed by the technical staff at ICMAB with a step

size of 0.02° every 2 s by a Siemens D5000 diffractometer, using a Cu Kα radiation

with wavelength λα1 = 1.540560 Å. A typical plot β2 cos2(Θ) vs sin2(Θ) is shown for a

nanocomposite in figure 2.11(b), where ε can be extracted from the slope of the linear

fit.

2.3.2 SQUID dc-magnetometry

The magnetization of YBCO films has been inductively measured by the technician in the

low temperature laboratory at ICMAB with a dc-magnetometer consisting of a Quantum

Design superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID, see figure 2.12), with a

vacuum pump, a 7 T superconducting coil for applied magnetic fields and temperature

control between 1.8 K and 400 K. The SQUID detection system consists of a group of

pick-up coils placed at the middle of the superconducting magnet. The sample is moved

along the pick-up coils, inducing a current on them proportional to the magnetic flux

variation. The SQUID detector, by the application of Josephson junctions[93], has a

magnetic moment accuracy of 10−9 Am2 (10−6 emu).

Figure 2.12: SQUID dc-magnetometer in the low temperatures lab at ICMAB.

According to the critical state model, Jc is directly related to the saturated magnetization

as expressed by equation 1.12. Hence, this inductive method can be used to obtain the
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temperature and magnetic field dependence of Jc. Although the results shown in this

thesis manuscript are mainly electrical transport measurements, SQUID measurements

have been used to evaluate Tc and Jc of as-grown films before deciding to perform invasive

electrical transport measurements and have been also useful for the optimization of the

preparation of films during the microfabrication process, controlling any alteration of

the superconducting properties. Furthermore, some inductive Jc results (denoted as Jc

(SQUID)) are used in this manuscript for completeness of the different studies.

2.3.3 Profilometry

For the calculation of the current density J in electrical measurements, it is necessary to

determine the size of the cross-section of the bridge where the current flows:

J =
I

wt
(2.3)

Where w is the width of the bridge, that can be easily calculated from optical microscope

images with resolution of∼ µm, and t is the thickness. Although thickness can be deduced

from the molar concentration of the precursor solution, it is convenient to measure the

thickness directly of the bridge for a proper calculation of the Jc value, especially in inkjet

printed and multi-layered thick films. This can be done with the surface profiler P16+

from KLA Tencor located in the cleanroom at ICMAB (see figure 2.13(a)).

Figure 2.13: (a) surface profiler P16+ from KLA Tencor in the cleanroom at ICMAB and
(b) surface profile of a 600 nm thick and 70 µm wide YBCO bridge.

This tool uses a diamond stylus that stays in contact with the sample at a constant

applied force as low as 0.5 mg. This lowest force has been usually the applied one for the

bridge analysis of the patterned YBCO films in this work. A profile example is shown in

figure 2.13(b), where a bridge of an inkjet printed sample is analysed.
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2.3.4 Electrical transport measurements

Electrical transport measurements were carried out by the standard 4-points method,

depicted in figure 2.14(a), ensuring that the voltage drop is strictly measured in the length

of the bridge. The current was applied parallel to the ab-plane, always perpendicularly

to the applied magnetic field which was rotated with angle θ from the c-axis (0°) to the

ab-plane (90°), ensuring maximum Lorentz force configuration (J ⊥ H). Figure 2.14(b)

shows a typical example of logarithmic E-J characteristics. Jc was determined for a

critical electric field Ec = 10 µV/cm criterion. The n value was calculated by fitting the

power law E ∝ Jn over a range extending from a minimum electric field Emin = 50 µV/cm

to a maximum electric field Emax ∼ 300 µV/cm where the measurement stops, ensuring

that the measurement is close to Jc in the region of flux creep (see section 1.6.2) and that

there is enough smooth data for a proper fit.

Figure 2.14: (a) scheme of the 4 point configuration with maximum Lorentz force and (b)
logarithmic plot of the E-J experimental data for a pristine YBCO film at 77 K, 1 T. Ec, Emin

and E ∝ Jn fitting are indicated with dashed lines.

The resistance R has been also measured using the 4-point configuration. It is given by

the ratio between the measured voltage and the applied current V/I, using a low frequency

ac-current of 0.01 mA at 33 Hz. The resistivity ρ is calculated from the expression 2.4,

where L is the length of the bridge.

R =
ρL

wt
(2.4)

ρ(T) curves have been obtained by ramping down the temperature with a 5 K/min

rate and reading voltage every 2 K, whereas near Tc the used rate was 0.5 K/min and

voltage was read every 0.1 K. Tc was determined using a mid-point criterion[94]. Thus,

Tc corresponds to Tc0.5 and the width of the transition ∆Tc = Tc0.9 − Tc0.1, where Tcx

is the temperature at which ρ(Tcx) = xρn(Tcx) being ρn(T) the linear fit of the metallic

normal resistivity at the normal state.

The irreversibility line Hirr(T) has been obtained by inverting the Tirr(H) line, acquired
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from the ρ(T) curves at different magnetic fields, following the criteria ρ(Tirr)/ρ(100K) =

10−3.

2.3.4.1 Physical property measurement system

Except the results obtained up to very intense magnetic fields (> 9T), electrical transport

measurements have been performed in a physical property measurement system (PPMS)

from Quantum Design, shown in figure 2.15. This vacuum system includes a 9 T super-

conducting magnet and temperature is controlled in a helium cryostat from 1.9 K to 400

K. It counts with a rotating motor to change sample orientation θ with respect to the

applied magnetic field with an angular range of 370° and an accuracy of 0.1°, enabling to

measure E-J curves for different T, H and θ.

Figure 2.15: PPMS in the low temperatures lab at ICMAB.

Voltage-current characteristics were obtained in the PPMS by measuring 256 points sep-

arated by a regular current step size, ramping the current up to a maximum value Imax,

determined by voltage and power dissipation limits Vmax and Pmax = VmaxImax in a feed-

back loop. If any measurement surpasses any of both limits, the current is immediately

cut off to avoid bridge damaging.

Figure 2.16: YBCO sample mounted and contacted on top of (a) a round puck and (b) a
rotating puck.

The PPMS includes a nanovoltmeter and a dc/ac current source which provides currents

down to 10 µA and up to 2 A when using a round puck (see figure 2.16(a)) and up to
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0.5 A when using a rotating puck (see figure 2.16(b)). Unless the sample is wedged, the

round puck is limited to measurements when the applied magnetic field is parallel to the

c-axis.

The sample is mounted and glued on the puck with GE varnish and contacted with a 0.05

mm diameter silver wire attached to the contact pads of both sample and puck with silver

conductive paint. The use of various silver wires in the same pad has been perceived as

favourable for avoiding contact heating.

2.3.4.2 High magnetic field measurements

The study of the electrical performance of CSD YBCO films, with special focus on the

nanocomposites, has been extended to very intense magnetic fields in the facilities of the

Laboratoire National des Champs Magnétiques Intenses (LNCMI, in Grenoble) and of

the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (MagLab, in Tallahassee). First, the proof

of concept of measuring lab scale CSD YBCO films on LAO substrates was developed in

LNCMI, achieving the first results and understanding the main difficulties related to:

� Sample mounting in a handmade probe and set-up.

� Sample damaging because of high pressure from pressure electrical contacts, mois-

ture during warming of the probe and/or too high applied currents.

� Sample burning due to transient current peaks from the current source.

� Sample detachment due to the large induced Lorentz forces.

� Electrical ground and noise control.

� Liquid He bubble in the cryostat during cooling.

Figure 2.17: (a) top of the 35 T 32 mm magnet at Maglab with a cryostat inside and (b)
tight-vacuum probe and its cover.

High field results presented in this manuscript belong to the later experiments in the

Maglab, where most of the difficulties were solved. 4-points electrical transport measure-

ments were conducted in a 35 T 32 mm bore resistive magnet, shown in figure 2.17(a).
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A tight-vacuum ∼ 1.6 m long probe has been used (see figure 2.17(b)) provided with a

rotating handle on the top and a cover that seals the purged atmosphere inside.

Figure 2.18: Electrical circuit of the set-up for electrical transport measurements at very
high magnetic fields.

The electrical circuit of the set-up is represented in figure 2.18. Current is generated

in a current source and flows through a shunt resistor of known resistance in order to

deduce the current intensity. The sample is generally short-circuited except when the

measurement runs. On the other side, the probe counts with a Cernox thermometer and

a heater consisting of copper wire wounded around the probe. Temperature is controlled

in the range of 4.2-60 K with a temperature controller.

Figure 2.19: experimental set-up. (a) Sample mounting on the probe, (b) electronic devices
and (c) pins soldering of the G10 support.

Samples were mounted on G10 supports fabricated in the workshop, which are pinned to

a rotating platform inside of the probe (see figure 2.19(a,c)). Pick-up coils are wounded

around the rotating platform for the estimation of the orientation of the magnetic field

θ with respect to te sample. The electronic set-up out of the probe is partially shown in

figure 2.19(b). It consists of a current source limited to 5A (Kethley 2440 Sourcemeter),

various Kethley nanovoltmeters to monitor voltage drops in the sample, in the shunt
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and in the pick-up coil, a breakout box, a shunt resistor and a Lakeshore temperature

controller (model 336).

Figure 2.20: (a-b) YBCO sample placed on G10 supports for respective rotating platforms,
that can be oriented at (c) H||ab and (d) H||c among other orientations.

Samples are contacted through 0.05 mm diameter silver wires with conductive silver paint.

The wires are afterwards soldered to the pins of the support with Sn60Pb40 solder (see

figures 2.19(c) and 2.20(a-b)). The support is able to rotate a range of ∼ 200°, limited

by the stress of the wires. The orientation of the support in the probe cavity is shown in

figures 2.20(c-d) for 90° (H||ab) and 0° (H||c).

2.3.5 Scanning transmission electron microscopy

The analysis of aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)

images has been crucial for some of the main outcomes of this thesis. STEM allows

the visualization of the atomic structure of crystals in the real space with sub-atomic

resolution. An electron beam is extracted from an electron gun, which is then focused

into the crystal sample by the use of electromagnetic coils. The transmitted electrons are

gathered by either the use of diverse annular detectors, each one providing complemen-

tary information. Different imaging modes and analytical techniques were used for the

observations carried out by other members of the group:

� High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF), also referred as Z-contrast, achieved by

using an annular detector with very large inner and outer angles, which collect those

electrons undergoing Rutherford scattering with the atomic nuclei of the crystal.

The brightness of each atomic column approximately scales with the atomic number

as ∼ Z2.

� Low-angle annular dark-field (LAADF), achieved by using an annular detector with

lower inner and outer angles, which enables to collect those electrons deviated at

lower angles due to the dechannelling effects generated by the distortions of the

crystal lattice. It allows then to better identify nanoscale strained regions.

� Annular bright field (ABF), where diffracted beams are excluded by placing an

aperture in the back focal plane which only let the electrons from the direct beam
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to go through. It permits to image all the atomic sub-lattices that are present within

the crystal structure, also light elements that can not be imaged by Z-contrast.

� Geometrical Phase Analysis (GPA) is a specific software that maps how two specific

Bragg reflections, selected from the Fast-Fourier Transform pattern associated to a

high resolution lattice image, varies through the image, giving information on local

displacements and rotations of atomic planes[95].

� STEM is suitable for the spectroscopic mapping by energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX)

spectroscopy, which is a technique used for the chemical composition analysis that

relies on the interaction of an X-ray excitation (induced by an electron or x-ray

beam) and a sample, allowing a unique set of peaks in the spectrum for a particular

atomic structure.

The nanoparticle distribution, size and atomic scale defect landscape of the films were

studied mainly with a FEI Titan (60-300 kV) microscope equipped with a third order

probe-aberration corrector, a monochromator and an X-field emission gun. A thorough

analysis of the microstructure of CSD-TFA YBCO nanocomposites is carried out in two

other PhD theses[96,97].
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CHAPTER 3

VORTEX PINNING REGIMES IN CSD

NANOCOMPOSITES

The defect landscape in YBCO films has been demonstrated to strongly affect the critical

current density dependences in the magnetic-field–temperature diagram due to particular

vortex pinning properties associated to different kind of defects. In this chapter, the

dependence of Jc with T, H and θ is studied in CSD ss-nanocomposites in order to

identify vortex pinning regimes where the critical current performance can be boosted

when particular pinning sites are dominant.

3.1 Previous background

3.1.1 Critical current density dependences

As described in section 1.6.1, vortex pinning depends on temperature T, magnetic field

intensity H and orientation θ. Hence, Jc and other superconducting parameters related

to pinning as the pinning force FP depend on these physical magnitudes. Several vortex

pinning theoretical models try to give explanation to the critical current density depen-

dences.

3.1.1.1 Temperature dependence of Jc

Two different theoretical models have been proposed for the temperature dependence

Jc(T) regarding the pinning strength of pinning centres: weak and strong pinning centres.

On one side, the weak collective pinning model[7] predicts a fast decay of Jc(T) following

the expression of the weak critical current density Jwk
c (T) in presence of weak defects:

Jwkc (T ) = Jwkc (0)exp

(
− T
T0

)
(3.1)

where Jwk
c (0) is the weak pinning contribution at 0 K and T0 is the temperature associated

to the characteristic vortex pinning energy of weak defects. 0D point defects with sizes

smaller than ξ are thought to be responsible of weak pinning.

On the other side, for strong defects (as correlated defects, for example), the Bose glass
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theory[44] accounts for a smoother Jc(T) dependence following the expression of the strong

critical current density Jstr
c (T):

Jstrc (T ) = Jstrc (0)exp

[
−3

(
T

T ∗

)2
]

(3.2)

where Jstr
c (0) is the strong pinning contribution at 0 K and T∗ is the temperature associ-

ated to the characteristic vortex pinning energy of strong defects. Thus, strong pinning

centres (1D, 2D and some 3D pinning centres) are more effective than weak pinning

centres at higher temperatures.

Pristine and nanocomposite YBCO films studied in this thesis include defects of different

nature. Therefore, their simultaneous contribution will be responsible for the final pinning

performance[98].

The fitting of experimental results to these temperature dependent expressions is a

useful tool for discerning the domination of certain pinning centres in the magnetic

phase diagram. However, it is important to remark that the validity of these models

in YBCO is stronger at low magnetic fields and strictly restricted to temperatures up to

∼ 60− 70 K[7,98].

3.1.1.2 Magnetic field intensity dependence of Jc

The density per unit area of vortices nv is proportional to the total magnetic flux in the

superconducting material divided by the vortex flux quantum (nv = µ0H/φ0). Assuming

an homogeneous square lattice of vortices (nv = 1/a2
0), the vortex lattice parameter a0

yields:

a0 =

√
φ0

µ0H
(3.3)

For disordered YBCO, a0 is rather an approximation of the spacing between vortices.

When the magnetic field H increases, the amount of vortices increase and the distance

between them diminishes, involving three different regimes of depinning that can be

observed in the Jc(H) dependence, evaluated in figure 3.1.

At very low magnetic fields, up to a certain magnetic field H∗, vortices lay at very large

distances and interact slightly one with another but strongly with defects. In this region,

named single-vortex pinning regime, Jc is nearly independent of the magnetic field, being

Jc(H) ∼ Jsf
c , where Jsf

c is the critical current density at self-field (sf), the magnetic field

arising from the current itself [99,100]. In thin films, a Jc(H) plateau is observed at this

region in a logarithmic scale, as observed in figure 3.1.

In the case of correlated pinning[44,101–103], H∗ is associated to the matching magnetic

field HΦ at which the density of vortices nv is equal to the density of defects nd

(nd = µ0HΦ/φ0/). In this case, the spacing between pinning centres dPC coincides with
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Figure 3.1: magnetic field dependence of the normalized critical current density Jc/J
sf
c for a

pristine YBCO film at 77 K. Single vortex pinning and vortex-vortex interactions regimes are
indicated.

the vortex lattice parameter dPC = a0 =
√
φ0/µ0HΦ. The association H∗ ∼ HΦ is more

valid at low temperatures, where thermal excitations are less prominent[44,102].

At intermediate and high fields above H∗, called vortex-vortex interactions or collective

pinning regime, the electromagnetic interaction between vortices becomes more relevant

than interactions of vortices with defects, implying a Jc(H) decay that generally follows

a power law regime relation:

Jc(H) = A(µ0H)−α (3.4)

where A and α are constants. The power law exponent α is typically in the range of

0.5-1[104], in agreement with several theoretical approaches that deal with vortex-vortex

interactions (1 for collective pinning, 1/2 for plastic pinning and for the flux line share

model, 5/8 for strong pinning in large point pins,...)[44,105–108].

Both, enhancement and reduction of α have been observed in multiple nanostructured

YBCO thin films with the introduction of nanoinclusions in comparison with pristine

films[31,37,104,108–117], reaching α values as large as 1.1 and as low as 0.2.

Finally, when the magnetic field approaches the irreversibility field Hirr, Jc(H) drops very

fast to zero. The entire Jc(H) can be fitted by a single phenomenological equation that

uses the parameters that define these regions[118,119]:

Jc(H) = Jsfc

[
1 +

H

H∗

]−α [
1− H

Hirr

]2

(3.5)
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3.1.1.3 Magnetic field orientation dependence of Jc

Isotropic pinning centres reduce superconductivity equally in any orientation of the mag-

netic field θ with respect to the crystallographic c-axis, depicted in figure 3.2. However, as

explained in section 1.6, vortex characteristic lengths ξ and λ change with the orientation

of the magnetic field. Blatter et al[7] introduced an angular dependent scaling factor ε(θ)

that depends on θ as:

ε(θ) =

√
1

γ2
sin2(θ) + cos2(θ) (3.6)

where γ is the anisotropic constant from equation 1.13, leading to an angular dependence

of the characteristics lengths: λ(θ) = λab/ε(θ) and ξ(θ) = ε(θ)ξab.

Figure 3.2: sketch of the magnetic field orientation θ with respect to the crystallographic
c-axis

By applying the scaling rule[120] to the magnetic field, an applied magnetic field H can

be scaled in an anisotropic layered superconductor into Hscaled(θ), that follows the same

angular dependence as ξ(θ):

Hscaled(θ) = ε(θ)H (3.7)

When isotropic pinning dominates pinning at some conditions in a layered superconduc-

tor, the magnetic field dependence of Jc(θ) curves collapse onto one curve when H is

replaced by Hscaled(θ)[98,121–124]. Also in this case, Hirr(T) and Hc2(T) curves superpose

for different angles θ when they are replaced by ε(θ)Hirr(T) and ε(θ)Hc2(T) respectively.

In pristine CSD YBCO films, the isotropic collapse of Hirr(T, θ) or Jc(H, θ) with the scaled

magnetic field is successful for γ = 5− 6, in agreement with the intrinsic anisotropy of

YBCO. However, in nanocomposite films like in figure 3.6, the same analysis leads to an

effective scaling factor εeff(θ) composed of an effective anisotropy parameter γeff that is

lower than γ, ranging from 1.5 to 4.

In particular, the intrinsic anisotropy γ of these nanocomposites can be determined from

the study of the angular dependence of the upper critical field curve Hc2(T)[7]. Some

experiments at very high fields confirmed that the intrinsic anisotropy γ, associated to

the electrical mass anisotropy of the YBCO crystal, remains being the same for YBCO

films with nanoparticles (γ ∼ 5)[32,123,125]. However, the collapse of Hirr(T, θ) and Jc(H, θ)
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in diverse nanostructured films with nanoparticles[32,75,123,126–128] elucidate the presence

of a different effective anisotropy γeff for the scaling under pinning conditions when they

are plotted versus an effective magnetic field Heff :

Heff (θ) = εeff (θ)H =

√
1

γ2
eff

sin2(θ) + cos2(θ) (3.8)

Hence, while the effective anisotropy γeff is modified through the incorporation of

nanoscale isotropic defects, the intrinsic electron mass anisotropy remains unaltered.

Figure 3.3: angular dependence of Heff when H=9T for different γeff . Insets for H||c and
H||ab recall the vortex configurations from figure 1.11(a).

In figure 3.3, the θ dependence of Heff is plotted for different γeff when the applied magnetic

field is 9 T. At H||c, Heff = H for any γeff , whereas at H||ab, each γeff leads to a different

Heff , being the largest the one with smallest γeff . Although superconducting properties

in nanocomposites (low γeff) decrease at H||ab due to a higher Heff , the magnetic field

dependent superconducting properties are less anisotropic and can be homogeneously

enhanced in all orientations.

Anisotropic pinning centres generate strong pinning at specific orientations of the mag-

netic field and their contribution falls out of the isotropic collapse of Hirr(T, θ) or Jc(H, θ).

The Jc values that deviate from the collapsed line, have an extra anisotropic contribution

Janiso
c , that can be calculated by considering:

Jc = J isoc + Janisoc (3.9)

Which is a rough approximation since it does not consider interaction between defects, but

it is an appropriate approximation whenever one of the two kinds of defects is dominant.

As it is shown in the following section, the most common correlated pinning centres in

CSD YBCO films are planar defects: twin boundaries at H||c and stacking faults and

intrinsic pinning at H||ab.
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These planar defects provide a positive Janiso
c contribution with the exception of twin

boundaries, that depending on the magnetic field, temperature or vortex motion direction

may act either as strong pinning centres or channels for easy vortex flow. In the latter

case, a suppression of Jc is observed when H is parallel to the c-axis of YBCO (θ = 0° or

θ = 180°)[129,130].

In a strong anisotropic pinning potential, the vortex lattice can gain energy by aligning

vortices parallel to the pinning centres, leading to three different angular regimes[7] de-

picted in figure 3.4 for the case of intrinsic pinning. For small misalignments of θ, up to

the lock-in critical angle θL, vortices are locked and remain parallel to the planes, named

lock-in regime (fig. 3.4(a)). At larger angles, up to the trapping critical angle θT, vortices

accommodate with kinks and parallel segments where the magnetic lines recall to the

shape of a staircase, called staircase regime (fig. 3.4(b)). When surpassing θT, vortices do

not accommodate and keep straight at the orientation of the magnetic field (fig. 3.4(c)).

Figure 3.4: schematic view of vortices in (a) lock-in, (b) staircase and (c) straight-vortices
regimes for orientations θ close to H||ab.

The pinning energy provided by anisotropic pinning centres at these angular regimes

enhances Jc(θ) gradually as vortices are turned towards the direction of the pinning centre,

interacting with the additional isotropic pinning centres that scale with the effective

magnetic field Heff .

The theoretical calculation for θT for magnetic fields H� HΦ is independent of the mag-

netic field: θT = (2εp/εl)
1/2, where εp is the pinning energy per unit length and εl is

the vortex line tension, that corresponds to εl = (φ2
0/(4πµ0λ

2))ln(a0/ξ). For H� HΦ,

θT decays with the magnetic field as H3/2 and H3/4 for linear and planar defects respec-

tively[7,131].

3.1.2 Nanostructural defects in CSD YBCO films

Epitaxial YBCO films usually display a great variety of nanoscale structural defects that

can be observed by experimental techniques as XRD or STEM. Depending on the YBCO

precursors and the growth method used to synthesize films, different crystallographic

defects have been found as oxygen vacancies, cation disorder, threading, screw or edge

dislocations, grain boundaries, twin boundaries, antiphase boundaries, ab-grains, stacking
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faults, intergrowths, nanoscale strain, etc.

As explained in section 1.6, the orthorhombic phase is characterized by the presence of

oxygen vacancies, which in turn, control superconducting properties as Tc or Jc. Besides,

a very common defect appear in CSD YBCO during the growth-oxygenation process: the

stacking fault, also called Y124 intergrowth and illustrated in figure 3.5(a), that consists

of an ab planar defect caused by the interruption in the vertical stacking sequence of

YBCO, precisely the addition of an extra layer of CuO chains.

Figure 3.5: STEM images of high-magnification and defect identification. (a) Z-contrast
image of a YBCO film with a stacking fault (dark stripe) where the ionic structure of YBCO
is projected, (b) Z-contrast image indicating with white arrows the O-decorated Cu vacancies

found inside of stacking faults and (c) Z-contrast image (d) and LAADF of an isolated
stacking fault, where the partial dislocations and the associated strain are indicated by marks

and arrows, respectively.

The generation of stacking faults can be interpreted as a mechanism to relieve ac-

cumulated stress generated at the grain boundaries or interfaces between different

phases[132,133]. When stacking faults form an homogeneous ordered array, they result

in the YBa2Cu4Oy phase (Y124), which in turn, is a superconducting phase with lower

Tc = 80K[134].

Stacking faults have been recently observed to host defect clusters consisting of 2 cop-

per vacancies surrounded by 3 oxygen vacancies (O-decorated Cu vacancies)[135]. These

clusters, indicated in figure 3.5(b), are expected to gain a ferromagnetic moment in the

vicinity of the superconducting CuO2 planes. Another relevant defect concomitant with

the formation of stacking faults is the partial dislocation that appears at the edges of

the planar defect, shown in figures 3.5(c-d). In the low angle mode of STEM, the higher

contrast regions located on the dislocations indicate the strain associated to the atomic

displacements and therefore regions of increased nanostrain.

The amount of stacking faults can be tuned by the change of different parameters dur-

ing the oxygenation process (temperature, annealing time, cooling rate, oxygen partial

pressure)[89,136]. In pristine films, stacking faults tend to accumulate near the surface of

the film and at the interface with the substrate. An alternative very efficient way of

strongly increase the density of stacking faults and modify their length is the insertion

of nanoparticles in the YBCO matrix. In this case, stacking faults are generated during
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the growth process before the oxygenation step[75].

CSD is a very versatile technique that allows the incorporation of secondary phases by

adding them to the precursor solution. Nanoparticles of BaZrO3, Ba2YTaO6, BaCeO3

or Y2O3 with diameters ranging from 5 nm up to 50 nm have been successfully incor-

porated and homogeneously distributed in the YBCO matrix, showing no decrease of

the superconducting properties of the final YBCO nanocomposite but improved in field

Jc behaviour[75,123,137]. Figure 3.6(a) illustrates the homogeneous distribution of BaZrO3

nanoparticles along ∼ 1 µm wide cross-section.

Figure 3.6: STEM images of YBCO-BaZrO3 nanocomposites. (a) Low magnification
LAADF image that shows the homogeneous distribution of nanoparticles (brighter spots) and

(b) high-resolution Z-contrast image of the interface between a BaZrO3 nanoparticle and
YBCO.

The incoherent interface between nanoparticles and the YBCO matrix, originated by the

lattice mismatch and the random orientation of the nanoparticle, induce a high concen-

tration of stacking faults as observed in figure 3.6(b).

Another relevant defect in CSD YBCO films are the twin boundaries, the boundaries that

separate the formation of a-axis and b-axis twin domains, formed to relieve spontaneous

strains associated to the tetragonal-to-orthorhombic structural phase transformation dur-

ing the oxygenation process of YBCO[84,85,132]. They consist of thin c-oriented planes with

disordered and oxygen deficient regions[138]. In pristine CSD-TFA films, twin boundaries

are coherent and separate twin domains with a typical spacing of the order of ∼ 45 nm,

whereas in a CSD-TFA nanocomposite the domain spacing is reduced below 10 nm[139].

Moreover, the formation of domain walls is blurred by the already present high amount

of stacking faults and hence this c-oriented planar defect losses its coherence along the

c-axis[139].

Figure 3.7 shows the twin domains in the case of a YBCO-Ba2TYaO6 nanocomposite. It

is possible to distinguish the domains through the observation of a stacking fault, since

it involves a shift of half unit cell along the b axis[139]. Thus, there is a displacement of

one CuO chain layer with respect to the other when viewed along the [100] zone axis,

whereas the layers lay head-to-head when viewed along the [101] zone axis. As observed

in the image, the structure of twin domains is strongly segmented in the presence of a

high density of stacking faults[96,130].
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Figure 3.7: STEM image of a YBCO-Ba2TYaO6 nanocomposite. Green and brown colored
regions mark different twin domains, corresponding to [100] and [010] YBCO zone axis

orientations respectively. White dashed lines represent the twin boundaries. The inset shows
the determination of each orientation according to the shift of half unit cell along the b-axis.

3.1.3 Previous work in CSD YBCO nanocomposites

In the last decades, the seek for an adequate microstructure that favours vortex pin-

ning has been widely discussed and has certainly incited to search for new nanoengi-

neering approaches able to tune the YBCO defect landscape with artificial pinning cen-

tres[35,56,57,104,110,112,140,141].

The study of vortex pinning roles played by defects as nanoparticles[75,117,126,142–146],

nanorods[38,114,117,144,147,148], twin boundaries[129], dislocations[105,114] or natural and irradi-

ated columnar defects[108,140] has been based on the correlation between growth processing

parameters, electrical transport or magnetic properties and microstructural visualization

techniques as atomic force microscopy, XRD, scanning electron microscopy or especially

transmission electron microscopy.

Studies in CSD YBCO nanocomposites[75,76,122,126,149–151] revealed the generation of quasi-

isotropic pinning coming from local scale inhomogeneous strains around the included

non-coherent nanoparticles, associated to the distortion of the YBCO matrix. The nanos-

train ε raises and correlates with the decrease of the effective mass anisotropy γeff (see

figure 3.8(a)) and the increase of the isotropic contribution of the pinning force Fiso
P (see

figure 3.8(b)).

This correlation between local strain and superconductivity has been explained in terms

of the bond contraction pairing model[75,150,152,153], which is a 2D model assuming that

hole pairing in adjacent Cu positions is made possible by the contraction of the in-plane

Cu-O-Cu bond length dCuO (see figure 3.9(a)). The elongation of dCuO would quench

Cooper pair formation just with a 1% of tensile strain, that turns the pair-breaking

energy 2∆ into negative values, defined by:
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Figure 3.8: dependence of (a) γeff and (b) Fiso−max
P /Fmax

P (77K,H||c) versus nanostrain for
pristine and ss-nanocomposite films with different nanoparticle compositions and

concentrations[75].

2∆ = 4
(tCuO)2

U
− 8t0 (3.10)

Where tCuO is the transfer integral between the Cu d and O p orbitals of neighbouring

atoms that depends inversely with the bond length as tCuO ∝ 1/dCuO
5, U is the on-site

Coulomb repulsion and 8t0 is the energy gained by releasing two electrons at the bottom

of the conduction band, that is, the band width.

Figure 3.9: (a) ABF image of YBCO, where one Cu-O-Cu bond is marked. (b) Schematic
view of the generated nanoscale strained regions, bounding the planar stacking faults.

The combination of high-resolution HAADF and LAADF STEM images as in figure 3.5 (c-

d), showing an isolated stacking fault, reveals the localization of nanoscale strain at the

edges of the stacking fault which is enclosed by a partial dislocation[133]. As described in

section 3.1.2, the incoherent interface between the nanoparticles and the YBCO matrix

induce a high concentration of stacking faults. Hence, the incorporation of nanoparticles

strongly transforms the inhomogeneous nanostrain landscape, mediated by the planar

Y124 intergrowths that induce a lattice deformation on the surrounding YBCO (sketched
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in figure 3.9(b)).

Most of pinning studies are limited to the properties when H is applied parallel to the

c-axis of the crystal structure. A rotating device is necessary in order to explore ori-

entations towards H||ab, and technical problems or sample burning are more usual for

H||ab due to the application of higher critical currents. However, several vortex pin-

ning studies have been focused on the correlated pinning when H is applied parallel to

the CuO2 planes of YBCO[28,131,154–157] and also to other ab-planes in layered iron based

pnictides[158,159]. These works describe the observation of the Jc(θ) sharp peak attributed

to intrinsic pinning and how the electric properties change all over the orientations when

extrinsic pinning appears at H||ab coming from extended disorder such as for example

Y124 intergrowths.

Y124 intergrowths are the most common defect in Y123 (YBa2Cu3Oy phase) thin films

and the density dramatically increases with disorder[132,135]. In order to obtain a deeper

understanding on the role that stacking faults play in the generation of nanostrain and

the reduction of γeff , this chapter is devoted to the identification of regimes of pinning

domination coming from stacking faults in order to confirm or disprove their importance

in the advanced pinning landscape in CSD YBCO nanocomposites.

3.2 Enlargement of the single-vortex pinning regime

This and the following two chapters show the results obtained for pristine and CSD-

TFA ss-nanocomposites containing BaZrO3, Ba2YTaO6, and mixed Ba2YTaO6-BaZrO3,

Ba2YTaO6-CuO, Ba2YTaO6-Y2O3 and BaZrO3-Y2O3 spontaneous segregated nanopar-

ticles, sometimes referred in this thesis as BZO, BYTO, and mixed BYTO-BZO, BYTO-

CuO, BYTO-YO, and BZO-YO nanocomposites respectively. All these films have an

approximated thickness of 250± 20 nm. The investigation of the growth, processing and

oxygenation of these films is explained in detail in another PhD thesis[77].

Different nanoparticle compositions and concentrations are used in order to generate

different landscape of stacking faults, leading to different nanostrain and pinning regimes.

The aim of mixing distinct nanoparticles that nucleate in a different way is to explore other

kind of nanocomposites and to count with a broader scope of stacking fault arrangements

(density, length, shape,...).

The nanostrain and main electrical transport properties from the principal samples are

shown in table 3.1. The main remark is that neither Tc nor ∆Tc show any sort of

degradation for nanocomposites. The dramatic increase of stacking fault density and the

incorporation of insulating nanoparticles do not drastically modify the superconducting

YBCO phase structure or the oxygen doping. Both pristine and nanocomposite films are

perfectly epitaxial showing Jsf,77K
c values in the range of 1 to 4 MA/cm2 and Tc values

in the range of 91 to 93 K. Therefore, the study is performed with good quality and

optimally doped samples with comparable critical current densities.

Figure 3.10(a) shows the Jc(H) curves for several samples at 77 K for H||c, where nanocom-
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NAME COMPOSITION
Tc

(K)
∆Tc

(K)
Jsf,77K

c

(MA/cm2)

ε
(%)

Pristine-1 YBa2Cu3O7−δ 90.0 1.4 4.2 0.13*
Pristine-2 YBa2Cu3O7−δ 92.4 6.4 2.8 0.13*
Pristine-3 YBa2Cu3O7−δ 91.7 2.3 3.1 0.13*
Pristine-4 YBa2Cu3O7−δ 92.7 3.1 4.3 0.13*

8BYTO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+
8%M Ba2YTaO6

90.2 1.0 3.5 0.20

8BYTOmod+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ+
8%M Ba2YTaO6

91.0 4.5 1.2 0.27

10BYTO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

10%M Ba2YTaO6
92.3 3.1 1.3 0.27

6BYTO-5BZO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

6%Ba2YTaO6/5%BaZrO3
90.6 4.3 2.0 0.25

6BYTO-5YO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

6%M Ba2YTaO6/5%M Y2O3
90.6 2.6 1.8 0.24

6BYTO-10CuO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

6%M Ba2YTaO6/10%M CuO
91.0 2.5 2.9 0.25

10BZO-5YO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

10%M BaZrO3/5%M Y2O3
91.7 1.8 3.0 -

10BZO-5YOmod+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ+
10%M BaZrO3/5%M Y2O3

91.8 2.2 1.9 0.26

5BZO-5YO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

5%M BaZrO3/5%M Y2O3
91.0 1.7 4.0 0.20

Table 3.1: pristines and ss-nanocomposites. Main electrical properties and nanostrain
for pristine and ss-nanocomposite films studied in chapters 3, 4 and 5. The name of

ss-nanocomposites is preceded by SS when needed for comparison. *: 0.13 is the nanostrain
measured in a very similar pristine film. +: mod stands for modified initial solution.

Figure 3.10: magnetic field dependence of (a) Jc and (b) normalized Jc/J
sf
c for pristine and

ss-nanocomposite thin films at 77K for H||c.

posites provide higher Jc in an intermediate magnetic field range of ∼ 0.05− 5 T. How-

ever, the strong decay of Jc at high magnetic fields, usually ascribed to the irreversibility
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line, occurs at lower magnetic fields for nanocomposites than for the pristine sample, what

suggests a reduction of Hirr for nanocomposites. This downward shift of the irreversibility

line for H||c is commonly attributed to the loss of c-axis correlated pinning[98,125,140,160–162],

twin boundary pinning in this case.

The smoother magnetic field dependence appreciated for nanocomposites in the normal-

ized critical current density Jc/J
sf
c in figure 3.10(b) foresees a completely different pinning

scenario as compared with pristine samples. An evidence of the presence of a higher den-

sity of defects is the enlargement for nanocomposites of the single-vortex pinning regime

limited by the so called crossover or accommodation magnetic field H∗[7,44,101,103,118], previ-

ously introduced in section 3.1.1.2. This characteristic field H∗ can be phenomenologically

defined for the Jc(H) dependence either by the crossing of the individual fittings of the

single-vortex pinning and vortex-vortex interactions regimes[105,108,163], the onset field of

the Jc(H) ∼ H−1 dependence[102] or the field at which the critical current reaches 90% of

the self-field value[164,165]. In this work, the latter definition is used:

Jc(µ0H
∗) = 0.9Jsfc (3.11)

Figure 3.11: magnetic field dependence of Jc at temperatures of 77, 50, 25, and 5 K for a
pristine sample, 8BYTO and mixed 10BZO-5YO, for H||c (closed symbols) and H||ab (open

symbols). *:at 10 K for 10BZO-5YO.

The study of the magnetic field dependence is extended to lower temperatures and to

the H||ab orientation for three samples, for comparison: Pristine-1 and nanocomposites

8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO (see figure 3.11). A first observation is that the strong decay
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related to the irreversibility line is shifted to higher fields at lower temperatures (in

agreement with the Hirr(T) dependence) so that Jc is always higher for nanocomposites

up to 9T for temperatures below 50K. It is also remarkable that the critical current

densities for H||ab are higher for nanocomposites. Only the 8BYTO sample is surpassed

by the pristine at 5 K and high fields, where Jc(H) is almost flat for the pristine sample.

Although the strong Jc(H) decay is shifted to higher fields at lower temperatures, a

crossover of Jc(H) is foreseen between pristine and nanocomposite films if a linear ex-

trapolation is performed, due to higher α values in nanocomposites in comparison to the

pristine, further discussed in section 3.3.2.

Pristine, 8BYTO nanocomposite and mixed nanocomposite 10BZO-5YO exhibit respec-

tively from smallest to largest H∗, for both H||c and H||ab, what suggests that the en-

largement of the single vortex pinning regime is related to the generation of a defect that

pins at different orientations of the magnetic field.

The temperature dependence of H∗ is plotted in figure 3.12 for different samples. No

matter the composition or the concentration, every nanocomposite has in common the

enlargement of the single vortex pinning regime in comparison to the pristine sample, for

both H||c and H||ab.

Figure 3.12: temperature dependence of µ0H∗ for (a) H||c and (b) H||ab for pristine and
ss-nanocomposites.

At very low temperatures, some nanocomposites exhibit µ0H∗ as high as 0.35 T for H||c
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and 2.5 T for H||ab. The average ratio of H∗nanocomposite/H
∗
pristine is ∼ 5 for H||c. However,

for H||ab, the ratio changes from ∼ 5 at high temperatures to ∼ 2 at lower temperatures.

When interpolating the Jc(H) data shown in figure 3.11 along the magnetic field axis, and

fitting the obtained interpolated curves transversely through the Jc(T) dependence, one

obtains a 3D matrix that corresponds to the 3D surface of Jc(H,T), shown in figure 3.13

for the same samples and orientations (H||c & H||ab). The temperature fitting equation

is a combination of mainly the sum of equations 3.1 and 3.2 and secondary a B-spline

interpolation explained in detail in appendix A.

Figure 3.13: 3D Jc(H,T) surfaces for (a-b) Pristine1, (c-d) 8BYTO and (e-f) 10BZO-5YO
films for H||c (left) and H||ab (right). Open symbols are the measured Jc(H) curves and solid

lines correspond to the µ0H∗(T) lines from figure 3.12.

At low temperatures and low magnetic fields, concurrent with the enlargement of the

µ0H∗(T) line, the 3D Jc(H,T) representation illustrates the enlargement of the reddish

high density current region (> 10 MA/cm2) for nanocomposites, the appealing region

for high-current applications. On the other hand, the rapid decay of Jc related to the

irreversibility line is visible at an earlier stage for nanocomposites for H||c but not so

evident for H||ab.
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In order to study how the enlargement of the single vortex pinning regime is related to

the new pinning landscape arising in CSD-TFA YBCO nanocomposites, characterised by

the presence of many stacking faults, both isotropic and anisotropic pinning contributions

need to be evaluated.

3.3 Isotropic pinning

3.3.1 Irreversibility line and isotropic collapse

The irreversibility line Hirr(T) that separates solid from liquid vortices, and hence the

region of finite Jc, has been obtained through ρ(T) measurements at 0.5 T, 1 T, 3 T, 5 T

and 9 T for different orientations in the same bridges were the I-V curves measurements

have been carried out.

The comparison of nanocomposites versus a pristine sample is shown in figure 3.14 and

reveals a decrease of Hirr(T/Tc) for nanocomposites, particularly pronounced for H||c but

less obvious for θ = 60° and especially for H||ab, where the 10BZO5YO nanocomposite

reveals no decrease.

Figure 3.14: normalized temperature dependence of the irreversibility line Hirr(T/Tc) for
pristine and ss-nanocomposites for the magnetic field orientations: (a) H||c (b) θ = 60° and (c)

H||ab.

Note that the insertion of defects in nanocomposites can change the dominating pinning

and therefore work out well for the performance at some H-T conditions but at the same

time weaken sources of pinning that are dominant at other regions of the H-T diagram.

As explained in section 3.1.1.3, Hirr(T, θ) curves collapse into the same curve for different

θ belonging to an angular range with absence of correlated defects (40°− 70°) when

it is replaced by the scaled irreversibility line ε(θ)Hirr(T, θ) = Heff(Tirr). Figure 3.15

shows the collapse for a pristine and the 6BYTO-5BZO nanocomposite where different

γeff are tested. γeff = 6 and γeff = 2.5 show the best superposition for the pristine and

the nanocomposite respectively. γeff of all samples have been obtained following this

procedure.
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Figure 3.15: collapse of the scaled irreversibility line Heff(Tirr) for (a) Pristine2 and (b)
6BYTO-5BZO. The different colors correspond to different tested γeff . Insets are zooms of the

selected regions (dashed lines).

Jc(θ) curves can be plotted versus the scaled magnetic field Heff as shown in figure 3.16

for the same pristine and 6BYTO-5BZO samples, where γeff values obtained in figure 3.15

are used. The collapsed curves (dashed lines) represent the lines coinciding with the Jc

values that are essentially coming from isotropic pinning contributions (Jiso
c (Heff)).

Figure 3.16: Jc(θ) as a function of µ0Heff with corresponding γeff for (a) Pristine-2 and (b)
6BYTO-5BZO films at 77 K. The dashed line is the identification of the collapsed Jiso

c (Heff)
line. Deviations from the collapsed values are identified for orientations close to H||ab and

H||c for the pristine film.

The Jc values that surpass the collapsed line, have an extra anisotropic contribution Janiso
c ,

that can be calculated by using equation 3.9.

At 77 K, the pristine film exhibits strong anisotropic contributions for orientations close

to H||ab and H||c whereas the nanocomposite exhibits less anisotropic contribution for

H||c and a wider collapsed isotropic angular range.

The isotropic collapse line Jiso
c (Heff(θ)) can be transferred to Jiso

c (H) for each orientation

of the magnetic field and to Jiso
c (θ) for each magnetic field. Figure 3.17 shows the Jc(θ)

dependence at 77 K for the same pristine and 6BYTO-5BZO samples where the collapsed
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Jiso
c (θ) is also indicated. This plot illustrates that not only isotropic contributions are

altered by a change of γeff but also anisotropic contributions suffer a change for both

H||ab and H||c from pristine to nanocomposite film: a widening of the ab-peak, related

to the increase of stacking faults (further developed in section 3.4.1) and the reduction

of the c-peak, quantified by very different Janiso
c (9T,H||c, 77K) values: 4.5 · 10−4 MA/cm2

for the pristine and 9 · 10−6 MA/cm2 for the nanocomposite. This latter alteration for

H||c is related to the twin boundary coherence break (further developed in section 3.4.3).

Figure 3.17: Jc(θ) dependence at 77 K for (a) Pristine-2 and (b) 6BYTO-5BZO samples.
The solid lines correspond to the isotropic contribution Jiso

c (θ) obtained from the collapse in
figure 3.16. Double-headed arrows indicate Janiso

c (9T,H||c, 77K).

3.3.2 Isotropic contributions in the H-T diagram

Using the approximation proposed in equation 3.9 for the in-field Jc(H) dependence at

different temperatures, it is possible to disentangle isotropic and anisotropic pinning

centres active at different temperatures and magnetic fields, providing a unique tool

to evaluate and look for the most adequate vortex pinning landscape under different

operating conditions.

In this section, Jc(H) curves for the three samples introduced in figure 3.11 are extensively

analysed at a wide range of temperatures for both H||c and H||ab. The critical current

density is separated into isotropic and anisotropic in-field contributions and the origin of

changes in nanocomposites, as the change in µ0H∗ or α values, is discussed.

First, the pristine film results shown in figure 3.18 confirm that pinning for H||c is dom-

inated by isotropic pinning centres at low magnetic fields, up to 0.1-0.2 T at high tem-

peratures (65-77 K) and up to 9 T at very low temperatures. H∗ is much lower than

these magnetic fields and thus coincides with H∗iso, corresponding to the limit of the

single vortex pinning regime restricted to the isotropic contribution and calculated by

Jiso
c (H∗iso) = 0.9Jiso

c (sf). Only in the power-law regime at higher temperatures, the con-

tribution of anisotropic defects start to be visible and therefore α is product of hybrid

pinning composed by isotropic and anisotropic defects. Anisotropic pinning clearly dom-

inates at high temperatures and fields, suggesting that twin boundaries are important at

these conditions and are responsible of preserving a high Hirr for H||c.
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Figure 3.18: Jc(H) separation into Jiso
c (H) and Janiso

c (H) for Pristine-1 at 77 K, 65 K, 50 K,
25 K and 5 K for H||c (left) and H||ab (right) orientations. Dashed vertical lines indicate µ0H∗

and µ0H∗iso magnetic fields. Dashed inclined lines are examples of linear fittings to the
power-law equation Jc(H) = A(µ0H)−α.

For H||ab, anisotropic pinning is more prominent. Below 50 K, anisotropic defects take

part in the single vortex pinning regime as well, enhancing H∗ up to almost an order

of magnitude larger than H∗iso. The correlated pinning coming from intrinsic pinning

and stacking faults dominate at intermediate and high fields. However, at very low

temperatures, isotropic defects do compete with anisotropic defects up to intermediate

magnetic fields. Therefore, α is related to the presence of both anisotropic and isotropic

components.

α values at different temperatures for the pristine film are in the range 0.5− 0.7 for H||c,

which are typical values for standard samples without nanoengineering. αiso is slightly

higher: 0.6− 1. It is then the influence of anisotropic pinning centres that reduce α to

lower values. For H||ab, the reduction promoted by anisotropic pinning is even clearer,

where α ∼ 0.1− 0.6 whereas αiso ∼ 0.6− 1.
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Figure 3.19: Jc(H) separation into Jiso
c (H) and Janiso

c (H) for 8BYTO at 77 K, 65 K, 50 K, 25
K and 5 K for H||c (left) and H||a (right) orientations. Dashed vertical lines indicate µ0H∗ and
µ0H∗iso magnetic fields. Dashed inclined lines are examples of linear fittings to the power-law

equation Jc(H) = A(µ0H)−α.

Secondly, in the case of the 8BYTO nanocomposite shown in figure 3.19, the separation

of Jc(H) curves for H||c reproduces similar features to that ones from the pristine film,

except for two important differences: the greater enlargement of H∗, related to an increase

of isotropic pinning centres, and the less appreciable anisotropic pinning contribution

attributed to the twin boundaries. In fact, below 25 K, it is hard to appreciate any

contribution of anisotropic pinning centres, so that the entire Jc(H) is dominated by

isotropic pinning.

For H||ab, apart from the enlargement of H∗iso, the magnetic field difference between H∗

and H∗iso is observable already at high temperatures in contrast to the pristine sample. It

is reasonable to observe for nanocomposites an additional anisotropic contribution at high

temperatures since stacking faults are characterized by a wider pinning well than intrinsic

pinning and therefore are still effective to pin vortices with larger coherence length ξ at
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higher temperatures. At high fields, pinning is shared by isotropic and anisotropic defects,

that are more dominant at low temperatures and high temperatures respectively.

The α decrease promoted by anisotropic pinning centres is lower in this sample. For H||c,

α goes from αiso ∼ 0.6− 1.2 to α ∼ 0.6− 0.8, in agreement with vanishing of the twin

boundary contribution. The same occurs for H||ab, where an already low αiso ∼ 0.4− 1

is only reduced to α ∼ 0.3− 0.6. This means that the new configuration of planar defects

originated due to the incorporation of nanoparticles act differently in the collective pin-

ning regime than the usual intrinsic pinning dominant configuration in pristine samples.

Figure 3.20: Jc(H) separation into Jiso
c (H) and Janiso

c (H) for 10BZO-5YO at 77 K, 65 K, 50
K, 25 K and 5 K for H||c (left) and H||ab (right) orientations. Dashed vertical lines indicate
µ0H∗ and µ0H∗iso magnetic fields. Dashed inclined lines are examples of linear fittings to the

power-law equation Jc(H) = A(µ0H)−α.

Finally, in the case of the mixed 10BZO-5YO nanocomposite shown in figure 3.20, the

isotropic-anisotropic disentanglement leads again to the vanishing of the twin boundary

contribution for H||c and the appearance of anisotropic defects for H||ab that are effective

in the single vortex pinning regime also at high temperatures.
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This sample is especially dominated by the isotropic contribution for H||c except near the

irreversibility line at high fields and temperatures. For H||ab, the competition between

isotropic and anisotropic contributions of the same magnitude is again reproduced at

high magnetic fields.

Another feature of 10BZO-5YO is that αiso is particularly large. It reaches values in the

range of ∼ 1− 1.2 for H||c and ∼ 0.7− 1.2 for H||ab, whereas α reaches ∼ 0.6− 0.8 and

∼ 0.3− 0.6 respectively. The remarkably strong difference between αiso for 10BZO-5YO

and 8BYTO nanocomposites despite the similar final α for H||ab indicates a different ar-

rangement of the planar defects parallel to ab, leading to different isotropic and correlated

pinning that can be effective at distinct regions of the H-T diagram.

Several works report decreased α values in nanocomposites down to 0.2 for

H||c[110,112,114,117,147]. The induced defects in these cases are nanorods, irradiated columns

and other correlated defects and it is very likely that the reduction of α is related to

the raising of the anisotropic contribution of these defects. A few works report an in-

crease of α in nanocomposites[37,113,116], attributed to the appearance of weak defects (and

therefore, isotropic) or due to a loss of c-axis correlated disorder. In the films studied in

this section, both the change in the isotropic contribution as the loss of c-axis correlated

pinning contribute to the enlargement of the slope of the power law.

The particular extension of the single vortex pinning regime through anisotropic pin-

ning centres for H||ab happens at all temperatures for nanocomposites but only at low

temperatures for the pristine. This can be the reason to explain the high and low ratio

H∗nanocomposite/H
∗
pristine observed at high and low temperatures for H||ab in figure 3.12.

Figure 3.21: µ0H-T color map of the ratios Jiso
c /Jc and Janiso

c /Jc for Pristine, 8BYTO and
10BZO-5YO for H||c (above) and H||ab (below). Solid lines with circles and triangles

correspond to Hirr(T) and H∗(T) curves respectively.

After the isotropic-anisotropic separation of these three samples and applying the inter-

polation and fitting procedure explained in appendix A, it is possible to acquire the 3D
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surfaces for each of the pinning contributions normalized to the total Jc: the ratios Jiso
c /Jc

and Janiso
c /Jc. The calculation of this ratios leads to the inverted H-T color maps shown

in figure 3.21 that identify by color the main regions of pinning dominance.

For nanocomposites, the dominance of isotropic pinning is enhanced in both, temperature

and magnetic field, and the anisotropic pinning dominance is shrunk at high fields and

temperatures for H||c. For H||ab, the dominance of isotropic pinning expands to larger

magnetic fields of the order of 1 T, especially at low temperatures.

3.3.3 Relation of nanostrain and isotropic pinning

The ss-nanocomposites studied in this work, summarized as BZO-based and BYTO-based

nanocomposites, have a nanostrain ε, γeff and isotropic pinning force ratio Fiso
P /FP that

are in agreement with the correlations deduced in previous works[75,126,149], plotted in

figure 3.22. They all belong to a range of intermediate-high ε (0.15− 0.3%), low γeff

(1.5− 3) and high Fiso
P /FP (0.6− 1).

Figure 3.22: dependence of (a) γeff and (b) Fiso−max
P /Fmax

P (77K,H||c) versus nanostrain ε for
pristine and ss-nanocomposite films with different nanoparticle compositions and

concentrations[75]. Samples particularly studied in this work are BZO-based and BYTO-based,
whose graph region is marked in grey.

As it can be observed in figure 3.21, the H∗(T) curve falls inside the H-T region that

is mostly governed by isotropic pinning centres, especially for H||c. On the other hand,

isotropic pinning correlates with nanostrained regions induced by the incorporation of

nanoparticles. Hence, the increase of H∗ should be related to the increase of ε in nanocom-

posites.

Figure 3.23 shows indeed the correlation between µ0H∗ and ε at 77 K, 50 K and 5 K

for both H||c and H||ab orientations. A slight tendency between these two parameters

is repeated at every temperature: µ0H∗ increases exponentially when ε is increased,

confirmed by additional results in chapter 5. Therefore, a good strategy to enhance the

single vortex pinning to higher magnetic fields could be focused on the achievement of

even higher nanostrain in nanocomposites.
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This tendency explains the importance of the induced nanostrain but also reveals that

it can not be strictly distinguished as the unique cause of the enlargement of µ0H∗.

Other kind of isotropic defects and also anisotropic defects, as already seen for H||ab in

figures 3.18, 3.19 and 3.20 may slightly contribute to this enlargement.

Figure 3.23: µ0H∗ at (a-b) 77 K, (c-d) 50 K and (e-f) 5 K versus ε for pristine and
ss-nanocomposites for H||c (left) and H||ab (right). Exponential dashed curves are guides to

the eye, considering additional results from chapter 6.

3.4 Anisotropic pinning

3.4.1 Vortex trapping around the ab-orientation

As already commented in the discussion about figure 3.17, the width of the anisotropic

Jc(θ) ab-peak is related to the interplay between the anisotropic pinning centres of in-

trinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning. In order to deepen the understanding of the

widening of the ab-peak, the normalized anisotropic contribution Janiso
c /Janiso

c (90°) is plot-

ted versus (θ) around the H||ab orientation in figure 3.24 for a pristine film and mixed

nanocomposites 6BYTO-5BZO and 10BZO-5YO at 50 K and several magnetic field in-

tensities.
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Nanocomposites clearly exhibit broader peaks, especially at low magnetic fields. The

high Janiso
c (θ) width values of the peak can be understood with the theoretical locking

and staircase angular regimes for vortex orientations near the ab-plane orientation from

figure 3.4. As long as vortices are still accommodated to the correlated defects, there

will be an anisotropic pinning contribution and an associated Janiso
c (θ) width. Therefore,

it is reasonable to approximate the half of the FWHM of the Janiso
c (θ) peak with the

trapping angle θT that limits the staircase regime[75,131,166,167], indicated in figure 3.24 for

the 10BZO-5YO sample at 9 T. The increase of θT in nanocomposites can be interpreted

as an additional capability to accommodate vortices due to the presence of stacking faults

and/or the bending of the CuO2 planes.

Figure 3.24: normalized anisotropic contribution Janiso
c /Janiso

c (90°) as a function of the
magnetic field orientation θ at 50 K for Pristine, 6BYTO-5BZO and 10BZO-5YO at 0.5 T, 1

T, 3 T, 5 T, 7 T and 9 T. The approximation of FWHM ≈ 2θT is indicated for the
10BZO-5YO nanocomposite at 9 T.

Note that the width of peak, especially evident for the pristine sample, collapses at high

magnetic fields. This means that θT decreases with increasing field at low fields and

becomes almost field independent for high fields, indicative of a crossover from a low field

regime characterized by a small HΦ to a high field with very large HΦ
[131].

Considering the spacing between pinning centres analysed in STEM observations and

applying equation 3.3 for calculating the matching field µ0HΦ, stacking faults have asso-

ciated matching fields of the order of unities or tenths of T whereas intrinsic pinning has

thousands of T. The result is a crossover from extrinsic pinning domination at low fields

leaded by stacking faults to intrinsic pinning domination at high fields.

The magnetic field dependence of θT is displayed for various samples in figure 3.25 at 77

K, 50 K, 25 K, and 5 K. The staircase angular limit θT decays with the magnetic field as

θT ∝ Hη, where the obtained η ranges from 0.4 to 0.9, around the theoretical prediction

of 0.75 for planar defects[7,131].

As evidenced by the angular plots, θT saturates at high magnetic fields to a minimum

peak width θsat
T that cannot be further narrowed in the dominance of intrinsic pinning.

For nanocomposites, the saturation of θT happens at slightly larger saturation magnetic

fields µ0Hsat and the saturated trapping angle θsat
T is enhanced.
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Figure 3.25: magnetic field dependence of θT at (a) 77K, (b) 50K, (c) 25K and (d) 5K for
pristine and ss-nanocomposites. *:the results of 10BZO-5YO at 5K are actually measured at

10K.

The temperature dependences of the averaged θsat
T and µ0Hsat for pristine films and

nanocomposite films from figure 3.25 are shown in figures 3.26(a-b). The difference be-

tween pristine and nanocomposites in θsat
T is accentuated at low temperatures, where

nanocomposites reach θsat
T values of ∼ 7°.

According to the crossover of different regimes characterized by disparate HΦ, the

µ0Hsat(T) line divides the H-T diagram in two regions of pinning dominance for H||ab:

stacking fault pinning at low fields and high temperatures and intrinsic pinning at high

fields and low temperatures, qualitatively in agreement with other works[131,168].

The high density of stacking faults in nanocomposites shift this crossover line to higher

magnetic fields and lower temperatures. Especially for nanocomposites with a high den-

sity of stacking faults (the case of 10BZO-5YO, as will be shown in section 3.4.2), satu-

ration is not completed up to 9 T.

Given the fact that the enhancement of nanostrain promoted by the stacking faults is

responsible of the enlargement of H∗ in all orientations, and that the effect of stacking

faults can be evaluated by the widening of the trapping angle, figure 3.26(c-e) shows the

plot of θT versus H∗ at 77 K, 50 K and 5 K and 9 T for both H||c and H||ab. The

linear trend between H∗ and the ab-peak width corroborates the assumption that with

the generation of stacking faults comes both the widening of vortex trapping and the

increment of isotropic pinning centres.
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Figure 3.26: (left) averaged (a) θsat
T and (b) µ0Hsat as a function of temperature for pristine

and ss-nanocomposites from figure 3.25. Plain regions below µ0Hsat indicate stacking fault
pinning dominance whereas the striped regions above indicate regimes of intrinsic pinning

dominance in the H-T diagram. (right) θT at 9 T as a funcion of µ0H∗ for pristine and
ss-nanocomposites at (c) 77 K, (d) 50 K and (e) 5 K. µ0H∗ was calculated for H||c (closed

symbols) and H||ab (open symbols).

3.4.2 Density of stacking faults and dislocations

The electric transport analysis of pinning centres has been correlated with the structural

characterization performed by STEM in these same ss-nanocomposites (presented in more

detail in another thesis[97]). This has allowed to identify and quantify the defect landscape

present in these samples.

In figure 3.27, Z-contrast images for a pristine film and the 5BZO-5YO, 10BZO-5YO

and 10BZO-5YOmod nanocomposites show the change in the microstructure with the

inclusion of nanoparticles and the appearance of a different arrangement of stacking

faults.

The density of stacking faults strongly increases in the 10BZO-5YO samples. However,

there is no clear increase in the 5BZO-5YO, although the typology of stacking faults

changes. The density and length of these Y124 intergrowths has been precisely evaluated
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Figure 3.27: STEM Z-contrast images for (a) pristine and ss-nanocomposites (b)
5BZO-5YO, (c) 10BZO-5YO and (d) 10BZO-5YO mod, where stacking faults (black stripes)

and nanoparticles are observed.

as explained in appendix B. The results of this analysis for the pristine and several ss-

nanocomposites are displayed in the histogram fo figure 3.28, where the stacking fault

density is plotted as a function of the stacking fault length dSF (approximated diameter).

The concentration of short stacking faults (dSF < 50nm) drastically increases in all

nanocomposites compared to the pristine film that almost only possesses long stack-

ing faults (dSF > 140nm). Therefore the mean stacking fault length is shifted towards

30− 50 nm values in nanocomposites. 10BZO-5YO is the sample that exhibits largest

density of stacking faults with most of the stacking fault lengths below 120 nm and at

the same time the one that displays the highest µ0H∗. However, there is no general cor-

relation between the density of stacking faults and µ0H∗. The length and distribution,

that is different for each nanocomposite, may affect the generation of nanostrain, that is

the defect that ultimately controls the shift of µ0H∗ as commented above.

For the direct quantification of nanostrain from STEM images, it is convenient to cal-

culate the relative volume of nanostrained YBCO regions located at the edges of the

stacking faults (see figures 3.29 (a-b)), in other words the relative volume of nanostrain

in partial dislocations ρdis. It has been estimated in each sample with the combination

of formulas B.10 and B.11 from appendix B by assuming that the strained regions in the

bounding partial dislocations are cylindrical disk shaped.

The radius Ri of each disk corresponds to half of the observed length in Z-contrast images
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Figure 3.28: histogram of the stacking fault density corresponding to different stacking fault
lengths for pristine and ss-nanocomposites analysed by STEM. The lower panel magnifies the

histogram for low stacking fault densities.

as shown in figure 3.29 (a) and the thickness δ of the nanostrained disk both in in-plane

and out-of-plane directions is approximately δ ∼ 0.8 nm, confirmed by GPA deformation

analysis of the isolated stacking fault in figures 3.29 (c-d)[133].

Figure 3.29: (a) HAADF and (b) LAADF STEM images of an isolated 25 nm long stacking
fault. The yellow symbols in the images point to partial dislocations while the arrows to their
surrounding strain fields. The right edge of the stacking fault is zoomed and analysed by GPA
as shown by the (c) εyy and (d) εxx deformation maps along the [001] and [100] directions[133].

The circular shape of this defect is assumed according to the analysis of the Z-contrast

planar view image in figure 3.30[75]. As explained in section 3.1.2, a stacking fault involves

a shift of half unit cell along the b axis. In the magnified Fast Fourier filtered image of the
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planar view, Y124 intergrowths have been identified through the coinciding projection of

Y123 and Y124 phases.

Figure 3.30: (above) STEM Z-contrast planar view obtained along the [001] axis of a BZO
nanocomposite with a 13 % BZO content, where Y124 phases (stacking faults) are

differentiated from Y123. (below) Fast Fourier filtered image of the magnified selected region
above. The projection of the Y123 and Y124 phases is matched with the crystal lattice[75].

The observation of the in-plane round shape of stacking faults with diameters of 50-100

nm makes it possible to estimate the relative volume ρdis of the nanostrain associated to

the partial dislocations. Figures 3.31(a-b) show a rough linear correlation between ρdis and

µ0H∗ for H||c at 77 K and 5 K, plotted for a pristine and different ss-nanocomposites.

As commented before, µ0H∗ ' µ0H∗iso for H||c, and therefore it is envisaged that the

pinning provided by the nanosized strain located at the partial dislocations is isotropic and

responsible of the enlargement of the single vortex pinning regime, where the interaction

between c-oriented vortices and the nanosized strain is illustrated in figure 3.31(c).

3.4.3 Loss of twin boundary coherence

A recurrent topic in this chapter has been the observation of a degradation of the ef-

fectiveness of twin boundary pinning in nanocomposites, as demonstrated by the rapid

decay of Jc at high fields and temperatures in figure 3.11(a), the decay of the irreversibil-

ity line for H||c displayed in figure 3.14(a) and the isotropic-anisotropic calculations of

Jc(θ) in figure 3.17 and Jc(H) curves in section 3.3.2.

The origin of such degradation in the studied ss-nanocomposites can be better understood

with the results of figure 3.32(a), that shows the relation between the irreversibility line

temperature (at 9 T, for H||c) and the µ0H∗ at 77 K for H||c. The nanostrained regions
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Figure 3.31: µ0H∗ for H||c (a) at 77 K and (b) 5 K plotted as a function of the partial
dislocation relative volume ρdis for a pristine and various ss-nanocomposites. (b) Schematic

view of c-oriented vortices pinned to the generated nanoscale strained regions.

both increase the isotropic pinning centres that are effective at H ∼ H∗ and reduce the

effectiveness of the correlated pinning associated to twin boundaries that dominates at

high fields and temperatures.

Figure 3.32: (a) µ0H∗ as a function of the irreversibility line point Tirr(9T,H||c). STEM
ABF image with the g̃ = (2, 0, 0) diffraction vector of (b) a pristine sample and (c) a BYTO
nanocomposite. Different contrasts correspond to different twin domains, separated by the

twin boundaries.

As observed by comparison of figures 3.32(b-c), the coherence of twin boundaries along the

c-axis in the nanocomposite is broken by the emergence of ab-planar stacking faults[130,139],

also observed in detail in figure 3.7.

It is important to remark that although twin boundary planes with no vertical coherence

are not very effective pinning centres at high temperatures (close to the irreversibility

line), they preclude vortex channelling at low temperatures, thus avoiding the Jc minima

observed in current/field configurations where channelling effects may induce fast vortex

motion[129,130].

Although the coherence is clearly broken, the embedded secondary phases act as extra

nucleation centers for the formation of twin boundaries, resulting in films with higher

density of segmented twin boundaries and shorter twin spacing[139], as it can be observed

in figures 3.32(b-c).
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3.5 Conclusions

The immediate remarkable property of CSD ss-nanocomposites is the enlargement of

the single vortex pinning regime to higher crossover magnetic fields H∗ for both H||c
and H||ab, providing larger Jc values at intermediate magnetic fields (∼ 1 T) for high

temperatures and up to 9 T for low temperatures.

It has been demonstrated that the single vortex pinning regime is mainly dominated by

isotropic pinning and therefore its enlargement is related to a higher density of isotropic

pinning centres, although anisotropic pinning centres also play an important role for

H||ab.

Due to the relation of the increase of nanostrain ε measured by XRD and the enlargement

of H∗, the isotropic pinning centres dominating the single vortex pinning regime are

envisaged to be nanostrained regions, which are believed to be induced by the generation

of a high density of stacking faults, as confirmed by STEM observations and by the linear

relation between the ab-peak trapping angle θT and H∗ for H||c.

In particular, the statistical analysis of stacking faults observed in the STEM images of

the studied ss-nanocomposites has allowed us to quantify the relative volume of the nanos-

trained regions H∗(ρdis) located at the surrounding partial dislocations and to identify

them as the main responsible defects of the single vortex pinning regime enlargement.

Figure 3.33: Tirr(9T,H||c), ρdis, θT(77K, 9T ) and µ0H∗(77K,H||c) as a function of ε for
pristine and ss-nanocomposites.

Furthermore, the generation of a high density of stacking faults has shown to affect as

well the anisotropic pinning performance for both H||ab and H||c.
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For H||ab, the crossover line that separates the region where intrinsic pinnig dominates

over stacking fault pinning, and vice versa, characterized by different matching fields, is

shifted to larger magnetic fields and lower temperatures in stacking-fault-rich nanocom-

posites.

For H||c, the dominant anisotropic pinning centres for ss-nanocomposites are the twin

boundaries. However, a decrease of twin boundary pinning has been identified at large

magnetic fields and temperatures causing a decrease of the irreversibility line Tirr and an

increase of the α value.

To summarize, the different relations H∗(ε), H∗(θT), H∗(ρdis) and H∗(Tirr) are merged

together in figure 3.33, where H∗, θT, ρdis and Tirr are plotted versus nanostrain with

adjusted y-scales. This plot illustrates how an specific ε is simultaneously associated to

changes that affect the isotropic and the anisotropic pinning performance for both H||c
and H||ab.
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CHAPTER 4

STRENGTH OF PINNING CENTRES IN

CSD NANOCOMPOSITES

From the combination of magnetic field orientation and temperature dependences of Jc,

it is possible to determine the densities and thermal pinning energies of isotropic-weak,

isotropic-strong and anisotropic-strong pinning contributions associated to the diverse

pinning centres present in YBCO films.

In this chapter, the separation of pinning contributions has been studied in CSD ss-

nanocomposites, with the idea to elucidate the most adequate pinning landscape for high

critical current performances of coated conductors at specific operating conditions[40].

4.1 Strong and weak pinning

The critical current density decays with increasing temperature. At higher temperatures,

the radius of vortices ξ broadens (see equation 1.7), their elasticity increases and thermal

activation is in general more notable, favouring altogether vortex depinning.

Figure 4.1 shows Jc(T) curves for diverse pristine and ss-nanocomposites from table 3.1,

for both H||c and H||ab at 1 T and 9 T.

In general, nanocomposites exhibit higher Jc values than pristine films at these magnetic

fields almost along the entire temperature range, especially for H||c. It is remarkable the

performance of 10BZO-5YO nanocomposite, showing the largest critical current densities

for both orientations, which are outstanding at very low temperatures at 1 T, reaching

29 and 43 MA/cm2 for H||c and H||ab respectively.

As explained in section 3.1.1.1, the Jc(T) dependence is described theoretically by weak

(as oxygen or copper vacancies) and strong (as stacking faults, twin boundaries or nanos-

train) vortex pinning models[7,44,98].

In the films studied in this work, both types of defects coexist. In a first approximation,

without considering interaction between them, Jc(T) can be described as the direct sum

of Jwk
c (T) and Jstr

c (T) from equations 3.1 and 3.2:

Jc(T ) = Jwkc (T ) + Jstrc (T ) (4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Jc as a function of temperature for pristine and ss-nanocomposites at (above) 1
T and (below) 9 T for (left) H||c and (right) H||ab.

From in-field angular measurements and the Blatter scaling approach[7], Jc can be also

disentangled into Jiso
c and Janiso

c regarding the anisotropy of the defects. Isotropic pinning

centres can be either point or nanosized defects, promoting weak and strong pinning

respectively. However, anisotropic defects are always considered to act as strong pinning

centres. Therefore, Jc(T) can be also described by the sum of three contributions:

Jc(T ) = J iso−wkc (T ) + J iso−strc (T ) + Janiso−strc (T ) (4.2)

Where Jiso
c is the sum of the isotropic-weak (i-w) contribution Jiso−wk

c and the isotropic-

strong (i-s) contribution Jiso−str
c , whereas the anisotropic-strong (a-s) contribution

Janiso−str
c corresponds directly to Janiso

c .

The fit of the sum of these three contributions is plotted in figure 4.2 for the 10BZO-5YO

nanocomposite at 9 T for H||c. It is observed that isotropic strong defects dominate at a

large temperature range and that the data is nicely fitted in the entire temperature range

for this nanocomposite. However, the fitting models are strictly valid up to 60-70 K, as

can be observed by deviations from Jc(T) data when Jc is plotted in a logarithmic scale,

as shown in appendix A in figure A.3(a).

In the films studied in this work, i-w is generally associated to vacancies, i-s to the

nanostrained regions and a-s to twin boundaries for H||c and to stacking faults and

intrinsic pinning for H||ab.
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Figure 4.2: experimental data of Jc(T) for 10BZO-5YO nanocomposite at 9 T for H||c.
Jiso

c (T) points are scattered at 10, 25, 50, 65 and 70 K, deduced from Jc(θ) curves. Solid lines
correspond to the fit of the data to the equation 4.2, where contributions are also indicated.

Dashed lines show the thermal pinning energies T0, T∗iso−str and T∗aniso−str.

The separation of Jiso−wk
c , Jiso−str

c and Janiso−str
c in films with different defect landscape

allows to evaluate, separate and quantify the densities and energies associated to the

different kinds of natural and artificial pinning centres[35,40,98,115]. Therefore, it is possible

to analyse their role in the final pinning behaviour at different temperatures and magnetic

fields, providing a unique tool to design the best vortex pinning landscape under different

operating conditions.

4.2 Temperature dependence of pinning contribu-

tions

The temperature dependence of the pinning contributions for 10BZO-5YO, the nanocom-

posite with larger relative volume of partial dislocations, has been compared with Pristine-

2 in order to evaluate and quantify the dominant pinning centres active at different regions

of the H-T phase diagram.

Figure 4.3(a) plots log(Jc) versus T2 for both samples at 1 T for H||c, where the curve is

linearly fitted to the characteristic curve of strong pinning (equation 3.2). Deviation from

the linear fits is observed at low temperatures, where i-w contribution plays an important

role, and at high temperatures when approaching the irreversibility line.

The weights of the different pinning contributions are plotted in figure 4.3(b) for the

nanocomposite and in 4.3(c) for the pristine film. All contributions play an important

role in the case of the pristine sample. At low temperatures (5 K), i-w and i-s contributions

are similar, whereas a-s contribution, associated to the correlated twin boundaries, starts

to be relevant at high temperatures (60-90 K) in comparison with the other contributions.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Log(Jc) versus T2 for 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposite and Pristine-2 at 1 T
for H||c. The linear fits corresponding to a strong pinning behaviour is shown with dashed
lines. (b-c) Temperature dependence of Jc and i-s, i-w and a-s contributions obtained by

fitting equation 4.2 for (b) 10BZO-5YO and (c) Pristine-2.

For the nanocomposite instead, the i-s contribution, associated with the nanostrain, is

strongly enhanced in the whole temperature range and utterly dominates the pinning

performance at these conditions. Although it is not dominant, the i-w contribution is

also notably larger in the nanocomposite, indicating an increase of the density of weak

defects. On the other hand, the contribution of twin boundaries, associated to a-s pinning,

is practically negligible compared to the other contributions.

Next, the same study is performed for H||ab, shown in figure 4.4. Both samples exhibit

a nice strong pinning fit from low temperatures until approaching Tirr, which is similar

for both samples at this orientation, as shown in figure 3.14(c).

The strong domination comes from i-s for the nanocomposite (see figure 4.4(b)) and from

the competition between i-s and a-s in the case of the pristine film (see figure 4.4(c)).

The enhancement of i-s and i-w observed for H||c is similarly reproduced for H||ab.

The same analysis is implemented at 9 T, shown in figure 4.5 for H||c and figure 4.6 for

H||ab. The significant deviation in figure 4.5(a) from the strong pinning fit at very low

temperatures reveals the importance of weak pinning at high fields for H||c. Indeed, the

evaluation of contributions shown in figures 4.5(b-c) displays i-w domination at very low

temperatures.

At higher temperatures for H||c, i-s dominates for the nanocomposite, whereas a-s and

i-s similarly contribute to the final Jc for the pristine sample. On the other side, a-s for

H||ab, associated to intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning, is dominant for both

samples, shown in figure 4.6(b-c). Anisotropic defects determine the pinning performance
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Figure 4.4: (a) log(Jc) versus T2 for 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposite and Pristine-2 at 1 T for
H||ab. The linear fits corresponding to a strong pinning behaviour is shown with dashed lines.

(b-c) Temperature dependence of Jc and i-s, i-w and a-s contributions obtained by fitting
equation 4.2 for (b) 10BZO-5YO and (c) Pristine-2.

Figure 4.5: (a) log(Jc) versus T2 for 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposite and Pristine-2 at 9 T for
H||c. The linear fits corresponding to a strong pinning behaviour is shown with dashed lines.

(b-c) Temperature dependence of Jc and i-s, i-w and a-s contributions obtained by fitting
equation 4.2 for (b) 10BZO-5YO and (c) Pristine-2.

in the pristine film and compete in the nanocomposite with the nanostrain associated to

the i-s contribution, that also plays an important role.
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Figure 4.6: (a) log(Jc) versus T2 for 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposite and Pristine-2 at 9 T for
H||ab. The linear fits corresponding to a strong pinning behaviour is shown with dashed lines.

(b-c) Temperature dependence of Jc and i-s, i-w and a-s contributions obtained by fitting
equation 4.2 for (b) 10BZO-5YO and (c) Pristine-2.

Therefore, the strong pinning nicely fits down to very low temperatures for both films.

However, for the pristine sample, that is fully dominated by a-s, Jc values go above the fit

at high temperatures, which may be related to the interplay between different anisotropic

defects parallel to the ab-planes with distinctive characteristic temperatures T∗: intrinsic

pinning and planar Y124 intergrowths.

The full analysis of these three contributions at different magnetic fields allows to il-

lustrate the magnetic-field–temperature evolution of the pinning provided by different

pinning centres in the H-T diagram, finally developed in section 4.5.

4.3 Magnetic field dependence of pinning contribu-

tions

The Jc(T) behaviour and therefore the pinning contributions originated by weak-strong

fits have been evaluated for different magnetic fields from Jc(H) obtained at different tem-

peratures (from section 3.3.2). For example, Jc(T), Jiso
c (T) and Janiso

c (T) curves are plotted

for the 8BYTO nanocomposite at different magnetic fields in figure 4.7, with the respec-

tive fits: Jc = Jwk
c (T) + Jstr

c (T), Jiso
c = Jiso−wk

c (T) + Jiso−str
c (T) and Janiso

c = Janiso−str
c (T).

The fits of Jiso
c (T) and Janiso

c (T) are performed simultaneously so that Jiso−wk
c (T) +
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Figure 4.7: temperature dependence of (a) Jc, (b) Jiso
c and (c) Janiso

c for the 8BYTO
ss-nanocomposite at 0.1, 1, 5 and 9 T for H||c. Solid lines correspond to (a) Jwk

c (T) + Jstr
c (T),

(b) Jiso−wk
c (T) + Jiso−str

c (T) and (c) Janiso−str
c (T) fits. Symbols with black edge have not been

considered for the fits.

Jiso−str
c (T) + Janiso−str

c (T) also fits well the total Jc, as in figure 4.2.

As it is seen in figure 4.7(c), Janiso
c (T) cannot be completely fitted down to 0 K at high

fields as 5 T or 9 T for H||c, where Janiso
c falls below the fit of Janiso−str

c . This issue can be

attributed to the vortex channelling along the twin boundaries[129,130], which would give

a negative Janiso
c contribution in this model.

In this analysis, we have fitted Janiso
c (T) omitting the points with a channelling negative

contribution for simplicity. This means that anisotropic contributions obtained at low

temperatures and high magnetic fields are larger than in reality, especially for the pristine

sample, where the channelling effect of twin boundaries is stronger.

The Janiso
c contribution at low magnetic fields (below 0.5 T) is very small in comparison

to Jiso
c and its temperature dependence cannot be well described.

The same analysis from figure 4.7 has been performed in 8BYTO, 10BZO-5YO and

Pristine-1 (the three samples studied in section 3.3.2) for both H||c and H||ab. The

magnetic field dependences of different Jc(0K), associated to the density of each type of

defect (i-w, i-s and a-s), are plotted in figures 4.8(a-c).
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Figure 4.8: magnetic field dependence of the pinning contributions at 0 K for Pristine,
10BZO-5YO and 8BYTO films. (a) Jc(0)iso−wk(H), (b) Jc(0)iso−str(H) and (c) Jc(0)aniso−str(H)
are plotted for (solid lines) H||c and (dashed lines) H||ab. (d) H∗ values of i-s and i-w for H||c.

Jc(0)iso−weak and Jc(0)iso−strong decay with magnetic field (figure 4.8(a-b)) in a very similar

way than the total Jc, whose magnetic field dependence is explained in section 3.1.1.2.

First, there is a plateau characteristic of single vortex pinning. Then, at a given magnetic

field H∗, Jc(0) decays following a power law Jc ∝ H−α.

However, the magnetic field dependence of Jc(0)aniso−str (figure 4.8(c)) is not this much

familiar. For H||c, a decay power law is perceived for the pristine Jc(0)aniso−str(H) but an

unexpected increase is observed for nanocomposites, especially for 8BYTO. This can be

clearly observed for H||ab in all samples, where Jc(0)aniso−str(H) rises up to a plateau at

high magnetic fields.

A possible interpretation of such Jc(0)aniso−str(H) increasing behaviour is that anisotropic

pinning centres, despite the high density and their effective pinning wells, are undermined

by the domination of strong isotropic pinning centres at low magnetic fields, where vor-

tices are pinned more easily by the isotropic defects that are randomly and homogeneously

distributed. In contrast, only few vortices are pinned by few anisotropic defects, that are

less favourable given the need of long correlation of the defect length with the vortex

orientation.
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At higher magnetic fields, when i-s and i-w contributions start to decay, the amount of

vortices that are pinned by anisotropic defects rises, including localized strong correlated

defects, implying an increase of Jc(0)aniso−str. Once the single vortex pinning regime has

been completed for all contributions, Jc(0)aniso−str decreases due to vortex-vortex interac-

tions, as observed above 1 T for H||c in the case of the pristine sample in figure 4.8(c).

The larger Jc(0)aniso−str values obtained for nanocomposites can be very likely related to

the reduction of the twin domain spacing and therefore and enhanced density of twin

boundaries with a short vertical coherence observed in nanocomposite films[139].

The contribution associated to i-s defects is higher for both nanocomposites than for the

pristine film (figure 4.8(b)). As discussed previously, the nanostrained regions given by

the presence of a large density of partial dislocations surrounding the stacking faults act

as very effective i-s pinning centres. This contribution is principally enhanced at low and

intermediate fields, but also remains higher at high fields in comparison with the pristine

sample.

Moreover, the 10BZO-5YO nanocomposite, whose defect landscape is characterized by a

large density of short stacking faults (analysed in section 3.4.2), exhibits an important

increase of the contribution associated to i-w defects (see figure 4.8(a)), which is in general

ascribed to point defects as oxygen vacancies or atomic defects.

Figure 4.9: (a) high resolution Z-contrast TEM cross section image of a 10% BZO
ss-nanocomposite with a large density of stacking faults. Some O-decorated Cu vacancies are

indicated by yellow circles. (b) Magnification of the selected region in (a).

In the case of YBCO films with a large concentration of stacking faults, a huge density

of complex point-like defects made up of clusters including two Cu vacancies decorated

by three O vacancies (O-decorated Cu vacancies) were detected, embedded in the Y124

intergrowths[133,135]. Figure 4.9 shows a high-resolution STEM image of highly strained

films with a large amount of stacking faults. Note that the double Cu-O chain exhibits

an irregular contrast that corresponds to the Cu-O cluster vacancies.

O-decorated Cu vacancies are present in all YBCO films containing stacking faults. The

presence of these defects has been explained in a recent publication[135]: since the pre-

cursor solutions used for the growth of the films had a stoichiometry of Y123, the extra

amount of Cu needed for the formation of Y124 intergrowths would lead to a local Cu

off-stoichiometry, a situation that worsens in the case of Y123 nanocomposites where the
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number of Y124 intergrowths multiplies. However, this detrimental effect is not observed,

since the system balances any Cu deficiency by forming this complex point defect within

the double chain.

The density of these clusters is unknown and a way to quantify their density should be

envisaged to go deepen in this analysis.

These point defects may act as very effective i-w pinning sites since the enhancement of

Jc(0)iso−wk is particularly observed in films with a very high density of stacking faults.

However, not all the stacking fault scenarios produce an increase of the density of this

kind of point defect compared with a pristine YBCO sample. The 8BYTO nanocomposite

exhibits even lower Jc(0)iso−wk values.

The results indicate that the best pinning landscape to enhance at the same time i-s and

i-w pinning centres is that with a large density of short stacking faults. What is common

in nanocomposites with different typology of stacking faults is the enlargement of the

single vortex pinning regime for both i-s and i-w contributions for H||c, with µ0H∗ of 0.2

T and 0.4 T respectively, much larger than that one observed for the pristine sample,

shown in figure 4.8(d).

The particular landscape observed in the 10BZO-5YO nanocomposite is the one provid-

ing not only largest isotropic contributions, but also the largest a-s contributions (see

figure 4.8(c)), associated to a large amount of segmented twin boundaries for H||c and of

short stacking faults for H||ab, as shown in figure 3.27(c).

4.4 Vortex pinning thermal energies

The characteristic pinning temperatures T∗ and T0, for strong and weak pinning centres

respectively, account for their pinning potential energy in relation with kBT. Figure 4.10

shows T∗iso−str(H), T∗aniso−str(H) and T0(H) dependences for the three samples analysed in

the previous section for H||c.

Coloured bands show the dispersion range of the different characteristic temperatures

obtained for these samples: 70-130 K for T∗aniso−str, 50-90 K for T∗iso−str and 5-20 K for

T0.

Note that the obtained temperature values for each contribution are very similar regard-

less the sample, with a general trend of decreasing the pinning energy when increasing

the magnetic field. This can be understood because these samples have the same kind

of defects, which present a typical reduction of vortex pinning due to thermal activation,

although the amount of each defect is particular for each sample, as observed in the pre-

vious section. However, the size of the defects can noticeably change and therefore there

are still remarkable differences from sample to sample.

The larger dispersion in the energy values is obtained for the anisotropic-strong pinning

contribution. In this case, lower T∗ values are obtained for the 10BZO-5YO nanocompos-

ite (T∗ ∼ 60− 70 K) in accordance with a lower irreversibility line Hirr (see figure 3.14(a))
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associated to the presence of segmented twin boundaries due to a large density of stacking

faults. In contrast, the pristine sample shows the highest T∗ values and highest Hirr.

Figure 4.10: magnetic field dependence of T0 (solid lines, green region), T∗iso−str (solid lines,
blue region) and T∗aniso−str (dashed lines, red region) for Pristine, 10BZO-5YO and 8BYTO

samples for H||c.

The same dependences are plotted in figure 4.11 for H||ab. The dependences are very

similar, only that characteristic temperatures are slightly larger, in accordance with the

existence of different anisotropic defects at this orientation.

Temperature dispersion ranges span 5-20 K for T0, 60-110 K for T∗iso−str and 70-160 K for

T∗aniso−str. T∗aniso−str is larger for nanocomposites, in agreement with a deeper pinning po-

tential well provided by stacking faults in comparison to intrinsic pinning, more dominant

in the pristine sample. T∗aniso−str is especially larger for 8BYTO nanocomposite. That

can be understood by a stronger longitudinal coherence when stacking faults are longer

(usually BYTO-based nanocomposites own long stacking faults[76], see also figure 3.28),

similar to the reasoning used for twin boundaries for H||c.

In what regards the values of the characteristic isotropic-weak pinning temperature T0,

there is a small increase for nanocomposites for both H||c and H||ab, suggesting a mod-

ification of the point-like defect landscape probably provided by the appearance of the

new O-decorated Cu vacancies.

The magnetic field dependence of characteristic temperatures flatten at high magnetic

fields. Figure 4.12 shows the temperature dependence of each normalized pinning contri-

bution considering their averaged characteristic pinning energies at 9 T, where the width

of each contribution corresponds to the dispersion obtained by the analysis of the three

different samples.

Due to the fast temperature decay of i-w pinning, this contribution is only relevant
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Figure 4.11: magnetic field dependence of T0 (solid lines, green region), T∗iso−str (solid lines,
blue region) and T∗aniso−str (dashed lines, red region) for Pristine, 10BZO-5YO and 8BYTO

samples for H||ab.

Figure 4.12: temperature dependence of normalized pinning centre contributions considering
their characteristic vortex pinning energies for (a) H||c and (b) H||ab at 9T.

at low temperatures (< 40 K). I-s pinning, with an intermediate Jc(T) is relevant at

intermediate-high temperatures. The large values of T∗ obtained for the a-s pinning

contribution make it active up to very high temperatures, being the one with the largest

irreversibility field for H||c and competing with similar values to i-s pinning for H||ab.

It is important to remark though, that besides the thermal energy associated to each

contribution, what does differ from sample to sample is the density of defects and therefore
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the value of Jc(0), analysed in the previous section.

4.5 H-T diagrams of pinning contributions

The analysis of both temperature and magnetic field dependences can be merged by the

three dimensional plot Jc(T,H) of pinning contributions in the magnetic phase diagram,

limited by the irreversibility line Hirr(T), following the procedure explained in appendix A.

In doing so, it is possible to have a full picture of the dominant pinning contributions

evaluated in the previous sections at different conditions of the phase diagram, and asso-

ciate changes in the diagram to particular defect landscapes characteristic of each type

of nanocomposite.

In this section, Pristine-1, 8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO samples are analysed for both H||c
and H||ab. The Jc contributions from the three samples are also compared at particular

conditions of the phase diagram, plotted versus each partial dislocation relative volume

ρdis (defined in chapter 3).

4.5.1 Diagrams for H parallel to the c-axis

The ratios of the three pinning contributions Jiso−wk
c /Jc, Jiso−str

c /Jc, Janiso−str
c /Jc are plotted

for H||c in the diagrams of figure 4.13, showing colour H-T maps of pinning domination

similar to other ones that have been previously reported[35,123,167] for comparable pristine

and BZO/BYTO-nanocomposites.

The main feature of nanocomposites is a huge increase of the region dominated by i-s

pinning. While in the pristine, i-s pinning only dominates at very low magnetic fields,

for nanocomposites it is extended up to 5-10 T. This extension is linked to a shrinkage

of the a-s contribution, that dominates a very small region at high magnetic fields and

temperatures close to the irreversibility line.

At low temperatures, i-w is the most relevant contribution for the pristine film. In the

case of nanocomposites two different cases are obtained: 8BYTO, the nanocomposite with

large stacking faults, is fully dominated by i-s, whereas 10BZO-5YO, with shorter stacking

faults and a larger density of partial dislocations, shows an important contribution of weak

pinning as well.

Figure 4.14 presents an analysis of the Jc values of each contribution for the three samples

for H||c, plotted versus ρdis at 1 T and 9 T at the temperatures of 0 K, 50 K and 70 K.

Note that ρdis for 8BYTO nanocomposite is not a direct measure from STEM images but

a deduction from the correlations developed in chapter 3.

As discussed throughout the whole analysis, the contribution of i-w defects is very relevant

at low temperatures. It is especially important for a large density of dislocations, in

agreement with a possible larger quantity of Cu-O vacancies. At these temperatures, a-s

contributions are rather low for all ρdis, and i-w directly competes with the i-s (both with

increasing Jc(ρdis) dependence) with similar weights, except at intermediate ρdis, where

i-s is much larger than i-w.
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Figure 4.13: H-T color map of the ratios Jiso−wk
c /Jc, Jiso−str

c /Jc and Janiso−str
c /Jc (to the

right, increasing T0/T
∗) for Pristine-1, 8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO (downwards, increasing ρdis)

for H||c. The line with circles corresponds to Hirr(T).

At intermediate temperatures , the i-w contribution practically vanishes. At low fields, the

critical current density is mainly determined only by the i-s contribution, that increases

continuously with ρdis. At high fields, the i-s contribution competes with the a-s one. At

intermediate ρdis, the sum of contributions is the largest, where the i-s associated to the

nanoscale strained regions flattens with ρdis and the a-s contribution associated to the

twin boundaries starts to decay with ρdis.

Lastly at high temperatures, the dominant contribution at low fields is i-s, that increases

with ρdis, and the dominant contribution at high fields is the a-s, that decreases with ρdis.

For low fields and low ρdis and large fields and large ρdis, the contributions of i-s and a-s

are comparable.

The pristine sample with lowest ρdis shows the best performance at large temperatures

and large fields, thanks to the large a-s contribution associated to large characteristic

pinning temperature T∗ of long coherent twin boundaries. In contrast, the 10BZO-5YO

nanocomposite with largest ρdis, shows lower a-s contributions although it exhibits the

largest Jc(0)aniso−str in figure 4.8, given the low T∗ associated to the segmented twin
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Figure 4.14: evolution of different pinning contributions to Jc as a function of ρdis for
Pristine-1 and 8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposites (increasing ρdis) in the H-T phase

diagram for H||c.

boundaries.

4.5.2 Diagrams for H parallel to the ab-planes

The same analysis is extended to H||ab, where H-T diagrams have not been reported yet.

The ratios for the pristine and the two nanocomposites are plotted in the diagrams of

figure 4.15.

Like for H||c, the i-w pinning contribution is relevant both for the pristine and the BZO-

YO nanocomposite at low temperatures, whereas it remains inappreciable for the BYTO

nanocomposite.

Besides, the competition between i-s and a-s pinning contributions takes control of the

pinning performance at higher temperatures. I-s pinning domination is clear at very

low magnetic fields, which is extended up to 0.5 T for the pristine and up to 1-2 T for

nanocomposites, attributed to the increase of nanostrain.

On the other hand, a-s pinning (associated to intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pin-

ning) clearly dominates at high magnetic fields and temperatures. The pristine sample,

characterized by intrinsic pinning domination (see figure 3.26(b)), shows a very wide re-

gion of a-s pinning domination. In contrast, nanocomposites, characterized by a different

interplay between stacking fault pinning and intrinsic pinning, show a reduced region of

a-s pinning domination located close to the Hirr(T) with very large Janiso−str
c /Jc ratios,

especially for the BZO-YO nanocomposite with a huge density of short stacking faults.
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Figure 4.15: H-T color map of the ratios Jiso−wk
c /Jc, Jiso−str

c /Jc and Janiso−str
c /Jc (to the

right, increasing T0/T
∗) for Pristine-1, 8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO (downwards, increasing ρdis)

for H||ab. The line with circles corresponds to Hirr(T).

The results of the Jc values of each contribution at different conditions of the H-T dia-

gram for H||ab shown in figure 4.16 reveal again the importance of i-w pinning at low

temperatures, that is particularly strong for large ρdis. At low fields, i-w competes with

the i-s that continuously increases with ρdis and at high field it competes with a-s, asso-

ciated in this orientation to intrinsic pinning and stacking faults, that is also particularly

strong for large ρdis. Both i-w and a-s contributions present a minima at intermediate

ρdis, but further samples should be analysed at the region of intermediate ρdis to conclude

about this.

At higher temperatures (50 K and 70 K), the i-w pinning diminishes due to the low T0

and the pinning performance is dominated by i-s pinning at low fields in nanocomposites,

since it increases with ρdis. For low fields, the a-s is very important and independent of the

increase of ρdis, becoming less important for samples with larger ρdis due to the increase

of i-s. In contrast, at high fields, the a-s contribution increases with ρdis (in agreement

with additional pinning provided by stacking faults) and is moreover the dominant one

for any density of dislocations.
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Figure 4.16: evolution of different pinning contributions to Jc as a function of ρdis for
Pristine-1 and 8BYTO and 10BZO-5YO ss-nanocomposites (increasing ρdis) in the H-T phase

diagram for H||ab.

4.6 Pinning contributions of Ic at high magnetic

fields

As an example of the insights that one can get from the analysis of the different pinning

contributions, the temperature dependence of the absolute critical current Ic is analysed,

where Ic is the total current that flows through a superconducting film with critical

current density Jc and thickness t: Ic(H, θ,T) = Jc(H, θ,T) · t.

The Ic(T ) dependence for different samples is compared at 9 T for H||c in figure 4.17(a),

where 120 nm and 700 nm thick pn-nanocomposites (studied in chapter 6) have been

incorporated for completeness.

One can see from the graph that the Ic(T) performance strongly changes from sample to

sample with very different values of Ic(9T, 5K). According to the analysis performed in the

previous section for H||c, the main contributions at this particular field and temperature

are in general i-w and i-s pinning. Ic(T) curves shown in figure 4.17(a) are fitted with:

Ic(T) = Ic(0)wk + Ic(0)str. The Ic(0)wk and Ic(0)str parameters resulting from the fits for

each sample are plotted in figure 4.17(b) as a function of ρdis. Note that ρdis values for

8BYTO, PN 13ZO and PN 20BZO have been deduced from the correlations developed

in chapter 3.

It is observed that in general both weak and strong contributions of the absolute critical

current enhance with increasing ρdis. Both 8BYTO and PN 20BZO nanocomposites,
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Figure 4.17: (a) Ic(T) dependence obtained at 9 T for H||c for different pristine,
ss-nanocomposites and a thick pn-nanocomposite. (b) Weak (red) and strong (blue)

contributions to Ic(0) for the samples shown in (a) as a function of ρdis.

with intermediate ρdis, show an increase of the strong but not on the weak contributions,

suggesting that further tuning should be done in order to increase the weak pinning

contribution and therefore enhance Ic to even larger values at these conditions.

To summarize, the increase of the density of dislocations ρdis assures an enhancement of

the isotropic contributions, which can be accompanied with an enhancement of the weak

contribution whose origin is still not fully determined.

4.7 Conclusions

The analysis reported in this chapter provides additional understanding to sort out

and quantify the pinning strength and energies associated with different pinning centres

(isotropic-strong, isotropic-weak and anisotropic-strong) in TFA-CSD nanocomposites.

It also allows to follow the evolution of the different pinning contributions as a function of

temperature, magnetic field intensity and orientation, providing a good tool for designing

the desired pinning landscape under different operating conditions.

The correlation between pinning contributions and the defect landscape in CSD nanocom-

posites has been established. In particular, nanocomposites show the best pinning per-

formance. By artificially introducing a unique defect in the YBCO matrix, stacking

faults, the nanostructure is strongly modified and causes diverse changes in the pinning

contributions scenario:

� A large increase of the isotropic-strong contribution for all orientations associated

with nanostrained regions around the stacking faults, especially effective at low and

intermediate fields and intermediate temperatures.

� An enhancement of the isotropic-weak contribution when stacking faults are short,

effective at low temperatures (< 20 K) at any field, possibly related to Cu-O cluster

vacancies hosted by Y124 intergrowths.
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� A reduction of anisotropic-strong pinning at large magnetic fields and high tem-

peratures for H||c, related to the twin boundary coherence loss, evidenced by a

decrease of T∗aniso−str. At low temperatures instead, nanocomposite exhibit large

anisotropic-strong pinning due to the large density of segmented twin boundaries.

� An enhancement of anisotropic-strong pinning at high magnetic fields and tempera-

tures for H||ab, related to the additional pinning provided by the ab-planar stacking

faults with larger characteristic temperature T∗aniso−str.

The intensity of each contribution is different for each defect landscape. The increase

of isotropic-strong contribution is common in all nanocomposites. However, the increase

of other contributions are not so evident for any nanocomposite, being more susceptible

to the specific changes in the nanostructure caused by different types of stacking fault

arrangements. In particular, the isotropic-weak contribution is enhanced except in some

nanocomposites with intermediate ρdis. Large anisotropic-strong contributions can be

also obtained in nanocomposites with short stacking faults, although the T∗aniso−str is

substantially reduced for H||c.

This analysis suggests that an ideal landscape with high performance at any region of the

H-T diagram would be that one with a high density of short stacking faults, promoting the

formation of large densities of partial dislocations, Cu-O vacancy clusters and c-oriented

twin boundaries, if possible concomitant with a preserved long coherence of these last

mentioned planar defects. In this way, large critical current densities would be obtained

at any orientation by the combination of isotropic and anisotropic defects that would be

effective up to high temperatures with large thermal pinning energies.
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CHAPTER 5

VORTEX CREEP IN CSD

NANOCOMPOSITES

Magnetic flux creep in HTS is an important issue since it sets relevant limits on the

possible applications of these materials that need to be addressed.

In this chapter, a thorough analysis from transport measurements on flux creep rate

dependences with temperature, magnetic field intensity and magnetic field orientation

are performed in CSD ss-nanocomposites. This has enabled us to acquire fundamental

knowledge of the relation between microstructure and the vortex dynamics that affects

the final electrical performance of coated conductors.

5.1 Magnetic flux creep relaxation

Magnetic relaxation determines the temperature and time dependence of Jc, controls

the shape of electric-field–current-density curves and dictates limits to the stability of

high-temperature superconductor devices[48].

Flux creep rates have been usually determined by the time decay of magnetization through

inductive methods. However, flux creep manifests in many other ways. Among them,

electrical transport measurements can be used to deduce the creep rate from the power

law electric-field–current-density dependence.

5.1.1 Inductive magnetic flux creep

An important manifestation of magnetic flux creep is the decay of both the current density

and magnetization M with time. Coming back to the equation 1.16, and considering the

two potentials from equations 1.17 and 1.19, the hopping rate in the flux creep regime

is expressed respectively by Rlin and Rlog (where lin and log refer to the consideration

of a linear and a logarithmic net potential pinning barrier dependence with the current

density):

Rlin = R0e
−UP /kBT eUP J/kBTJ0 (5.1)
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Rlog = R0e
−UP /kBT J

J0

UP /kBT

(5.2)

R/R0 can be replaced by t0/t, where t is time and t0 the effective hopping attempt time

associated to the attempt frequency R0. Then, the current density can be expressed as a

function of time J(t), respectively by Jlin and Jlog:

Jlin(t) = J0

[
1− kBT

UP
ln

(
t

t0

)]
(5.3)

Jlog(t) = J0 exp

[
1− kBT

UP
ln

(
t

t0

)]
(5.4)

Note that both expressions of J decay with time. The term in brackets is usually called

the flux creep reduction factor. Figure 5.1(a) shows Jc versus time from an inductive

magnetic relaxation measurement of a pristine CSD YBCO film under a magnetic field of

1 T. Jc, calculated by applying equation 1.12, decays logarithmically with time, as shown

in figure 5.1(b).

Figure 5.1: (a) linear and (b) logarithmic scale plots of Jc as a function of time for a pristine
YBCO film at T=20 K and µ0H||c = 0.1T.

The normalized flux relaxation rate or normalized creep rate S is defined as the logarith-

mic derivative of magnetization versus time[48].

S ≡ − 1

M

d [M ]

d [ln t]
= −d [lnM ]

d [ln t]
= −d [ln J ]

d [ln t]
(5.5)

The J(t) relations derived from a linear and a logarithmic potential barrier U(J) lead

to a flux creep rate S (Slin and Slog respectively) that depends on temperature and the

pinning barrier as:

Slin =
kBT

UP − kBT ln t
t0

(5.6)
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Slog =
kBT

UP
(5.7)

In the typical case of UP >> kBT ln(t/t0), Slin matches the expression for Slog. On the

other hand, the collective flux creep theory[7,169] assumes weak random pinning and treats

the flux-line system as an elastic medium, leading to a current-time dependence with the

expression Jcol(t):

Jcol = J0

[
1 +

µkBT

UP
ln

(
t

t0

)]−1/µ

(5.8)

Where the exponent µ is an interpolation factor that is different for each vortex state

represented in figure 1.13, and hence it may depend on magnetic field and temperature.

This current-time relation leads to a flux creep rate for collective creep Scol:

Scol =
kBT

UP + µkBT ln(t/t0)
(5.9)

The monotonic increase of S with respect to the temperature derived from equations 5.6

and 5.7 is not fully in agreement with experimental results, especially in HTS where S

shows a different temperature dependence in four temperature regimes[48] (see figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2: temperature dependence of the normalized relaxation rate S for unirradiated and
irradiated YBCO crystals in an applied magnetic field of 1 T for H||c. Adapted from[48,170].

At very low temperatures, below 5 K, the magnetic relaxation is finite, attributed to

quantum tunnelling of vortices (region i). In the range of 5-20 K, S increases roughly

linear with temperature and is well adjusted to the Anderson-Kim model (region ii). At

intermediate temperatures (from∼ 0.2Tc until∼ 0.8Tc), S reaches in some films a plateau
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with a constant value in the range of 0.02-0.04 for fields of the order of 1 T (region iii). In

other films, a broad S(T) peak can be observed at this region. At very high temperatures,

the creep rate S increases abruptly to very large rates. This last region (region iv) is the

plastic creep region whereas the previous ranges belong to the elastic creep region.

Equation 5.9 predicts that the normalized relaxation rate decreases with time in some

regions and also predicts the experimentally found S(T) plateau at high temperatures:

when µkBT ln(t/t0) >> UP, then Scol ≈ 1/µ ln(t/t0). Therefore, results can be better

adjusted to this theoretical model.

5.1.2 Electrical transport flux creep

As explained in section 1.6.2, the flux creep rate is responsible of the rounded shape

of the E-J characteristics. In particular, it is demonstrated that the E-J relation can

be fairly described by a power law E ∝ Jn in the flux creep regime. The comparison of

equations 1.21 and 5.7 suggest an inverse correlation between n and S.

Sun et al[171] measured the exponent n deduced from both magnetic and transport mea-

surements. The two kind of measurements showed a consistent trend and nearly over-

lapped n(T), confirming a phenomenological correlation between magnetic relaxation and

the shape of electrical transport J-E characteristics, even if magnetic relaxation over hun-

dred seconds corresponds to a dissipation level orders of magnitude below that of faster

transport measurements.

An E-J power law relation E ∝ Jn with n >> 1 can be combined with the Maxwell equa-

tions and the critical state model. Under these assumptions, equations lead to a time

dependence of the current density[171,172]:

ln J(t) = ln J0 −
1

n− 1
ln

(
t

τ0

+ 1

)
(5.10)

Where τ0 is a time constant related to J0, n and the dimensions of the film. In the long

time limit (t >> τ0), the result for S using definition 5.5 is:

S =
1

n− 1
(5.11)

Hence, in this approximation, S is nearly inversely proportional to n. Therefore, from this

relation, it is possible to measure magnetic flux creep values directly from the slope of

the logarithmic current-dissipation dependence. Electrical transport measurements have

the benefits of less time consumption and capacity to broaden the study of creep to other

field orientations, unreachable by inductive magnetic methods.

Figure 5.3(a) shows the E-J curves in logarithmic scale obtained from electrical transport

measurements for a pristine sample. Linear fits are performed using different electric field

ranges, where the slope corresponds to the exponent n of the power law, in order to find

the range with less standard error of S and also evaluate the variation of S regarding
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Figure 5.3: linear fit of logarithmic E-J characteristics. (a) E-J characteristics for Pristine-2
sample at 77 K and applied magnetic fields of 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and
9 T for H||c. Solid lines represent the Emin and dashed lines the maximum electrical field Emax

used for the different fitting ranges. On the right, magnetic field dependence at 77 K of (b)
the standard error from the fit δS and (c) the flux creep rate S obtained by applying the

different fitting ranges.

the choice of the electric field fitting range. Solid lines represent minimum electric fields

Emin for fitting ranges that begin at Emin and end at the highest point of each curve.

The dashed lines represent maximum electrical fields Emax for fitting ranges that begin

at Emin = 50µV/cm and end at Emax.

The standard error of the slope δN is propagated to the standard error of the creep rate

δS, following the equation:

δS =
1

(n− 1)2
δn (5.12)

A minimum electric field Emin = 50µV/cm provides the fitting range with less standard

error (see figure 5.3(b)). Therefore, it is the one used in this thesis. In any case, the

maximum discrepancy for S values obtained using the different fitting ranges reaches

∼ 10% at low fields (see figure 5.3(c)).

In order to confirm the validity of S from electrical transport measurements for describing

the magnetic flux creep, a comparison is shown in figure 5.4 of the obtained results by us-

ing electrical transport and inductive magnetic (dc SQUID magnetometry) measurements

for analogous samples.

Similar orders of magnitude and features are observed in the results achieved by using

both methods. S increases with T, except during the plateau or S(T) peak at intermediate
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Figure 5.4: temperature dependence of S from electric transport (open) and dc SQUID
magnetometry (closed). Curves were measured for two similar pristine samples (circles) and

BYTO nanocomposites (diamonds) at 0.1 and 1 T for H||c.

temperatures. However, creep rates from electrical transport measurements slightly differ

from rates calculated with inductive ones. At low temperatures, S values from electrical

transport are slightly larger. In contrast, at high temperatures in the region of the

plastic creep regime, the S parameter abruptly increases sooner for the inductive magnetic

measurements. Such discrepancy can be related to distinctive vortex dynamics involved

in each kind of experiment where the time scales (∼ 1 hour for SQUID measurements and

∼ 1 second for transport) and the electric field windows (10−3 − 10−7µV/cm for SQUID

measurements and 1− 100µV/cm for transport measurements[87,173]) are different.

Furthermore, it is different to apply a constant field with a corresponding induced current

that relaxes with time (in the inductive measurement) than applying an increasing current

as a driving force (in the transport measurement). Therefore, results in both methods,

although showing similar trends, should not be exchanged. In the rest of this work,

the presented results of S are achieved by electric transport measurements, except when

referred as ”Sind”, which stands for inductive magnetic flux creep rate.

5.1.3 Vortex thermal excitations in correlated defects

When pinning is dominated by the presence of a high density of correlated pinning cen-

tres as columnar tracks, twin boundaries or intrinsic pinning, the vortex phase can be

understood as a Bose glass, in which vortices are localized on the anisotropic pins and the

liberation of a segment from the vortex line takes place via thermal activation. The size

of such liberation is determined by balancing the cost in the elastic and pinning energy

of the flux line against the energy gain from the Lorentz-like force, giving rise to different

vortex depinning scenarios regarding the applied current density[7,36,44,174,175], depicted in

figure 5.5(a).

At high current densities, relaxation takes place via nucleation and expansion of half-
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Figure 5.5: (a) schematic representations of a half-loop, a double kink and a double
super-kink in a system with correlated pinning centres (adapted from Blatter et al[7]) and (b)

a double kink in a layered cuprate endowed with intrinsic pinning.

loops, where the displacement of the depinned vortex segment is smaller than the pinning

centres spacing. As current decreases, the size of the critical nucleus grows and reaches

the nearest pinning centre, allowing the vortex to hop to a distant unoccupied defect

with nearly the same energy, known as double kink excitation. For intermediate current

densities, double kinks are the typical excitations. Ideally, there is no energetic barrier

for the expansion of a double kink. Only the orientation splay and the energy dispersion

of the pinning wells precludes the expansion of double kinks[144,148,174–176]. Finally, at

low current densities, it is convenient for the vortex to form a double superkink, whose

excitation size is larger than the pinning sites spacing, entering into the so-called variable

range hopping regime.

Whereas half-loops and double superkinks involve regimes with glassy behaviour, the

spread of double kinks involves a non-glassy behaviour: once a double kink is created

there is no energy barrier preventing the entire vortex from moving to the next columnar

defect and S can be arbitrarily large[36,130,174]. A peak observed at intermediate tem-

peratures in the S(T) dependence for H||c is usually attributed to expansion of double

kink excitations due to correlated c-axis columnar defects and/or planar twin bound-

aries[36,37,39,130,174,177–179]. The effect of double kink, and therefore the S(T) peak, is ob-

served as long as H is smaller than the matching field HΦ
[148,174,178] associated to the

correlated defects.

For H parallel to the ab-planes, thermal excitations have been identified in layered super-

conductors by several electrical transport measurements[131,159,180,181] in the staircase and

locking regimes (depicted in figure 3.4). An inverse correlation between Jc(θ) and N(θ)

is observed at temperatures below 80 K for YBCO, attributed to double kink excitations

rising from the periodic correlated intrinsic pinning, as sketched in figure 5.5(b). This

effect is observed up to the highest measured magnetic fields due to a huge estimated

µ0HΦ for intrinsic pinning (∼ 1000 T). The anti-correlation of Jc versus n has been also

observed for H parallel to the c-axis below matching fields associated to nanocolumns[148].
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5.2 Correlation between Jc and S

In a direct approximation, Jc is the current density required to tilt the barrier pinning

potential Jc and hence Jc ∝ UP. On the other side, S is inversely or nearly inversely

proportional to UP (see equations 5.6 and 5.7). An inverse correlation between Jc and S

is therefore expected.

Figure 5.6 shows S as a function of Jc for multiple samples studied in this thesis, at

different conditions of temperature and magnetic fields. The statistical analysis reveals

an inverse continuous correlation where S decays with increasing Jc.

Figure 5.6: S versus Jc at different conditions of temperature and magnetic fields for
multiple samples.

The magnetic field dependence of both magnitudes is depicted in figure 5.7 for H||c and

H||ab at low and high temperatures for Pristine-2 and 8BYTO nanocomposite. At 77 K,

the nanocomposite shows as expected enhanced Jc and reduced S at low and intermediate

fields in comparison with the pristine sample.

As discussed in chapter 3, there is a crossing of Jc(H) curves for H||c at 77 K that occurs

at high magnetic fields, related to a reduction of Hirr in nanocomposites explained by

the loss of twin boundaries coherence. This crossing is shifted to lower magnetic fields

in the case of the creep rate curves. Whereas the intersection of Jc at 77 K occurs at 6

T for H||c or at ∼ 30T after extrapolation for H||ab, the intersection of S occurs at an

earlier stage, precisely at 2 T for H||c and 5 T for H||ab. At 10 K, the intersection is

shifted to higher magnetic fields, enlarging the region where the nanocomposite provides

simultaneously higher flux pinning and lower flux creep.

In conclusion, Jc and S are somehow inversely correlated, although their evolution does

not completely coincide along temperature and magnetic field, sensing different notions
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Figure 5.7: magnetic field dependence of (above) Jc and (below) S for H||c and H||ab at 77
K and 10 K for Pristine-2 (open) and 8BYTO nanocomposite (closed). Dashed lines indicate

the field where 77 K curves intersect.

of the pinning potential wells. For example, thermal excitations strongly affect the value

of S but not that one of Jc, unless it is measured in a long time scale.

5.3 Temperature dependence of vortex creep

As explained in section 5.1.1, the temperature dependence of S is divided in different

regions. In this section, the temperature dependence of S is studied for both H||c and

H||ab for pristine and nanocomposites in order to elucidate the role that the microstruc-

ture plays in relation with creep, paying special attention to the hypothetical observation

of the effect of double kink thermal excitations, indicative of recurrent correlated strong

pinning.

5.3.1 Vortex Creep for H parallel to the c-axis

In order to investigate the way to reduce vortex creep to its recently reported universal

lower limit[182], several studies in nanostructured HTS have been concentrated in the

last years on the interplay between defects and vortex dynamics by the use of magnetic

relaxation inductive methods when the magnetic field is applied parallel to the c-axis.

Along this broad scope of studies, S(T) peaks have been observed attributed to vor-

tex sliding along nanoparticle surfaces[183] and mostly to the expansion of double kinks
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between adjacent correlated defects: irradiated columnar defects[102,174,177,178,184], self as-

sembled columnar defects[36,179,185] and/or twin boundaries[37,39,186,187]. S(T) peaks were

observed at 20-35 K under magnetic fields below the matching field BΦ of each particular

defect, usually ranging from 0.5 T to 5 T.

Figure 5.8: temperature dependence of flux creep S for H||c. (a) Magnetic inductive creep
rate Sind as a function of temperature for a pristine and BYTO and BZO nanocomposites at
0.1 T (above) and 1 T (below). (b) Temperature dependence of electrical transport flux creep

S at 1, 5 and 9 T for Pristine-4 and 5BZO-5YO nanocomposite. Inset shows S(T) for
Pristine-2, 6BYTO-10CuO and 6BYTO-5YO at 0.1T.

Figure 5.8(a) shows particular results obtained by magnetic inductive measurements for

CSD YBCO pristine and BYTO and BZO ss-nanocomposites in previous works[123,187].

At 0.1 T, a Sind(T) peak, associated to the formation of double kinks, is observed for all

samples. In contrast, at 1 T, the peak is observed only for nanocomposites, ascribed to

the reminiscence of short-length twin boundary correlation, which is in agreement with

a larger BΦ ascribed to a larger density of twin boundaries.

Although nanocomposites present poorly-coherent segmented twin boundaries along the

c-axis, they can be long enough to allow the formation of double kinks where just short

lengths of the vortex are necessary[36]. Nevertheless, it is important to note that the

maximum value ot this peak Smax ∼ 0.025− 0.03 is much smaller than the reported for

YBCO crystals and films with strong columnar defects[102,174,177,178,184], where values of

Smax ∼ 0.08− 0.1 are achieved at 0.5-1 T.

In the case of the S(T) dependence obtained from electrical transport measurements

shown in figure 5.8(b), nanocomposites show reduced creep in comparison to pristine

samples, especially at low fields and low temperatures. The sample 5BZO-5YO remains

low in creep in comparison to the pristine sample up to 9T and up to high temperatures

when entering the plastic creep region.
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The peak for H||c associated to twin boundaries cannot be recognized, including mea-

surements at 0.1 T in the inset. Only the 5BZO-5YO nanocomposite S(T) dependence

somewhat resembles a tiny double kink peak at 1 T and 40 K. The temperature depen-

dence of this sample has not been measured at lower fields.

5.3.2 Vortex Creep for H parallel to the ab-planes

When vortices lie parallel to the ab-planes, they are on one side strongly pinned due to

strong correlated intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning. However, on the other side,

the periodic and correlated pinning centres ascribed to intrinsic pinning, with matching

fields as high as µ0HΦ ∼ 1000T, facilitates easy thermal activated vortex motion through

the proliferation of double kink excitations.

Figure 5.9: temperature dependence of flux creep S for H||ab at 1 T (open symbols) and 9 T
(closed symbols) for Pristine-4, 6BYTO-5YO and 5BZO-5YO nanocomposites. Dashed lines

correspond to the temperatures where S(θ) is analysed in figure 5.11 for 5BZO-5YO.

There are to our knowledge no reports yet on temperature dependent creep rates for H||ab

before this work, which has been recently published[188]. Figure 5.9 shows S(T) at 1 T

and 9 T for a pristine sample and two nanocomposites, 5BZO-5YO and 6BYTO-5YO,

with increasing densities of stacking faults (further explained in the following section).

Comparably to what happens for H||c and for the magnetic field dependence S(H), mag-

netic relaxation creep rates are smaller for nanocomposites except at high temperatures

when approaching the irreversibility line in the plastic creep regime.

Besides the monotonic increase of S with temperature, a prominent S(T) peak arises at

the temperature region that comprises 50 K to 80 K, especially notable for the pristine

and 5BZO-5YO nanocomposite, the two samples with less concentration of stacking faults

and therefore more dominated by intrinsic pinning.

For the stacking-fault–rich 6BYTO-5YO nanocomposite, the peak vanishes at low mag-

netic fields, confirming that the presence of artificially induced stacking faults modifies
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the structure of the CuO2 planes and its effect on thermal activation, precluding the

formation of double kinks and thus obtaining lower creep rates for a large range of tem-

peratures.

Motivated by the analysis of the nature of this S(T) peak, figure 5.10 displays the an-

gular dependence around θ = 90° of Jc and n in the case of the Pristine-4 sample. In

figure 5.10(a), at 77 K and 1 T (out of the S(T) peak, as observed in figure 5.9), Jc(θ)

and n(θ) are proportionally correlated. In contrast, in figure 5.10(b), at 65K and 9 T

(inside of the S(T) peak), Jc(θ) and n(θ) exhibit inverse correlation, already reported in

several works for layered superconductors[131,159,180,181] where the n(θ)-dip is ascribed to

a loss in the pinning energy due to the expansion of double kinks mediated by intrinsic

pinning.

Figure 5.10: Jc(θ) (squares) and N(θ) (circles) for Pristine-4 sample at (a) 77 K, 1 T and (b)
50 K, 9 T.

The inverse correlation between n and S obtained in equation 5.11 implies that an n(θ)-

peak and an n(θ)-dip correspond to an S(θ)-dip and an S(θ)-peak respectively. The S(θ)

dependence around H||ab is plotted in figure 5.11 for the 5BZO-5YO sample at 9 T at

the three temperatures indicated in figure 5.9.

At 77 K, one finds as expected for a direct Jc-n correlation a minimum in the S(θ) curve at

θ = 90°. With decreasing temperature, the sample reaches the temperature T? where the

vortex core diameter 2ξc drops below the periodic separation of CuO2 planes. Applying

equation 1.7 and taking into account the crystallographic structure of the YBCO triple

perovskite, T? follows the equation:

2
ξ0√

1− T ?/Tc
=

2

3
d (5.13)

Where d is the c-axis lattice parameter, corresponding to a length of 1.17 nm[30]. In the

samples studied here T? ∼ 60K. Thus, close to T? at 65 K, vortices start to be strongly

localized in the intrinsic single pinning wells so that double kink excitations take place

from one pinning centre to the other. Therefore, the S(θ) curve exhibits a peak at this

temperature, which spans an orientation width of 5° and widens as temperature decreases.
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pinning and stacking fault pinning

Figure 5.11: angular dependence of flux creep S around H||ab for the 5BZO-5YO
nanocomposite at 77, 65 and 50 K at 9 T.

However, at lower temperatures (50 K in this case), a narrow S(θ)-dip arises at the cen-

tre of the S(θ)-peak, indicative of a lock-in transition[7], also reported in other electrical

transport studies[159,181]. This latter effect shows that at low temperatures the thermal

energy kBT is not large enough to cause movement of vortices through double kink for-

mation when they lie almost parallel to the CuO2 planes. On the contrary, vortices get

locked between the planes.

The S(θ)-peak observed at 65 K and its evolution with increasing and decreasing tem-

perature manifests that the S(T)-peak arising for H||ab is ascribed to the expansion of

double kinks, occurring at a very narrow region of magnetic field orientations.

5.4 Pinning regimes for H parallel to ab from creep

evaluation: intrinsic pinning and stacking fault

pinning

As discussed above, temperature and magnetic field are key conditions for the observation

of the S(θ)-peak around H||ab. However, the appearance of this peak does not occur at the

same conditions for films with different microstructures, which means that the interplay

between the CuO2 planes (origin of intrinsic pinning) and the generated planar stacking

faults is critical for the observation of these thermal excitations.

For example, figure 5.12 shows the S(θ) dependence around θ = 90° obtained at the same

conditions for two samples with very different microstructures. At 50 K and 9 T, Pristine-

4 (characterized by a very regular YBCO structure barely faulted) exhibits an S(θ)-peak,

whereas 8BYTO nanocomposite (characterized by a large density of stacking faults and

a distorted YBCO matrix) exhibits an S(θ)-dip. Thus, different samples can display
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divergent S(θ) behaviours when measured at the same conditions.

Figure 5.12: S(θ) at 50 K and 9 T for (a) Pristine-4 and (b) 8BYTOmod nanocomposite.
The high resolution STEM images in the background correspond to the expected

microstructures, observed for similar samples.

By analizing S(θ) dependences at particular conditions of temperature and magnetic field

it is possible to determine a lower crossover line µ0Hcr1(T) in the H-T diagram, separating

creep regions for a variety of pristine samples (see figure 5.13(a)).

For a given temperature, µ0Hcr1(T) is the magnetic field that separates the observation

of the S(θ)-dip (at lower fields), defined by a negative average slope dS/dθ between θ = 70°

and θ = 90°, from the observation of the S(θ) peak (at higher fields), defined by a positive

average slope dS/dθ between θ = 70° and θ = 90°.

At high temperatures and low magnetic fields, the S(θ)-dip is observed. In the other limit,

at low temperatures and high magnetic fields, the S(θ)-peak is found. The transition from

the S(θ)-dip to the S(θ)-peak is in general not abrupt, defining a region in-between where

the peak is not completely formed below the upper crossover line µ0Hcr2(T) (see insets of

figure 5.13(a)).

For a given temperature, µ0Hcr2(T) is the magnetic field that separates the observation of

the not completely formed S(θ)-peak (at lower fields), characterized by some regions with

a negative average slope dS/dθ between θ = 70° and θ = 90°, from the observation of the

completely formed S(θ) peak (at higher fields), defined by a full-range positive average

slope dS/dθ between θ = 70° and θ = 90°.

As commented before, the presence of the S(θ)-peak is related to the thermal excita-

tions aided by the recurrent distribution of the intrinsic pinning wells, as sketched in

figure 5.14(a). Thereby, the region above the crossover line µ0Hcr1(T) is dominated by in-

trinsic pinning, whereas the region below is dominated by pinning caused by defects that

destabilize the periodicity of intrinsic pinning thus avoiding double kinks formation. In

these films, stacking fault pinning consisting of Y124 intergrowths is the main responsible

source of such disruption.

In figure 5.13(b), µ0Hcr1(T) crossover lines are depicted for numerous nanocomposite

films. The crossover happens to be shifted to larger magnetic fields and lower tempera-
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Figure 5.13: H-T phase diagram for H||ab. Closed symbols (experimental results) and solid
lines (guides to the eye) represent the lower crossover line µ0Hcr1(T) for (a) pristine and (b)
nanocomposite films. The open symbols (experimental results) and dashed line (guide to the
eye) represent the upper crossover line µ0Hcr2(T). The insets show the S(θ) dependence for a

pristine sample in the regions of the diagram separated by the crossover lines in figure (a).
The dotted lines with circles refer to the experimental Hirr(T) for representative (a) pristine
and (b) nanocomposite samples. Crossover points are plotted for a large variety of samples

(each type of symbol corresponds to one sample). Error bars are only indicated for
representative samples. Three typologies of nanocomposites are identified regarding the region

of µ0Hcr1(T). The arrows in (b) point out two samples graphed in figure 5.17.

tures for nanocomposites in comparison to pristine films. This shift is consequently given

by the changes in the microstructure. In fact, a structure dominated by the nanoparticles-

emerging staking faults strongly modifies the periodic scenario of the CuO2 planes respon-

sible for intrinsic pinning by means of distortion of the planes and generation of a stronger

pinning region that hinders double kink proliferation, as sketched in figure 5.14(b).

The general trend that is observed by studying a large variety of nanocomposites is that

stacking fault pinning dominates in a wider range the diagram whenever nanoparticles

are introduced, leading to small distortions in several films (nanocomposites I), to larger

distortions for the majority of the studied films (nanocomposites II), and to very large

distortions that dominate the whole studied diagram in some particular cases (nanocom-

posites III), identified in figure 5.13(b) with different colours. The separation of stacking
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Figure 5.14: representation of (a) the formation of a double kink given by periodical
intrinsic pinning and (b) the formation of a kink in the modified CuO2 planes scenario caused

by the emergence of a stacking fault. FL is the Lorentz-like force driven by the interaction
between the flux line and the applied current.

fault pinning and intrinsic pinning regimes delimited by µ0Hcr1(T) is very similar to the

one obtained with the µ0Hsat(T) crossover line in figure 3.26(b) by analysing the trapping

angle.

Figure 5.15: STEM characterization of films with different stacking fault densities.
Z-contrast low magnification images for (a) a pristine film, (b) 5BZO-5YO nanocomposite

(group I) and (c) 6BYTO-5BZO nanocomposite (group II), where Y124-intergrowths can be
recognized by black stripes. The identification of stacking faults for 6BYTO-5BZO is marked

in yellow stripes in image (d).

The STEM images shown in figure 5.15(a-c) illustrate the change in stacking fault con-

centrations, where the densities have been calculated by dividing the number of identi-

fied stacking faults (as shown in figure 5.15(d)) by the total YBCO area. The pristine
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sample, 5BZO-5YO and 6BYTO-5BZO nanocomposites (from groups I and II, whose

µ0Hcr1(65K) are pointed out with arrows in figure 5.13), present stacking fault densi-

ties of 3.2 · 10−4 nm−2, 6.4 · 10−4 nm−2 and 2.2 · 10−3 nm−2 respectively. 10BZO-5YO

(nanocomposite III) presents a density of 2.8 · 10−3 nm−2, calculated from figure 3.27(c).

Thus, a correlation between the crossover field µ0Hcr1(T) and the stacking fault den-

sity can be established, in agreement with the enhancement of the region dominated by

stacking fault pinning when the density is larger.

5.5 Isotropic collapse of creep

Similarly to the methodologies presented for Jc in some works[98,155], the Blatter scaling

approach[120] can be applied for S as well, strongly widening the possibilities used until now

for the evaluation of flux creep mechanisms, especially in YBCO films and nanocomposites

where different pinning centres coexist with distinct contributions that may be separated

by angular dependent results.

Figures 5.16(a-d) show the isotropic collapse of several S(θ) curves at 65 K when plotted as

a function of the effective magnetic field Heff = H(cos2θ + γ−2
eff sin2θ)1/2 for a pristine and

several nanocomposite samples from each group (I, II and III) with an effective anisotropy

γeff of 6 for the pristine and 2-2.5 for nanocomposites. This low γeff is equal to the values

obtained from Jc and Hirr measurements, which has been demonstrated to be caused by

the nanoscale strained regions generated at the surroundings of the Y124-intergrowths,

as discussed in chapter 3.

Correlated pinning may affect vortex dynamics along a wide range of magnetic field

orientations[189]. Thermal excitations of different nature can provoke large and broad

changes in S, causing the inability to collapse the isotropic contribution at wide regions

in the H-T diagram, as for instance in figure 5.16(a) above 3 T, where the anisotropic

contributions around H||c strongly affect the creep rates for the pristine sample. At some

temperatures, it is not collapsable at all.

Nanocomposites mostly inhibit the anisotropic contributions around H||c due to the co-

herence breaking of twin boundaries and preclude the formation of double kink thermal

excitations, hence facilitating the collapse of the isotropic contribution of flux creep Siso,

which is in general clearly observable as in figures 5.16(b-d).

For 5BZO-5YO nanocomposite (from nanocomposites I), thermal excitations are very

obvious for H||ab, suggesting a very well preserved ordered planar structure that favours

the proliferation of double kinks in spite of the emerging stacking faults. On the other

hand, the effect of twin boundaries for H||c almost vanishes, where only a small decrease

of S is observed.

For 6BYTO-5BZO and 10BZO-5YO (from nanocomposites II and III, respectively), the

collapse of Siso(Heff) is very similar. Curves are almost fully isotropic. In the case of

10BZO-5YO, S decreases with respect to Siso for H||ab, which means that creep is not
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Figure 5.16: S(θ) as a function of µ0Heff with corresponding γeff for (a) Pristine-2 and (b)
5BZO-5YO, (c) 6BYTO-5BZO and (d) 10BZO-5YO nanocomposites (from groups I, II and
III respectively) at 65 K. The dashed line is the identification of the collapsed Siso(Heff) line.

Deviations from the collapsed values are identified for orientations close to H||ab and H||c. (e)
Comparison of Siso(Heff) for pristine and nanocomposites.

only avoided annulling the propagation of double kinks but it is also reduced with an

anisotropic pinning contribution.

In figure 5.16(e), the Siso(Heff) curves for pristine and nanocomposite samples are com-

pared. Siso is smaller in nanocomposites up to a certain magnetic field, in the range of

2-9 T at 65 K. The large increase of Siso related to the entering in the plastic creep region

appears at different magnetic fields for each particular nanocomposite.

The angular dependence of S and Siso is plotted in figure 5.17 for nanocomposites 6BYTO-

5BZO and 5BZO-5YO, whose µ0Hcr1(65 K) are pointed out with arrows in figure 5.13

and whose microstructure is observed in the STEM images in figure 5.15(b-c). S(θ) and

Siso(θ) are plotted at 2 and 3 T respectively, which means that 6BYTO-5BZO is in the

stacking fault pinning dominated region whereas 5BZO-5YO is in the intrinsic pinning

dominated region.

The 5BZO-5YO sample, which is in the H-T region of intrinsic pinning domination,

exhibits a large S(θ)-peak for H||ab, ascribed to double kinks jumping across the regular

intrinsic pinning centres, that corresponds to the anisotropic flux creep contribution Saniso.

In contrast, the 6BYTO-5BZO nanocomposite, which is in the H-T region of stacking

fault pinning domination, shows a decrease of S given by the Saniso contribution that

indicates the effect of correlated pinning centres hampering vortex flux motion.
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Figure 5.17: angular dependence of S and Siso. Curves were measured at 65 K at 2 and 3 T
for 6BYTO-5BZO (nanocomposites II) and 5BZO-5YO (nanocomposites I) respectively. Solid

lines represent the isotropic contribution Siso(θ), obtained from the scaling Siso(Heff(θ)) in
figures 5.16(b-c).

For H||c, neither an increase nor a decrease is observed in both nanocomposites, suggest-

ing that the lack of coherence of twin boundaries due to the presence of stacking faults

impedes flux jumping across these correlated defects and do not additionally hamper flux

relaxation neither.

In order to further analyse the different contributions to the relaxation mechanisms,

figure 5.18 shows S and Siso versus magnetic field at 77 K and 65 K for the pristine

and nanocomposite samples from figure 5.7, where 8BYTO is a nanocomposite from the

group II.

For H||c, Siso exceeds the absolute S continuously, especially for the pristine film, indica-

tive of a decrease of relaxation induced by correlated defects acting as pinning centres

and preventing flux relaxation, in agreement with the observation of pinning carried out

by twin boundaries in this type of films[130].

For H||ab, a similar situation is observed for the nanocomposite, where stacking fault

dominates, thus preventing flux relaxation. However, the pristine undergoes an important

change from 77 K to 65 K. Double kink excitations start being formed at the lower

temperature (approaching T?) when the vortex core fits the intrinsic pinning spacing,

boosting thermal flux activation and therefore showing an increase of flux creep.

The intersection of the S curves for both H||c and H||ab, which is detrimental for the

use of nanocomposites at high magnetic fields, shifts to higher fields when temperature

decreases. Moreover, the capability of the nanocomposite of preserving a decrease of S

coming from Saniso results in S values that are far below the ones that we obtain in the

pristine sample at the temperature of 65 K.
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Figure 5.18: magnetic field dependence of S (experimental points) and Siso (simple lines) for
H||c and H||ab for Pristine-2 (open symbols, solid lines) and 8BYTO (closed symbols, dashed
lines) samples at 77 K and 65 K. Straight dashed lines show the magnetic field where S curves

intersect.

5.6 Conclusions

The first important conclusion from this chapter is that the magnetic relaxation creep

rate S can be obtained from electrical transport measurements. The experimental results

are not accurately comparable to the values obtained from inductive methods and results

should not be exchanged although similar trends are observed. As a matter of fact, the

vortex dynamics involved in each kind of method is different due to the use of different

time scales and electric field windows. However, results from transport measurements

qualitatively reproduce the same features reported by other methods and present slightly

larger creep values, in accordance to the use of a larger electric field criterion.

In comparison to inductive methods, S from electrical transport measurements can be

measured more rapidly an can be easily expanded to the full angular range of the magnetic

field orientation. In this way, the evolution of S(T,H, θ) has been studied in this work by

comparing pristine and ss-nanocomposites films with different stacking faults scenarios.

The effect of double kink excitations has been identified by the observation of an S(θ)-

peak around H||ab and a concomitant S(T)-peak in the temperature dependence. The

introduction of stacking faults and deformation of the CuO2 planes impede the propaga-

tion of such thermal excitations, which would imply a strong increase of the creep rate.
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5.6. Conclusions

The identification of double kinks in the H-T diagram allows to separate the dominance

of intrinsic or stacking fault pinning according to the favouring and hindering tendency

of each kind of pinning centre to form these excitations.

Such separation of intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning regimes has leaded to the

recognition of three groups of nanocomposites with different stacking fault densities (low,

intermediate and high) that provoked respectively weak, moderate and strong distortions

of the planar microstructure originally dominated by intrinsic pinning in pristine films.

The proliferation of double kinks has been precluded in the entire studied H-T diagram

for those nanocomposites with largest density of stacking faults.

The application of the isotropic Blatter scaling approach to the angular analysis of the

creep rate S has given as a result a new methodology to evaluate the anisotropy of vortex

creep, allowing to separate Siso and Saniso contributions, similarly to the methodology

already developed for Jc.

This methodology has enabled to evaluate the evolution of Siso(H) for each group of

nanocomposites and has allowed to identify the extra anisotropic contributions Saniso(H)

manifested by increments of creep provoked by correlated vortex thermal activation or

decrements of creep caused by strong correlated vortex pinning. In general, nanocom-

posites reduce S and Siso except at high temperatures and high magnetic fields.
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CHAPTER 6

VORTEX PINNING CHALLENGES OF

CSD NANOCOMPOSITES

In previous chapters, the main electrical properties of ss-nanocomposites have been anal-

ysed in relation with the microstructural information gathered by STEM and x-ray

diffraction, in order to investigate the vortex pinning and vortex creep influence on the

superconducting performance given by particular defect landscapes.

In this chapter, the vortex pinning analysis is extended to CSD YBCO nanocomposite

films grown by a novel challenging approach: pn-nanocomposites, distinguished by the

incorporation of preformed nanoparticles in the precursor solution.

Besides, the influence of the heating process has been also investigated for these particular

nanocomposites. Apart from the conventional heating process, some pn-nanocomposites

have been grown with a flash heating ramp that avoids coarsening of the nanoparticles.

Moreover, some pristine and pn-nanocomposites have been deposited through spin-

coating multideposition or inkjet printing single-deposition, acquiring films up to ∼ 1 µm

thick.

Finally, the critical current properties of the different kind of films (pristine, ss-

nanocomposites and pn-nanocomposites; thin and thick; from conventional or from flash

heating processes) have been analysed for first time at very high magnetic fields up to

35 T, exploring the underlying vortex physics governing the electrical performance at the

high magnetic field region aimed by magnet and power applications.

6.1 Thin and thick nanocomposites from preformed

nanoparticles

As learned from the analysis in chapters 3, 4 and 5, the singular microstructure or defect

landscape is crucial for the final electrical performance of the nanocomposite film.

However, the complex growth mechanisms involved in ss-nanocomposites, including ki-

netic and thermodynamic effects, complicate the quest of a method to precisely control

the microstructure. In particular, the size and morphology of the embedded nanopar-

ticles, as well as the secondary induced defects, are difficult to control, in detriment of
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accurate pinning engineering and satisfactory reproducibility.

For this reason, it is interesting to explore new growth methods where the microstructure

control path can be designed. The use of colloidal solutions with preformed nanoparticles

has appeared as an appealing alternative method where the key advantage is the tight

control of the desired composition, size and concentration of the nanoparticles.

This is needed to optimize the balance between the superconducting current percolation

and vortex pinning efficiency. However, the progress on this approach was still at an early

stage before the beginning of this thesis[78,190,191].

Thanks to an interdisciplinary investigation within the framework of the Eurotapes

project[56], nanocomposites with preformed nanoparticles of CeO2, ZrO2, HfO2, BaZrO3

and BaHfO3, sometimes referred in this thesis as CeO, ZO, HO, BZO and BHO respec-

tively, have been successfully grown, whose primary results have been currently pub-

lished[66,78,79].

Figure 6.1: TEM images of the (a) ZrO2 (∼ 7− 15 nm), (b) CeO2 (∼ 2− 3 nm), (c) BaZrO3

(∼ 10 nm), (d) BaHfO3 (∼ 10 nm) and (e) BaHfO3 (∼ 5 nm) nanoparticles in colloidal
solutions. Insets in (c-e) are high resolution TEM images of the corresponding individual

nanoparticles.

The morphology and size of synthesized preformed nanoparticles in the colloidal solution

can be observed in figure 6.1, that shows TEM images of nanoparticles from different

compositions used for the growth of pn-nanocomposites whose electrical performance

will be discussed in this chapter.

Figures 6.1(a-b) show ZrO2 and CeO2 spherical nanoparticles synthesized via microwave

activation by a solvothermal synthesis process. ZrO2 nanoparticles are monoclinic and

have diameters of ∼ 7− 15 nm, whereas CeO2 nanoparticles are cubic with diameters of

∼ 2− 3 nm[78].
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Figures 6.1(c-e) show BaZrO3 (square-like) and BaHfO3 (spherical) nanoparticles synthe-

sized via thermal activation by a solvothermal synthesis process achieving sizes of ∼ 5 nm

or ∼ 10 nm[74], both with cubic perovskite crystal structure.

ZrO2, CeO2, HfO2, BaHfO3 and BaZrO3 nanoparticles have been used for the successful

growth of thin ∼ 150 nm pn-nanocomposite films deposited by single layer spin-coating.

In addition, the BaZrO3 nanoparticle composition has been used for the growth of thick

(∼ 1 µm) nanocomposite films by single layer inkjet-printing.

The crystal structure of nanoparticles was deduced from XRD measurements and the

statistical average of the nanoparticle size in the colloidal solution was further confirmed

by XRD and dynamic light scattering observations[78,79,192].

6.1.1 Microstructural phenomena and nanoparticle distribution

Depending on the nanoparticle composition, size and distribution, different phenomena

occur during the growth process, yielding to diverse microstructural scenarios that have

set important difficulties and challenges for the improvement of the use of colloidal solu-

tions. This effects can be visualized either by XRD or STEM analysis: inhomogeneous

distribution of the preformed nanoparticles, chemical reactivity of the nanoparticles with

the YBCO precursors, coarsening of the nanoparticles during the high temperature an-

nealing steps or aggregation of nanoparticles.

In the case of nanocomposites grown from CeO2 nanoparticles, the presence of BaCeO3

has been identified instead of CeO2 by XRD θ − 2θ scans[78] and by STEM images as in

figure 6.2, confirming the reactivity between the BaF2 precursor and CeO2 during the

growth process, already reported for CeO2 cap layers[193].

CeO2 nanocomposite films are highly epitaxial. However, when initial nanoparticles are

small (∼ 2− 3 nm), BaCeO3 nanoparticles preserve the original size but get segregated at

the YBCO film surface (see figure 6.2(a)). On the contrary, when the initial nanoparticles

are bigger (∼ 6 nm), they coarsen so that final BaCeO3 nanoparticles are around 10-30

nm in size and remain trapped in the YBCO matrix (see figure 6.2(b)). Such different

behaviours are well contrasted by the pushing/trapping phenomena described for solid-

liquid interfaces[194,195], where the interaction of particles at the interface is influenced by

various parameters such as the size of the particle, that is either pushed or trapped for

small and big sizes respectively.

In the case of nanocomposites grown from ZrO2 nanoparticles, a similar chemical reac-

tivity has been detected[78,79], leading to modified secondary phases consisting of BaZrO3

nanoparticles. In the nanocomposite shown in figure 6.3(a), the nanoparticle size has in-

creased from initial 7 nm ZrO2 nanoparticles up to final 12-25 nm BaZrO3 nanoparticles.

Metal oxides such as ZrO2, HfO2 or CeO2 have a large tendency to react with Ba, giving

rise to the perovskite structure BaMO3 (M=Zr, Ce, Hf)[193,196–198]. Consequently, cation

stoichiometry becomes slightly uncompensated and Y2Cu2O5 and Y2O3 nanoparticles can

be formed. In order to avoid this effect, Ba has been compensated with an extra amount

in the initial solution.
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Figure 6.2: TEM images of nanocomposites grown with (a) 2 nm and (b) 6 nm initial CeO2

nanoparticles. In (a), BaCeO3 formation and CeO2 pushed nanoparticles are detected in the
surface of the film. In (b), trapped BaCeO3 nanoparticles with random orientation are

indicated.

Figure 6.3: STEM Z-contrast images of (a) a 10 % ZrO2 nanocomposite with coarsened
BaZrO3 nanoparticles and (b) a 16 % ZrO2 nanocomposite with BaZrO3 nanoparticles

nucleating at the substrate interface. (c) Zr EDX map a 15 % ZrO2 nanocomposite obtained
after the pyrolysis treatment containing a pristine YBCO seed layer. (d) Z-contrast image

(above) and Zr EDX map (below) after crystallization of a 10 % ZrO2 nanocomposite
containing a pristine YBCO seed layer.

Another problematic phenomenon that occurs when growing ZrO2 pn-nanocomposites is

the accumulation of nanoparticles that nucleate epitaxially at the LAO substrate inter-

face[78,79] (see figures 6.3(b-d)), also observed in ss-nanocomposites[75]. High nanoparticle

loadings led in many occasions to the nucleation of nanoparticles at the interface perturb-

ing the texture quality of the films, since YBCO needs to nucleate on some BaZrO3 at

the substrate interface, favouring other crystallographic orientations different to c-axis.

However, the introduction of a pyrolysed YBCO ultrathin film as a seed layer allows

to promote the homoepitaxial growth of the nanocomposite film and preserve a high

quality film texture even when the percentage of plane YBCO interface is reduced at

high concentration of preformed nanoparticles[66,78,79,199].

In order to obtain high quality pn-nanocomposites, it has been mandatory to find a way

to avoid chemical reactivity and nanoparticle agglomeration, which do not allow to keep

a tight control on the final stoichiometry and nanostructure of the film. For this reason,

it has been a very important achievement the successful preparation, for first time, of sta-

ble and small non-reactive BaZrO3 and BaHfO3 preformed perovskite nanoparticles[66,199].
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These nanoparticles already led to extraordinary results synthesized as spontaneous seg-

regated nanoparticles in ss-nanocomposites[126,200,201]. For the growth of BaZrO3 and

BaHfO3 nanocomposite layers, the pyrolysed YBCO ultrathin film seed layer with a min-

imum thickness of 25 nm has been used to ensure a good epitaxy, necessary to ensure

c-axis YBCO oriented growth for nanoparticle loads larger than 12 %M[199].

Figure 6.4 shows Jsf
c (SQUID) at 5 K and 77 K as a function of the nanoparticle concen-

tration for BaZrO3 ss-nanocomposite and pn-nanocomposite films (of ∼ 10 nm nanopar-

ticles). It is observed that the colloidal solution approach allows to preserve desirable

superconducting performances at larger nanoparticle concentrations. 20% BaZrO3 has

been identified as the maximum concentration of nanoparticles which keeps a large per-

colating critical current density, then Jsf
c starts to decrease in agreement with observed

out-of-plane texture degradation[74]. This result can be very likely shifted to larger molar

concentrations if smaller particles were used.

Figure 6.4: Jsf
c (SQUID) as a function of the molar concentration for BZO ss-nanocomposite

and pn-nanocomposite films at (a) 5 K and (b) 77 K.

Different composition and nanoparticle sizes have been used for the growth of preformed

20% BaZrO3 and 20% BaHfO3 nanocomposites on top of 50 nm seed layers, shown in

Z-contrast images in figures 6.5(a-c). In all cases, the seed layer contains a high density

of long stacking faults and nanoparticles are homogeneously distributed throughout the

nanocomposite layer. Stacking faults are mainly located near the surface of the film for

the 20% BaZrO3 nanocomposite. In contrast, a large concentration of stacking faults is

located throughout the full thickness in the case of 20% BaHfO3 nanocomposites, being

slightly shorter for the smaller nanoparticles.

The nanoparticles observed in figures 6.5(d-e) display an square-like shape for BZO

nanoparticles and an spherical shape for BHO nanoparticles, confirming that the ini-

tial shape observed in the colloidal solution (see figures 6.1(c,e)) is preserved and the

nanoparticle size is subjected to a limited increase from 10 nm to 20 nm. In the case of

5 nm BHO nanoparticles, there is also a minimal coarsening driving to a final mean size

of 10 nm (see figure 6.5(f)).

It has been shown from SQUID inductive measurements, that smaller nanoparticles lead

to larger µ0H∗ values and therefore are beneficial for the increase of the pinning efficiency

at applied magnetic fields[74,199].
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Figure 6.5: STEM Z-contrast images of pn-nanocomposites grown from (a,d) 20 % BaZrO3

(10 nm), (b,e) 20 % BaHfO3 (10 nm) and (c,f) 20 % BaHfO3 (5 nm) preformed nanoparticles
on top of 50 nm YBCO seed layers.

In order to additionally tune the Y124 intergrowths scenario, complementary investigation

has been accomplished in BHO pn-nanocomposites that have been grown with the flash

heating process described in section 2.1.4. The flash heating thermal process increases

the nucleation rate, which leads to a higher amount of stacking faults in comparison with

conventional thermal process, presumably generated in the contact between grains to

relieve energy[132].

Figure 6.6: high resolution STEM Z-contrast images of a nanocomposite with 20 % BaHfO3

(5 nm) grown under the flash heating process showing (a) several nanoparticles where the size
is indicated and (b) an isolated nanoparticle surrounded by short stacking faults (indicated by

yellow arrows).

Figure 6.6 shows Z-contrast images of a 20 % BaHfO3 pn-nanocomposite films grown

under the flash heating process. Figure 6.6(a) reveals that the nanoparticle diame-

ter after the YBCO growth (∼ 7 nm) almost coincides with the diameter of the initial

20 % BaHfO3 nanoparticles in the colloidal solution (∼ 5 nm, see figure 6.1(e)). This

result indicates that the coarsening effect of nanoparticles has been minimized by the

application of the flash heating process.
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The relative volume of spherical nanoparticles in the nanocomposite film ρNP is equal

to the volume density of nanoparticles nR with an average radius R multiplied by the

volume of the nanoparticle:

ρNP = nR
4

3
πR3 (6.1)

For the same molar concentration and thickness, the partial volume of nanoparticles is

the same. In this case, the density of nanoparticles is 3 times larger for nanoparticles

with an average diameter of 7 nm than for the others with 10 nm (n3.5 = 53

3.52 n5 ≈ 3n5).

Furthermore, it is observed in figure 6.6(b) that the stacking faults surrounding the

nanoparticles show a much shorter length in comparison with the previously commented

pn-nanocomposites grown under a conventional thermal process illustrated in figure 6.5.

As discussed in chapter 3, the amount of nanostrain generated at the partial dislocations

surrounding the stacking faults can be calculated by means of the relative volume of

partial dislocations ρdis, which given the case of identical number of stacking faults, it is

larger in the case that stacking faults are shorter (see appendix B). Therefore, the flash

heating process in nanocomposites offers several advantages: faster processing, preserves

small nanoparticle size and generates larger relative volume of partial dislocations.

6.1.2 Magnetic field dependence of Jc for nanocomposite thin

films from preformed nanoparticles

Several pn-nanocomposites described in the previous section have been electrically char-

acterized with magnetic field dependent transport measurements in order to evaluate

their pinning performance, whose nanostrain and main electrical transport properties are

shown in table 6.1.

The pn-nanocomposites here presented show high current performance, with values

of Jsf,77K
c ranging ∼ 1− 5 MA/cm2, which are similar to the results obtained for ss-

nanocomposites. Tc values are in the range of ∼ 88.5− 92 K, which means that optimal

doping is obtained, although some specific nanocomposites show slight Tc decrease and

many of them a broad ∆Tc, which can be related to the microstructural phenomena

described in the previous section. In particular, the nanocomposite 8CeO that presented

nanoparticle accumulation at the film surface (see figure 6.2(a)) shows the broadest ∆Tc.

Figure 6.7 shows the magnetic field dependence for H||c of Jc and Jc/J
sf
c for these samples

at 77 K. In figure 6.7(a), similarly to ss-nanocomposites, pn-nanocomposites except 8CeO

surpass the critical current densities of the pristine film at low and intermediate magnetic

fields, up to a crossing characterised by the fast decay of Jc when approaching Hirr.

13ZO shows the best dependence with applied magnetic field at 77 K, as observed in

figure 6.7(b). The largest µ0H∗ ∼ 70 mT is identified for 13ZO and 20BHO-FH, whereas

8CeO barely enlarges 1 mT with respect to the pristine one (µ0H∗ ∼ 15 mT), presenting

the same strong decay at high fields as other nanocomposites.
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NAME COMPOSITION
Tc

(K)
∆Tc

(K)
Jsf,77K

c

(MA/cm2)

ε
(%)

8CeO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

8%M CeO2 (∼2 nm)
90.9 9.3 2.0 0.18

13ZO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

13%M ZrO2 (∼10 nm)
91.8 5.1 1.2 0.26

16ZO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

16%M ZrO3 (∼10 nm)
90.7 2.3 4.6 0.23

12BZO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

12%M BaZrO3 (∼10 nm)
91.9 7.8 2.1 0.21

12BHO
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

12%M BaHfO3 (∼10 nm)
90.9 3.6 4.0 0.20

20BHO-FH∗
YBa2Cu3O7−δ+

20%M BaHfO3 (∼5 nm)
88.6 5.7 3.0 0.24

Table 6.1: pn-nanocomposites. Main electrical properties and nanostrain for
pn-nanocomposite thin films. The name of pn-nanocomposites is preceded by PN when

needed for comparison. In composition, the molar concentration and the nanoparticle size in
the initial colloidal solution is indicated. ∗: FH stands for flash heating.

Figure 6.7: magnetic field dependence of (a) Jc and (b) normalized Jc/J
sf
c for pristine and

pn-nanocomposite thin films at 77 K for H||c.

µ0H∗ is analysed as a function of temperature for several pn-nanocomposites in figure 6.8.

For H||c, 13ZO and 20BHO-FH exhibit the largest µ0H∗. For H||ab, 13ZO shows again

the largest µ0H∗ whereas 20BHO-FH was not measured for this orientation.

The increase of µ0H∗ has been attributed in chapter 3 mainly to the isotropic contri-

bution coming from a higher density of partial dislocations explained by the presence

of large amount of short stacking faults. This interpretation is in agreement with the

microstructure observed in these pn-nanocomposites.

In the case of 13ZO, the formation of BZO nanoparticles after reaction, has generated in

many cases the formation of highly strained BZO/YBCO interfaces and short stacking

faults[79]. In the case of 20BHO-FH, a large quantity of short stacking faults emerge
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Figure 6.8: temperature dependence of µ0H∗ for (a) H||c and (b) H||ab for pristine and
pn-nanocomposites.

at the surroundings of the small nanoparticles, as observed in figure 6.6(b)[199]. The

second approach permits to obtain a better control of the stacking fault formation and

larger superconducting cross section for the current flow thanks to the small radius of

nanoparticles.

In contrast, BHO and BZO pn-nanocomposites grown with a conventional thermal process

enhance µ0H∗ up to intermediate values in comparison with the discussed samples. The

microstructures observed in figure 6.5 exhibit a large quantity of stacking faults, but

the majority of them are very long, so that the generation of partial dislocations is not

adequately promoted.

Isothermal Jc(H||c) curves are shown in figure 6.9(a) for a pristine film, the most out-

standing ss-nanocomposite (the mixed 10BZO-5YO) and two BHO pn-nanocomposites

(grown with conventional and flash heating thermal processes) at 77 K, 50 K and 5 K. Pn-

nanocomposites exhibit very similar critical current densities to the ones from the mixed

ss-nanocomposite and surpass those ones from the pristine sample up to 9 T below 50 K.

The Jc(H,T, θ) 3D surface of the pn-nanocomposite 20BHO-FH has been calculated from

the temperature fit of the Jc(H) curves in figure 6.9(a) following the procedure developed

in appendix A. The result is shown in figure 6.9(b), which resembles very well the shape

of the ss-nanocomposite surface in figure 3.13(e).
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Figure 6.9: (a) magnetic field dependence of Jc for H||c at temperatures of 77, 50, and 5 K
(*:10 K for SS 10BZO-5YO) for Pristine-1, SS 10BZO-5YO, PN 12BHO and PN 20BHO FH.

(b) 3D Jc(H,T) surface for PN 20BHO FH for H||c.

Also the angular dependence and the isotropic collapse for pn-nanocomposites is very

similar to ss-nanocomposites. For example, Jc(θ) at 77 K is plotted in figure 6.10 for PN

12BHO.

Figure 6.10: Jc(θ) dependence at 77 K for PN 12BHO at 0.1-9 T. Solid lines correspond to
the isotropic contribution Jiso

c (θ) with γeff = 2.2. Double-headed arrow indicates the
Janiso

c (9T,H||c, 77K) contribution.

There is a widening of the ab-peak and a lowering of the c-peak in comparison with

the pristine in figure 3.17(a), related to the commented changes in stacking faults

and twin boundaries, although less noticeable than for the ss-nanocomposite in fig-

ure 3.17(b). In particular, the alteration in the twin boundary coherence is small for

PN 12BHO for H||c, with Janiso
c (9T,H||c, 77K) = 1.2 · 10−4 MA/cm2, larger than for the

ss-nanocomposite (1.0 · 10−5 MA/cm2) and closer to the value of the pristine sample
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(4.5 · 10−4 MA/cm2).

The γeff range, measured for the different pn-nanocomposite films, spans from 2.2 to 3.2,

the same γeff region obtained for ss-nanocomposites in figure 3.22(a).

6.1.3 Thick films from multilayered spin-coating and inkjet

printing

Multideposited spin-coating and inkjet printing are two methods that have been inves-

tigated with the aim to explore the possibilities to carry high currents in CSD films by

increasing the film thickness (Ic = Jc · t). Inkjet printing has the special interest that the

process is scalable and can be technically incorporated in manufacturing plants.

Figure 6.11: Z-contrast STEM images of (a) a 1 µm multilayered spin-coated and (b) a
1.2 µm inkjet printed pristine thick films.

Pristine thick films were successfully grown with both approaches up to a thickness of

∼ 1.2 µm maintaining a good epitaxy from the substrate to the surface. Z-contrast images

are shown in figure 6.11 displaying a good texture quality, even though secondary phases

and pores are still present in the films for both cases.

The electrical superconducting properties Tc and Jsf,77K
c measured for several pristine

samples of different thickness from the group at ICMAB are plotted in figure 6.12 as a

function of the film thickness t for single layer spin-coating, multilayered spin-coating

and single layer inkjet printing deposited samples.

Whereas Tc shows a constant value beyond 150 nm, Jsf,77K
c decays with increasing thick-

ness after 100 nm. This decay is not ascribed to any thickness dependent universal

law[100], but may be attributed to detrimental microstructural defects as precipitates and

pores observed in the STEM images in figure 6.11. Recent results in advanced mul-

tilayered YBCO films grown on top of Ce0.9Zr0.1O2 buffered yttria-stabilized zirconia

substrates show inductive Jc results that would shift the dependence line to larger Jsf
c

values (∼ 4 MA/cm2) for a large thickness of ∼ 1 µm[72], suggesting an improved quality

of the microstructure.
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Figure 6.12: (a) Tc and (b) Jsf,77K
c as a function of thickness for multiple samples measured

historically at ICMAB’s group. Solid lines are guides to the eye.

6.1.3.1 Inkjet printed nanocomposite films from preformed nanoparticles

Both processes presented here to obtain thicker YBCO films (multideposited spin-coating

and inkjet printing) are essentially valid to prepare CSD nanocomposite films in order to

enhance the critical current performance at high magnetic fields. Here, results on 12% and

20% BZO pn-nanocomposite inkjet printing thick films are presented. The microstructure

of both nanoparticle concentrations can be observed in the STEM LAADF and HAADF

images in figure 6.13.

Nanoparticles are randomly oriented and homogeneously distributed in both films, caus-

ing a rich stacking fault landscape that exhibits abundant highly strained regions, iden-

tified with whitish colour in the LAADF images (figures 6.13(a,c)). Nanoparticle sizes

fall in the range of 10-20 nm (see figures 6.13(b,d)), indicating minimal coarsening with

respect to initial nanoparticles, as equally observed in thin BZO pn-nanocomposite films

in figures 6.5(a-b).

Although some nanoparticles start to agglomerate in the case of the 20% BZO pn-

nanocomposite, seen in the image below in figure 6.13(d), this nanocomposite still shows

better properties than 12% BZO indicating that these agglomerations are not drastic and

that the density of effective pinning defects is larger.

The electrical transport superconducting properties of the main thick film samples studied

in this thesis (pristine and pn-nanocomposites) are summarized in table 6.2. It is worth

mentioning the outstanding Tc and ∆Tc values. The 12BZO-IJP and Pristine-MD-2
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Figure 6.13: STEM images of BZO pn-nanocomposite thick films deposited by inkjet
printing. (a) LAADF and (b) LAADF/HAADF images of the 12%BZO 850 nm thick
nanocomposite. (c) LAADF and (d) HAADF images of the 20%BZO 700 nm thick

nanocomposite.

samples exhibit respectively the largest Tc and narrowest ∆Tc from the samples measured

in this thesis.

NAME COMPOSITION
t

(nm)
Tc

(K)
∆Tc

(K)
Jsf,77K

c

(MA/cm2)

ε
(%)

Pristine-MD-1∗ YBa2Cu3O7−δ 750 92.6 2.5 2.0 -

Pristine-MD-2∗ YBa2Cu3O7−δ 1200 91.6 0.4 2.1 -

Pristine-IJP+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ 600 91.4 2.4 ∼2 -

12BZO-IJP+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ+
12%BaZrO3

850 92.9 2.0 2.7 0.21

20BZO-IJP+ YBa2Cu3O7−δ+
20%BaZrO3

700 92.5 2.7 3.4 0.26

Table 6.2: thick Films. Main electrical properties and nanostrain for pristine and
pn-nanocomposite thick films. ∗: MD stands for multideposition. +: IJP stands for inkjet

printing.

Jsf,77K
c is larger for thick pn-nanocomposites than for pristine thick films. Despite the

minimal coarsening and the slight agglomeration of nanoparticles, the critical current

densities obtained in these thick nanocomposites are excellent. The magnetic field de-

pendent Jc at 77 K for H||c is plotted in figure 6.14 in comparison with pristine thin and

thick films.
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As observed in figure 6.14(a), in contrast to the pristine inkjet printed thick film, BZO

pn-nanocomposites surpass the Jc values for the pristine thin film along the entire studied

magnetic field range (0.01-9 T).

Figure 6.14: magnetic field dependence of (a) Jc and (b) normalized Jc/J
sf
c for a pristine

thin and thick films and pn-nanocomposite thick films at 77K for H||c.

Interestingly, these nanocomposites offer at 77 K as good performance as pristine films

in the vicinity of the irreversibility line at high fields both in absolute Jc and normalized

Jc/J
sf
c , observed in figure 6.14(b). In particular, 20BZO-IJP outstands by displaying the

largest Jc values at 9 T and 77 K for the CSD YBCO nanocomposites analysed until now,

meaning that the loss of the twin boundary coherence is avoided and/or compensated by

an alternative source of pinning.

In order to deepen the understanding of this issue, Hirr(T/Tc) is plotted in figure 6.15(a)

for the BZO thick pn-nanocomposites in comparison with thin and thick pristine films and

a thin pn-nanocomposite with largest Hirr(T) in each case. BZO thick pn-nanocomposites

show clearly larger irreversibility lines than thin pn-nanocomposites, even slightly larger

than the pristine thin film in the case of 20BZO-IJP.

The angular dependence of Jc is plotted for 20BZO-IJP in figure 6.15(b), where typical

stacking-fault-related widened ab-peaks are observed. The c-peak is however very promi-

nent, and the quantification of Janiso
c (9T,H||c, 77K) yields 2.4 · 10−3MA/cm2, larger than

the one for the pristine thin film of figure 3.17. Furthermore, the isotropic contribution

Jiso
c (9T,H||c, 77K) is of the order of 10−4MA/cm2, much larger than the ones observed

for nanocomposite thin films in figures 3.17 and 6.10 (10−7 − 10−6MA/cm2). Altogether

contribute to the gain of a final Jc(9T,H||c, 77K) = 2.8 · 10−3 MA/cm2.

As it has been discussed in chapter 4, the anisotropic-strong contribution at 0 K for H||c
(ascribed to the density of twin boundaries) is larger in nanocomposites than in pristine

samples, but on the other side the pinning is less effective at high temperatures due to

the coherence loss that provokes a decrease of T∗aniso−str.

As a matter of fact, the recovery of the Hirr can be given by a larger increase of the

density of twin boundaries or by the recovery of a long coherence length of these defects.

Section 6.2.2 takes up this discussion when studying the temperature dependence of one
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Figure 6.15: (a) reduced temperature dependence of the irreversibility line Hirr(T/Tc) for
Pristine-3 and 12BHO, 12BZO-IJP and 20BZO-IJP pn-nanocomposites for H||c. (b) Jc(θ)

dependence at 77 K for 20BZO-IJP at 0.1-9 T. Solid lines correspond to the isotropic
contribution Jiso

c (θ) with γeff = 2. Double-headed arrow indicates the Janiso
c (9T,H||c, 77K)

contribution.

of these thick pn-nanocomposites at very high magnetic fields. In any case, it means that

there is still room for Hirr enhancement by the increase of thickness and the modification

of the arrangement of twin boundaries.

6.1.3.2 Boost of the absolute critical current Ic

The total critical current capable to flow through the superconducting film of thickness

t defined as Ic = Jc · t is one of the most relevant parameters for the evaluation of the

performance of a coated conductor, usually measured as A/cm− width, the amperes that

can flow in a 1 cm wide conductor[53,56,72].

In order to summarize the electrical performance of BZO thick pn-nanocomposites, their

magnetic field dependence of Ic for H||c at 77 K and 5 K is plotted in figure 6.16(a) in

comparison with other pristine films with different thickness and deposition techniques.

This plot highlights the benefit of combining large thickness and incorporation of pre-

formed nanoparticles. Thick pn-nanocomposites show the largest Ic values above 0.1 T

and up to 9 T at 77 K. At 5 K, 20BZO-IJP shows the highest performance, capable to

transport 1650 A/cm-width at self-field and 200 A/cm-width at 9 T, demonstrating the

feasibility of using CSD nanocomposite films for high current applications, close to the

best performances achieved so far in vacuum-deposited films with similar thickness[202–205].

Ic is plotted versus thickness for the same samples at the particular conditions of

[77K,0.01T], [77K,1T] and [5K,9T] in figure 6.16(b). At high temperatures and low mag-

netic fields (typical conditions for cable applications), it has been possible to enhance 5

times the Ic of the pristine thin film by the use of pristine thick films. At larger magnetic

fields (typical conditions for transformers and fault current limiters applications), thick

nanocomposites are more effective, obtaining 17 times larger Ic than the pristine thin
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Figure 6.16: (a) magnetic field dependence of Ic for H||c at 77 K and 5 K for pristine and
BZO pn-nanocomposites with different thickness and deposition techniques and (b) Ic as a

function of thickness at the conditions of [77K,0.01T], [77K,1T] and [5K,9T] for H||c.

film. Finally, at low temperatures and high magnetic fields (typical for nuclear magnetic

resonance and magnet applications), the Ic of the pristine thin film is multiplied by 12

with the use of the 20BZO-IJP nanocomposite.

6.1.4 Nanostrain and isotropic pinning in nanocomposites from

preformed nanoparticles

The H∗(ε) and H∗(θT) relations obtained for ss-nanocomposites in sections 3.3.3 and 3.4.1

are proved in this section to evaluate if they can be extended to pn-nanocomposites,

which would indicate that isotropic pinning is governed by the stacking fault induced

nanostrained regions. Similarly, the analysis of pinning contributions and energy scales

carried out in sections 4.3 and 4.4 is broadened to the study of a pn-nanocomposite at

the end of this section.

µ0H∗ is plotted versus nanostrain in figure 6.17 at 77 K, 50 K and 5 K for both H||c
and H||ab, extending the analysis performed in figure 3.23. In general, the results ob-

tained for pn-nanocomposites nicely overlap with the µ0H∗(ε) relations envisaged for

ss-nanocomposites, implying that the empiric evidence of exponential trends gets more

consistent and at the same time confirming that nanostrain governs the enlargement of

the single vortex pinning regime in pn-nanocomposites.

The angular dependence of Jc and Jiso
c normalized by the Jc value for H||ab is plotted

in figure 6.18 for several pn- and ss-nanocomposites and a pristine film at [77K,1T] and

[65K,9T]. The corresponding isotropic contributions were obtained following the proce-

dure described in section 3.3.1.

This plot illustrates that nanocomposites offer larger Jc/Jc(90°) all through the angular

range thanks to the boost of the isotropic contribution.
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Figure 6.17: µ0H∗ at (a-b) 77 K, (c-d) 50 K and (e-f) 5 K versus ε for pristine (black),
ss-nanocomposites (red) and pn-nanocomposites (blue) for H||c (left) and H||ab (right).

Exponential dashed curves are guides to the eye.

Figure 6.18: angular dependence of Jc/Jc(90°) for Pristine-3, SS 6BYTO-5BZO, PN 12BHO
and PN 20BZO-IJP at (a) 77 K, 1 T and (b) 65 K, 9 T. Solid lines correspond to the angular

dependence of the isotropic contribution Jiso
c /Jc(90°).
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The ss-nanocomposite exhibits a wider Jc(θ) ab-peak, which implies larger Jc/Jc(90°) val-

ues at the vicinity of H||ab, especially at [77K,1T]. However, the pinning performance near

H||c is substantially reduced provoking smaller values than for the pristine at [65K,9T].

In contrast, pn-nanocomposites manage to combine both Jc(θ) peak widening and effi-

cient c-axis pinning strength, yielding to the best angular results near H||c. The thin

pn-nanocomposite reaches this good performance for H||c as a result of an improved

isotropic pinning contribution, whereas the thick pn-nanocomposite does it by virtue of

the combination of isotropic and anisotropic pinning contributions, as commented in the

previous section.

From the analysis of the angular behaviour of Jc(9T) for several samples at 77 K and 50

K, the results for ss-nanocomposites shown in figure 3.26(c-e) of the trapping angle θT

versus µ0H∗ are extended to pn-nanocomposites, shown in figure 6.19.

Figure 6.19: θT at 9 T as a function of µ0H∗ for pristine (black), ss-nanocomposites (red)
and pn-nanocomposites (blue) at (a) 77 K and (b) 50 K. µ0H∗ was calculated for H||c (closed
symbols) and H||ab (open symbols). Double-headed arrows indicate small deviations from the

trend.

Again, the coincidence of the results for pn-nanocomposites with the trends obtained

for ss-nanocomposites confirms the presence of the same pinning mechanisms for the

enlargement of the single vortex pinning regime, region which has been related to the

isotropic defects promoted by the appearance of stacking faults. Only some remarkable

deviations are observed for µ0H∗ in the case of H||ab, where some nanocomposites show

larger µ0H∗ values than the tendency.

As discussed in section 3.3.2 and observed in figures 3.19 and 3.20, µ0H∗ does not coincide

with µ0H∗iso for nanocomposites up to 77 K for H||ab. This means that the arrangement of
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6.1. Thin and thick nanocomposites from preformed nanoparticles

anisotropic defects, that may strongly vary from sample to sample taking into account the

intricate competition between intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning (see for example

the three different groups of nanocomposites identified in figure 5.13(b)), also play an

important role in the enlargement of the single vortex pinning for H||ab. Therefore, µ0H∗

for H||ab does not strictly follow a simple correlation with the widening of θT.

Lastly, the temperature dependence of Jc has been evaluated for the sample PN 20BHO-

FH, the thin pn-nanocomposite with very small nanoparticles and a very large den-

sity of short stacking faults, in order to extract the isotropic-weak, isotropic-strong and

anisotropic-strong contributions, as well as the characteristic thermal pinning energies.

The results are compared for H||c in figures 6.20 and 6.21 with Pristine-1 and the out-

standing ss-nanocomposites SS 10BZO-5YO and SS 8BYTO, already shown in figures 4.8

and 4.10 in chapter 4.

Figure 6.20: magnetic field dependence of the pinning contributions (a) Jiso−wk
c , (b) Jiso−str

c

and (c) Janiso−str
c at 0 K for Pristine-1, SS 10BZO-5YO, SS 8BYTO and PN 20BHO-FH films

for H||c.

The self-field Jc(0)iso−wk, ascribed to point defects, is similar for PN 20BHO-FH to the

ones for SS 8BYTO and the pristine film at low magnetic fields, shown in figure 6.20(a).

However, the magnetic field dependence Jc(0)iso−wk(H) for PN 20BHO-FH excels by an

extraordinary µ0H∗iso−wk(0K) of 2.12 T, much larger than the ones for ss-nanocomposites

(∼ 0.4 T).

As observed in the STEM image in figure 6.6(b), the PN 20BHO-FH nanocomposite
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microstructure is distinguished by possessing a large density of short stacking faults.

This shift of µ0H∗iso−wk(0K) could be ascribed to the Cu-O vacancy clusters hosted in

the stacking faults, which are smaller than the coherence length. However, more studies

should be done to corroborate this relation. The characteristic pinning temperature

for isotropic-weak T0 in figure 6.21 displays no remarkable changes with respect to ss-

nanocomposites.

What regards the isotropic-strong contribution in the PN 20BHO-FH nanocomposite

shown in figure 6.20(b), it approaches the ones obtained for previously studied ss-

nanocomposites. This indicates that the nanostrain induced by the partial dislocations

surrounding stacking faults is very present in this pn-nanocomposite, in agreement with

the short stacking faults observed in the STEM image in figure 6.6(b), also showing a

very similar T∗iso−str to the one for SS 8BYTO nanocomposite in figure 6.21. This large

isotropic-strong contribution could be also ascribed to the nanoparticles themselves, with

a small size of 5 nm (which is already in the range of 2 times the coherence length).

Figure 6.21: magnetic field dependence of T0 (solid lines below), T∗iso−str (solid lines above)
and T∗aniso−str (dashed lines) for Pristine-1, SS 10BZO-5YO, SS 8BYTO and PN 20BHO-FH

films for H||c.

T∗aniso−str for PN 20BHO-FH shows neither any remarkable increase nor decrease with

respect to ss-nanocomposites. However, the results of Jc(0)aniso−str in figure 6.20(c),

attributed to the pinning performance of twin boundaries, exhibit the largest values

along the entire studied magnetic field range whereas it shows a very strong decay at

large magnetic fields, indicating that the density and configuration of twin boundaries

has changed, possibly provoked by the advanced landscape of small nanoparticles and

short stacking faults.

To summarize, the flash heated pn-nanocomposite shows similar pinning contributions

to the best ss-nanocomposites, indicating that the main responsible sources of pinning

(isotropic-strong) are the same, although it exhibits some modifications that seem to be

related to the pinning landscape generated by the unique small size of nanoparticles. In
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particular, the increase of the Jc(0)aniso−str associated to the density of twin boundaries

and the strong shift of µ0H∗iso−wk illustrate remarkable modifications that still need to be

further studied in order to enhance them and obtain higher pinning performance.

6.2 The performance of CSD nanocomposites at very

high magnetic fields

REBCO CCs are conceived as very good candidates for the design of new coil architectures

for several high magnetic field applications[125,206]. One of the main motivations for the

development of profitable CCs is their potential use for high field magnets due to the

compelling large critical currents under high magnetic fields[207,208].

Also the large Hirr of REBCO films allows them not only to improve the limited perfor-

mance of Nb-Ti and Nb3Sn magnets at 4.2 K, demonstrated by the progress in LTS-HTS

hybrid magnets[208,209], but also to explore other operating conditions, as for example

the development of a cryocooler-driven superconducting magnet technology capable to

operate at 3-15 T in the 20-60 K temperature range[116,210].

Besides the technological and engineering challenge of growing such conductors in a long

length scale, enhancement of Jc and Hirr and reduction of anisotropy of the superconduct-

ing material are strongly convenient for the development of cost-effective applications[116].

As commented in this thesis, the incorporation of nanoparticles in the YBCO matrix en-

hances the in-field performance and reduces the critical current anisotropy, indicating the

special aptitude of YBCO nanocomposites for high field applications.

Furthermore, mixed pinning landscapes containing combinations of various types of dis-

order have been shown to be very effective at very high magnetic fields and a deep study

is necessary to discern the most adequate pinning landscape for such operating condi-

tions[125,211].

In this section, Jc(H, θ,T) dependences are studied at very high magnetic fields up to 35

T for a series of pristine and nanocomposite films of different thickness and processing

conditions (a thin and a thick pristine, a thin flash heated pn-nanocomposite, a thick

pn-nanocomposite and a ss-nanocomposite), which are distinctive films from tables 3.1,

6.1 and 6.2.

The electrical transport measurements have been carried out in a 35 T resistive solenoid

magnet at the National High Magnetic Field Laboratory (NHMFL) facilities in Tallahas-

see (USA), whose experimental details are specified in section 2.3.4.2. The first experience

in high magnetic fields and the initial trials were conducted during two previous stays in

the high magnetic field facilities LNCMI-Grenoble.

6.2.1 Magnetic field dependence of Jc

Isothermal magnetic field dependent voltage-current curves were measured at different

temperatures ranging 4.2-60 K from 6 T up to 35 T. The results of Jc(H) and the subse-
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quent calculation of FP(H) from equation 1.10 are shown in figure 6.22 for the thin and

thick pristine and pn-nanocomposite samples. Note that the y-axis scale is the same for

all Jc and FP plots respectively.

Figure 6.22: magnetic field dependence of (left) Jc and (right) FP for H||c at temperatures
ranging 4.2-60 K from 6 T up to 35 T for (a-b) Pristine-4, (c-d) Pristine-IJP, (e-f) PN
20BHO-FH and (g-h) PN 20BZO-IJP samples. *: 4.2 K data for Pristine-IJP and PN

20BHO-FH samples (open symbols) have been deduced from the fitting of equation 4.2.

There are several remarks that can be pointed form the comparison of the curves in the

different samples. To begin with, nanocomposites show at the low temperature range (4.2-

30K) clearly larger Jc up to ∼ 15 T. However, given the fact that nanocomposites exhibit

larger α values than pristine samples in agreement of a power law dominated by isotropic

strong pinning centres characterized by a larger αiso (see section 3.3.2), the Jc values
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above 15 T are similar for pristine and nanocomposite films. At higher temperatures,

especially above 50 K, Jc(H) curves are strongly influenced at very high fields by the

strong decay ascribed to the Hirr(T) line.

The FP have been compared at three [T,µ0H] conditions: [50K,15T], [50K,35T] and

[5K,35T], each one interesting for different application purposes. At each particular

condition, a different sample provides the best FP values.

Taking into account the isotropic/anisotropic separation performed in section 3.3.2, the

FP at [50K,15T] is expected to be determined by the combination of isotropic and

anisotropic contributions. The thick pn-nanocomposite, which has demonstrated to pre-

serve a good balance of both contributions from the angular analysis in figure 6.15, is the

sample exhibiting the largest value of 45 GN/m3.

The FP at [50K,35T] (in the vicinity of the irreversibility line) is expected to be mainly

originated by the anisotropic pinning contribution of twin boundaries .The one for the thin

pn-nanocomposite is estimated to fall further below 0.01 GN/m3, whereas the pristine thin

film displays a much larger pinning force of 0.9 GN/m3. Thick pristine and nanocomposite

films deposited by inkjet printing exhibit even larger pinning forces at these conditions

of 4 and 3 GN/m3 respectively, possibly related to the large irreversibility line obtained

in thick inkjet printed pn-nanocomposite films, previously plotted in figure 6.15.

The magnetic field dependence of FP is characterised by a monotonic increase up to a

plateau at high fields which is consecutively followed by a decrease at very high fields.

The lower is the temperature, the higher are the characteristic magnetic fields for each

region.

At 4.2 K, the thin nanocomposite PN 20BHO-FH is the only one that reaches the plateau

(the others still show the increasing FP(H) behaviour), but anyhow the one showing

the largest pinning force at [4.2K,35T]: 0.55 TN/m3, closer to remarkable values of 1.7

TN/m3 obtained with self-assembled BZO nanorods[116]. The high performance of this

pn-nanocomposite at low temperatures and high magnetic fields is in agreement with the

analysis performed in figure 6.20, where it counts with large Jc(0) values and a particularly

large µ0H∗iso−wk(0K), related to the unique stacking fault landscape originated by the small

nanoparticles and presumably a high density of Cu-O vacancy clusters.

In figure 6.23, Jc(H) curves at 4.2 and 30 K for the different samples are combined in the

same graph, where the 4.2 K curve for a ss-nanocomposite is also included.

It is observed that although the PN 20BHO-FH nanocomposite is the film exhibiting the

worst performance at 30 K and very high fields, the order is reversed at 4.2 K, showing the

best performance of the studied films at the entire analysed magnetic field range. Only

at larger magnetic fields than 35 T, a crossing is expected with respect to the values for

the Pristine-4 sample. Such a crossing is on the other hand observed at 21 T and 31 T

for PN 20BZO-IJP and SS 8BYTO-mod nanocomposites respectively.

At 30 K, the operating temperature for superconducting rotating machinery applica-

tions[116] and belonging to the temperature range aimed for applications with cryocooler
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Figure 6.23: Jc(H) for H||c at 4.2 K (blue region) and 30 K (red region) for Pristine-4,
Pristine-IJP, PN 20BHO-FH, PN 20BZO-IJP and SS 8BYTO-mod samples at very high

magnetic fields.

technology (20-60 K), nanocomposites also offer substantially larger Jc values than pris-

tine films in the magnetic field region of 5-20 T, strengthening the hypothesis that

nanocomposites are very appropriate for the development of CCs for high field appli-

cations.

Although inkjet printed films do not offer best Jc values at very high fields as observed in

figure 6.23, they indeed offer the best total critical current Ic values at 4.2 K, as depicted

in figure 6.24, in comparison with the pristine thin film.

Figure 6.24: magnetic field dependence of Ic at 4.2 K for Pristine-4, Pristine-IJP and PN
20BZO-IJP for H||c from 6 up to 35 T.

The election of the thick nanocomposite sample is especially beneficial for the the design

of CCs operating at intermediate magnetic fields (5-10 T) offering 6 and 2.5 times larger

Ic values than the thin and thick pristine films respectively.
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However, at very high magnetic fields, Ic values for both Pristine-IJP and PN 20BZO-IJP

thick films coincide at ∼ 75 A/cm− width, only doubling the values of the pristine thin

film. Anyhow, the performance of the thick nanocomposite has still room for improvement

at these very high magnetic field conditions if the microstructure is further tuned in order

to obtain a similar one to the thin flash heated pn-nanocomposite (PN 20BHO-FH), with

small nanoparticles and a large density of short stacking faults.

6.2.2 Temperature dependence of Jc

The same Jc(H) curves measured at different temperatures and showed in figure 6.22 for

the four studied samples allow to evaluate the temperature dependence at each magnetic

field in order to quantify the pinning contributions and energies present at very high

magnetic films through the fitting of equation 4.2.

Figure 6.25: Jc(T) dependence for Pristine-4 and PN 20BHO-FH samples at magnetic fields
of 6, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 and 35 T for H||c. Solid lines are the Jc(T) fits to the equation 4.2.

The data is properly fitted by equation 4.2 as demonstrated for the cases of Pristine-4

and PN 20BHO-FH samples in figure 6.25, which also illustrates the acquirement of much

larger Jc values for the pn-nanocomposite at intermediate fields.

With these fittings, it has been possible to extract the Jc(0)iso−wk, Jc(0)iso−str and

Jc(0)aniso−str contributions for the four samples. They are plotted in figure 6.26, where

the previously obtained lower field contributions for Pristine-4 and PN 20BHO-FH are

also included.

The first important remark of the analysis of the pinning contributions is the clear dom-

inance at low temperatures of pn-nanocomposites in comparison to pristine films, show-

ing in general larger Jc(0) for all contributions. The PN 20BHO-FH nanocomposite film

shows the largest isotropic-weak contributions at very high fields (see figure 6.26(a)),

which is in fact related to the already commented large µ0H∗iso−wk(0K) calculated from

figure 6.20(a), possibly linked to a large amount of Cu-O vacancy clusters.

From the Jc(0)iso−str(H) curves plotted in figure 6.26(b), values are larger in pn-

nanocomposites with very different α decay rates. The PN 20BHO-FH nanocomposite
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Figure 6.26: magnetic field dependence of the pinning contributions (a) Jiso−wk
c , (b) Jiso−str

c

and (c) Janiso−str
c at 0 K for Pristine-1, Pristine-4, Pristine-IJP, 20BHO-FH and PN

20BZO-IJP films for H||c at very high magnetic fields.

exhibits the largest values up to 25 T, given the fact that Jc(0)iso−str(H) decays faster

with a larger α. This result, as observed in figure 6.20(b), is similar to those obtained

for ss-nanocomposites, and it is an open question if this increase of isotropic-strong pin-

ning density in this particular pn-nanocomposite is ascribed only to the high density of

dislocations or also to the nanoparticles themselves, with a size of 5 nm. In contrast, the

PN 20BZO-IJP nanocomposite behaves similarly to the pristine films with the increase

of magnetic fields, displaying though the largest Jc(0)iso−str contribution at 35 T.

What regards the anisotropic-strong contribution (figure 6.26(c)), both pn-

nanocomposites show larger values than pristine samples, which is attributed to a larger

density of twin boundaries due to the reduction of the twin domain spacing. The

Jc(0)aniso−str(H) dependence is similar for both pn-nanocomposites and unexpectedly also

for the thick inkjet printed pristine film.

The obtained thermal pinning energies are plotted in figure 6.27, showing the evolution at

very high magnetic fields. Interestingly, it is observed in general that T0 tends to slightly

increase whereas both anisotropic-strong and isotropic-strong T∗ tend to decrease with

increasing magnetic field. The performance at temperature region of 30-50 K at very

high magnetic fields is therefore very influenced by the strong pinning characteristic
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temperatures.

Figure 6.27: magnetic field dependence of T0 (solid lines below), T∗iso−str (solid lines above)
and T∗aniso−str (dashed lines) for Pristine-1, Pristine-4, PN 20BZO-IJP and PN 20BHO-FH

samples for H||c at very high magnetic fields.

The thick nanocomposite PN 20BZO-IJP exhibits larger T∗iso−str and T∗aniso−str than PN

20BHO-FH or ss-nanocomposites from figure 4.10. Actually, T∗iso−str for PN 20BZO-

IJP coincides with the one for the pristine films, indicating that the typology of the

nanostrained regions has not been effectively modified, also manifested by the similar

Jc(0)iso−str(H) dependence in figure 6.26(b). T∗aniso−str is also closer to the one for pristine

films, indicating that the additional anisotropic pinning arising for H||c in the thick pn-

nanocomposite at high temperatures, already observed in figures 6.14(b) and 6.15(b), is

rather attributed to a regain in vertical coherence length of twin boundaries.

Comparing both thin and thick pristine films, it is observed a full coincidence of the

T∗iso−str but a considerable difference of T∗aniso−str, where the thick exhibits lower T∗aniso−str

at low fields and larger T∗aniso−str at high fields. This result confirms the influence of the

thickness or the deposition method on the coherence length of twin boundaries, already

commented for thick nanocomposites. Further STEM analyses should be done in order

to confirm the hypothesis that the twin boundary coherence is longer in thick films which

yields to a gain in T∗aniso−str.

From the temperature fittings it is possible to acquire the Jc(H,T, θ) 3D surface following

the procedure developed in appendix A, in this case at very high magnetic fields. The

surfaces are shown for Pristine-4 and PN 20BHO-FH in figure 6.28 for 5-60 K and 10-35

T temperature and magnetic field ranges.

It is visualized that the pn-nanocomposite displays larger critical current densities in a

large H-T region, especially at low temperatures and intermediate fields. In contrast, at
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Figure 6.28: 3D Jc(H,T) surface for (a) Pristine-4 and (b) PN 20BHO-FH at 5-60 K and
10-35 T temperature and magnetic field ranges for H||c .

high temperatures and large magnetic fields, the decay of Jc is more prominent in the

thin pn-nanocomposite, characterised by a lower irreversibility line.

6.2.3 Magnetic field orientation dependence of Jc

Finally, the study of current-voltage curves at very high magnetic fields has been extended

at magnetic field orientations different to H||c at the temperature of 20 K, covering an

angular range of 180° centred at H||ab, for the specific magnetic fields of 15, 25 and 35

T. The angular Jc(θ) and Jiso
c (θ) results are plotted in figure 6.29(a) for Pristine-4, PN

20BHO-FH and PN 20BZO-IJP samples.

Firstly, it is observed that the ab peak is widened for nanocomposites, typical of a larger

θT provided by the accommodation of vortices by stacking faults, in agreement with the

results at lower fields in figure 3.26(a).

Secondly, Jc values are larger for both nanocomposites for all orientations at 15 T and

only for PN 20BHO-FH at 25 T. These large angular values at 15 and 25 T are mainly

provoked by a markedly strong isotropic contribution. At 35 T, isotropic contributions

get weakened and the pristine film shows larger Jc near H||c than the two nanocomposites.

As observed in figure 6.23 at a similar temperature of 30 K, nanocomposite Jc(H||c)

curves cross with the one for the pristine sample at magnetic fields of ∼ 20 T. Below this

crossing magnetic field, nanocomposites offer higher performance throughout the angular

range. In contrast, above the crossing field, the pristine film starts to exhibit larger Jc

than nanocomposites in the vicinity of H||c, ascribed to the presence of anisotropic-strong

pinning from twin boundaries, in agreement with a longer coherence along the c-axis.

Figure 6.29(b) shows the best collapses obtained with γeff values of 6, 2.5 and 2 for

Pristine-4, PN 20BHO-FH and PN 20BZO-IJP samples respectively, which are compara-

ble to the γeff obtained at lower fields shown in figures 3.16(a), 6.10 and 6.15(b) for similar

or same samples. Thus, the γeff anisotropy remains constant at very intense magnetic
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Figure 6.29: (a) Jc(θ) at 20 K for Pristine-4, PN 20BHO-FH and PN 20BZO-IJP samples at
magnetic fields of 15, 25 and 35 T. Dashed lines correspond to the Jiso

c (θ) contributions,
obtained from the collapses shown in (b) of Jiso

c versus µ0Heff (dashed lines) plotted for each
obtained γeff .

fields.

To summarize, it has been shown that the pinning performance of pn-nanocomposites is

excellent at very high fields and very low temperatures (below 20 K), providing very

large Jc values at any orientation thanks to the notable strength of both isotropic

and anisotropic contributions for nanocomposites, especially for the flash heated pn-

nanocomposite which exhibits a complete combination of defects: isotropic-strong,

isotropic-weak and anisotropic-strong.

At higher temperatures (20-50 K), the influence of lower T∗ values associated to seg-

mented twin boundaries strongly affects the performance in nanocomposites and causes

a Jc(H) crossing of nanocomposites and pristine samples. The inkjet printed thick films

(nanocomposites included) have been shown to preserve reasonably large T∗ values and

therefore be very good candidates at this temperature and magnetic field regions.

6.3 Conclusions

Despite the complexity given by the microstructural phenomena that has been addressed

during the study of the growth process, compelling pn-nanocomposites were obtained

with a smooth dependence with the magnetic field. The BaZrO3 and BaHfO3 preformed

nanoparticles have been of particular interest, where the growth process can be controlled
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avoiding chemical reactivity and minimizing the coarsening of the nanoparticles, which

leads to a better control of the final microstructure in the film.

Similarly to ss-nanocomposites, pn-nanocomposites include an enlargement of the single

vortex pinning regime mainly dominated by isotropic-strong pinning defects induced by

the generation of the stacking faults, concomitant with a reduction of the anisotropy and

a widening of the Jc(θ) ab-peak. The previously found H∗(ε) and H∗(θT) correlations are

strengthened since the results follow the tendencies for pn-nanocomposites as well.

Among pn-nanocomposites, it is worth stressing the vortex pinning contributions coming

from the BaHfO3 nanocomposite grown by a flash heating thermal process, that generates

a defect landscape which is rich in short stacking faults and small nanoparticles, which

is ideal not only for the rise of the isotropic-strong contribution attributed to the partial

dislocations but also for the enlargement of the magnetic field range where isotropic-weak

pinning provides an excellent contribution.

The implementation of pn-nanocomposites to the growth of thick films by inkjet print-

ing has been successful, strongly improving the Ic values under magnetic field obtained

until now. Furthermore, thick pn-nanocomposites have shown an interesting gain of the

anisotropic-strong contribution at high temperatures through the combination of a large

density of twin boundaries and the recovery of the thermal pinning energy, associated

to a long vertical coherence, enlarging Hirr for H||c and displaying good performances at

high fields and high temperatures.

The electrical performance of CSD YBCO nanocomposites has been explored up to 35

T for first time. The results reveal the improved Jc values for nanocomposites with

respect to the pristine near 4.2 K up to 35 T for H||c. This enhanced performance is

mainly provided by the large isotropic pinning contribution coming from both isotropic-

strong and isotropic-weak defects, that are also combined with significant anisotropic

contributions.

At higher temperatures (20-50 K), closer to the anisotropic-strong pinning thermal energy

T∗aniso−str, the performance of nanocomposites is larger than the pristine up to a crossing

given at high magnetic fields (∼ 20 T), which can be shifted to larger fields by the use

of thick nanocomposite films, presenting larger thermal pinning energies attributed to

vertical coherent twin boundaries. At fields below this crossing, nanocomposites exhibit

larger Jc values throughout the entire angular range.

To summarize, the most appealing option to obtain high critical currents at high magnetic

fields is foreseen to be the use of thick films with a large vertical coherence of twin

boundaries combined with a stacking fault defect landscape that promotes a large density

of nanostrained regions and Cu-O vacancy clusters.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

One of the main requirements for coated conductors is to be capable to transport very

large currents under magnetic fields, which comprises the control of vortex pinning and

vortex creep mechanisms and therefore a thorough understanding of the correlations

between these mechanisms and the defect microstructure of the superconducting films.

This thesis has been devoted to the analysis of the underlying vortex pinning and vortex

creep mechanisms in CSD-TFA YBCO nanocomposites from electrical transport mea-

surements of J-E curves, from which it is possible determine the critical current density

Jc and its time decay at different conditions of temperature and magnetic field intensity

and orientation.

Firstly, a thoughtful study of pinning regimes has been realised in epitaxial nanocom-

posites formed by spontaneous segregated nanoparticles later extended to preformed

nanoparticles nanocomposites, which has revealed the importance of the secondary de-

fects induced by the incorporation of nanoparticles, which enhance the critical currents

under high magnetic fields and reduce the anisotropic pinning behaviour provided by the

layered structure of YBCO.

The combination of electrical transport measurements, XRD analysis and STEM observa-

tions has allowed us to detect correlations between nanostrain, the width of the angular Jc

peak for H||ab and the relative volume of partial dislocations with the enlargement of the

single vortex pinning regime for both H||c and H||ab, indicating that the main responsible

defect of the in-field improvement of Jc are the isotropic nanosized strain regions located

at the partial dislocations and surrounding the numerous stacking faults emerging from

the incoherent interfaces between the nanoparticles and the YBCO matrix.

These nanostrained regions located at the partial dislocations have been associated to the

isotropic-strong pinning contributions, which are particularly dominating the effects in

nanocomposites with a large density of stacking faults and are especially effective at low,

intermediate and high magnetic fields (∼0.01-10T) and up to intermediate temperatures

(∼0-70 K).

Some nanocomposites also exhibit an enhancement of the isotropic-weak contribution,

which is effective at temperatures below 20 K. This enhancement may be related to the

Cu-O cluster vacancies hosted in the stacking faults, detected in STEM observations.

Besides the progress of isotropic pinning contributions encountered in the stacking-fault-
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rich defect landscape of CSD YBCO nanocomposites, anisotropic pinning contributions

are also altered both at H||c and H||ab orientations in comparison to pristine YBCO

films.

For H||c, the anisotropic strong pinning contribution associated to twin boundaries is

reduced at high temperatures (above 60 K), causing a slight decrease of the irreversibility

line, and enhanced at low temperatures (below 20 K). These changes are respectively

related to the loss of vertical coherence of the twin boundary, indicated by the decrease

of the anisotropic-strong pinning thermal energy T∗aniso−str and to the increase of the

density of defects, manifested by a larger Jc(0)aniso−strong.

STEM observations confirm that these changes are associated to a new arrangement of

twin boundaries, which are denser due to the reduction of the twin domains spacing

promoted by nanoparticles but on the other hand are less coherent along the c-axis by

reason of the segmentation promoted by the already present high density of stacking

faults.

Further investigations in thick pn-nanocomposites grown from inkjet printing deposition

have shown that a large T∗aniso−str can be obtained, associated to a recovery of the vertical

coherence, and simultaneously maintain a large density of twin boundaries.

For H||ab, the anisotropic pinning performance is accomplished by the competition be-

tween intrinsic pinning and stacking fault pinning. In agreement with a wider pinning

well than intrinsic pinning, the larger density of stacking faults increase the pinning ther-

mal energy T∗aniso−str and also widen the angular Jc peak arising at H||ab, exhibiting much

larger trapping angles which saturate at larger magnetic fields.

The saturation of the trapping angle has been used to separate the dominance of intrinsic

pinning and stacking fault pinning into two regions in the H-T diagram, which has been

confirmed by a subsequent analysis of the flux creep implications of both kind of correlated

pinning centres parallel to the ab-planes. Whereas stacking fault pinning dominates at

low magnetic fields and high temperatures, intrinsic pinning dominates at large magnetic

fields and low temperatures.

It has been shown that flux creep rates S can be originally obtained from electrical

transport measurements by the relation between S and the J(E) power index n, derived

from magnetic flux creep theories.

Although the creep rate values from electrical transport measurements should not be

exchanged to the ones from inductive magnetic measurements, given the use of different

time and electric field windows, results are in agreement with the dependences obtained

by inductive methods and show only slightly larger creep rates, though of the same order

of magnitude.

Creep evaluation from transport measurements has the advantage of being faster and

that can be easily expanded to the study of the full angular range of the magnetic field

orientation. With this approach, it has been possible to explore the temperature and

magnetic field intensity and orientation dependences of the creep rate S, paying special
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attention to the results for H||ab, in order to evaluate the role that the emerging stacking

faults play in vortex dynamics. Furthermore, the Blatter scaling approach has been

applied for the angular analysis of S, allowing to separate Siso and Saniso contributions.

The creep analyses performed in nanocomposites with segregated nanoparticles indicate

that the creep arising from the isotropic defects is reduced at low and intermediate mag-

netic fields at high temperatures.

Moreover, the anisotropic contributions coming from correlated defects at both H||c and

H||ab, which can increase creep through double kink thermal excitations, are mostly

precluded. In particular, three groups of nanocomposites have been identified with re-

spectively low, intermediate and high densities of stacking faults, showing an increase

of stacking fault pinning domination which increasingly precludes the vortex expansion

through double kink excitations for H||ab (typical for a landscape dominated by intrinsic

pinning).

After facing some microstructural complexities occurring during growth, novel nanocom-

posites from preformed nanoparticles have been successfully obtained with very similar

electrical performance to the spontaneous segregated nanoparticles. In particular, the

best results were obtained with non-reactive BZO and BHO preformed nanoparticles,

which suffer a minimal coarsening during growth up to a final size of 10 nm.

Furthermore, high quality epitaxial 1 µm thick BZO nanocomposites from preformed

nanoparticles have been grown by the use of inkjet printing deposition. These thick

samples have shown to be particularly efficient at high temperatures and large magnetic

fields for H||c, due to a recovery of the c-oriented twin boundary coherence.

The use of a flash heating in the growth process has allowed us to go beyond the standard

situation with preformed nanoparticle nanocomposites, avoiding coarsening and obtain-

ing final nanoparticles of 7 nm, whose landscape is very rich in short stacking faults and

is thereby very convenient for the generation of larger relative volume of nanostrained re-

gions, as demonstrated by an observed large isotropic-strong contribution. This particular

microstructure is also favourable to the improvement of the magnetic field dependence

of the isotropic-weak contribution, whose origin can be related to the Cu-O vacancies

observed in the interior of stacking faults.

The study of the electrical performance of CSD YBCO pristine and nanocomposite films

has been expanded to very high magnetic fields up to 35 T for first time. The performance

of nanocomposites is excellent at very high magnetic fields and very low temperatures,

surpassing those of pristine films and reaching a pinning force of 0.55 TN/m3 at 4.2 K

and 35 T.

At higher temperatures (20-50 K) and very high magnetic fields, there is a crossing of Jc

values in nanocomposites with respect to the pristine films given by a reduced anisotropic

strong pinning thermal energy associated to segmented twin boundaries, which decreases

with increasing magnetic field (down to 40-50 K at 35 T).

The studies have shown that different defect landscapes are the best ones for different op-
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erating conditions: nanocomposites with very large densities of isotropic and anisotropic

defects but with segmented twin boundaries show the best performances at very low tem-

peratures and high and very high magnetic fields, whereas nanocomposites with interme-

diate defect densities and larger coherence of correlated defects show the best properties

at intermediate temperatures and intermediate and high magnetic fields.

The most appealing defect landscape derived from these studies to obtain high critical

currents at high fields and temperatures is foreseen to be the one generated in thick

films with large vertical coherent twin boundaries combined with a stacking fault de-

fect landscape that promotes a large density of nanostrained regions and Cu-O vacancy

clusters.

Ideally, if nanostructure could be extremely well controlled, it would be worth to try to

obtain a regular lattice (cubic, tetrahedral, octahedral,...) of strong isotropic pinning

centres, which would provide strong pinning with large characteristic temperatures T∗

for many magnetic field orientations, combined with a concomitant network of randomly

distributed isotropic pinning centres of different sizes (see figure 7.1(a)), which would help

to provide additional pinning and smooth matching effects. However, the periodicity of

the lattice would cause large flux creep rates, which could be avoided by breaking the

periodicity through ”defects” in the pinning centre lattice, as depicted in figure 7.1(b).

Figure 7.1: Ideal structure of a lattice of pinning centres. (a) Lattice unite cell and (b)
”defects” in the lattice.

We suggest that further studies would be needed to ascertain some of the results here

obtained. In particular, further investigations should be done to conclusively determine

the origin of large densities of isotropic-weak defects and consequent improved magnetic

field dependence of the isotropic-weak contribution in some films. On the other hand, the

recovery of the pinning thermal energy in thick nanocomposites ascribed to the vertical

coherence of twin boundaries is still not completely understood and should be comple-

mented with further investigations in CSD YBCO nanocomposites.

Finally, we think that the analysis performed in this thesis should not be limited to the

study of CSD nanocomposites but could be fairly extended to the study of other nanos-

tructured YBCO films or even other layered superconductors. The attempt to measure

magnetic relaxation from E-J curves is courageous but at the same time convincing which

also motivates to expand the creep evaluation to other high temperature superconductors

where vortex dynamics plays an important role. The results of both pinning and creep

analysis serve as a path to design the best pinning landscape, which in turn, it has been

demonstrated to be distinctive for particular magnetic field and temperature conditions.
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APPENDIX A

GENERATION OF THE JC(T,H)

SURFACE

The method used to obtain the 3D surface plot of Jc(T,H) and H-T maps contributions

as Jiso
c /Jc(H,T ) or Jwk

c /Jc(H,T ) is here explained, for the particular case of the sample

10BZO-5YO from figure 3.20.

Jc(H) curves at different temperatures have been B-spline interpolated with a step size of

0.01 T in the x-axis. In this appendix, the procedure is shown for a step size of 0.5 T, for

an easier distinction of the curves. The interpolation of the Jc(H) curves in figure 3.20

yields to the temperature dependence of Jc plotted in figure A.1 for the different magnetic

fields.

Figure A.1: Jc as a function of temperature for the interpolated points each 0.5 T from
Jc(H) curves for 10BZO-5YO at 77, 65, 50, 25 and 10 K.

Each Jc(T) curve represented by the scattered points in the graph for each magnetic field

are fitted following the direct sum of weak and strong pinning equations 3.1 and 3.2 (this

means without considering interactions with each other):

Jc(T ) = Jwkc (T ) + Jstrc (T ) = Jwkc (0)exp

(
− T
T0

)
+ Jstrc (0)exp

[
−3

(
T

T ∗

)2
]

(A.1)
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Appendix A. Generation of the Jc(T,H) surface

For each magnetic field, the fitting involves 4 parameters to be found: Jwk
c , T0, Jstr

c and

T∗. Evident bounds and initial fitting values T0 = 10 K and T∗ = 75 K have been used.

Figure A.2: results of the Jc(T) fitting. (a) Magnetic field dependence of (left) Jwk
c and

Jstr
c and (right) the characteristic temperatures T0 and T∗. (b) Temperature dependence of

interpolated Jc, where solid lines correspond to the fitting of equation A.1 with the parameters
from (a).

The resulting magnetic field dependence of the parameters Jwk
c , T0, Jstr

c and T∗ and the

fitting of Jc(T) curves are shown in figure A.2(a). The data of the interpolated Jc(H)

curves fits well in figure A.2(b) the sum of weak and strong pinning equations.

Figure A.3: log-lin temperature dependence of interpolated Jc with solid lines corresponding
to (a) strong-weak equation and (b) log-lin B-spline function fittings. (c) Temperature

dependence of the coefficient x and 1-x from equation A.2.
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However, the fit fails to describe the Jc(T) dependence at high temperatures when Jc(T)

is plotted in logarithmic scale as in figure A.3(a), in agreement with the high temperature

limits foreseen for the applicability of these models[7,44].

Although it has no physical interpretation, the data can be well fitted with a B-spline

polynomial function Jspl
c (T) in the logarithmic scale of Jc, as observed in figure A.2(b).

Therefore, in order to obtain a smooth final curve that describes well the behaviour also

at high temperatures, the final Jc(T) is obtained by a transition of both fittings following:

Jc(T ) = x(Jwkc (T ) + Jstrc (T )) + (1− x)Jsplc (T ) (A.2)

Where x is a coefficient that defines the linear transition from one curve to the other,

plotted in figure A.3(c), for a transition ranging from 60 K to 75 K. The final re-

sult for Jwk
c (T,H), Jstr

c (T,H) and Jwk+str
c (T,H) surfaces (obtained after the transition

to the B-spline fitting) are plotted in figure A.4. From the division of these surfaces,

the Jwk
c /Jc(T,H) and Jstr

c /Jc(T,H) maps can be obtained. The same procedure can be

applied for the Jiso
c (H) curves. With that, ratios as Jiso

c /Jc(T,H) or Jiso−str
c /Jc(T,H) can

be obtained as well, as in figures 3.21 or 4.13.

Figure A.4: final (a) Jwk
c (T,H), (b) Jstr

c (T,H) and (c) Jwk+str
c (T,H) surfaces after the linear

transition to Jspl
c (T,H) at high temperatures.
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APPENDIX B

PARTIAL DISLOCATION RELATIVE

VOLUME CALCULATION

Figure B.1: STEM observation of stacking faults in YBCO nanocomposite films
and schematic views of the defect. (a-b) Cross-sectional low magnification Z-contrast

images of a 5%BZO-6%BYTO nanocomposite. In (b), stacking faults are marked with yellow
stripes and the observed YBCO area ∆x∆y is delimited. (c) Plan view Z-contrast image of a
13%BZO nanocomposite. The boundaries of intergrowths are highlighted in yellow. (d) Plan
view high resolution Z-contrast image of the red selected region in (c) and identification of
Y124 and Y123 phases. (e) (above) Z-contrast and (below) LAADF images of an isolated

stacking fault. Yellow symbols point to partial dislocations while the arrows to their
associated strain fields. The blue selected region is studied in figure (f), that shows the GPA
εyy (above) and εxx (below) deformation maps along the 〈001〉YBCO and 〈100〉YBCO directions,

identifying a strained region with size δ ≈ 0.8nm. g (below) Schematic view of the partial
dislocation and (above) approximation of the associated strain to a cylindrical disk shape.
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Appendix B. Partial dislocation relative volume calculation

From the observations performed by STEM in CSD YBCO films (see fig. B.1(a-f)), par-

tial dislocations surrounding Y124-intergrowth planar defects (stacking faults) can be

approximated to the shape of a cylindrical disk (see fig. B.1(g)). Therefore, the volume

of each dislocation Vi can be approximated:

Vi = π (Ri + δ/2)2 δ − π (Ri − δ/2)2 δ = 2πRiδ
2 (B.1)

where Ri is the radius of the stacking fault (for simplification, it is considered that the

observed stacking faults are centred at the observation plane z=0) and δ is the size of

the strained region caused by the dislocation, that is roughly 0.8 nm (see fig. B.1(f)). In

order to calculate the volume density, we can divide the volume of the N dislocations

found in the image by the total YBCO volume of the image, equivalent to the observed

area ∆x∆y multiplied by the depth of observation ∆z, estimated to be ∼20 nm.

ρdis =

∑N
i Vi

∆x∆y∆z

(B.2)

However, in some cases, namely (∆z + δ)/2 > R > (∆z − δ)/2 and R > (∆z + δ)/2, part

of the volume of the dislocation is out of the range of observation.In order to subtract

this part of the volume, some trigonometric relations (in radians, from fig. B.2(a)) are

taken into account.

Figure B.2: trigonometric relations for a circle with radius R and a line z = ∆z/2.
(a) Schematic plan view. (b) Circular sector with radius R, angle θ and area A2b. (c) Right

triangle with angle θ and area A2c. (d) Resulting area A2d after subtraction of A2c from A2b.

From fig. B.2(c), we obtain:

cos θ =
∆z

2R
(B.3)

sin θ = sin(arccos(∆z/2R)) =

√
1− (∆z/2R)2 (B.4)
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Now, applying equations (B.3) and (B.4) to the calculation of areas A2b, A2c, and A2d of

the geometric shapes in fig. B.2(b-d):

A2b(R) =
θR2

2
=

arccos(∆z/2R)R2

2
(B.5)

A2c(R) =
sin(θ)R∆z/2

2
=

√
1− (∆z/2R)2R∆z

4
(B.6)

A2d(R) = A2b(R)− A2c(R) =
arccos(∆z/2R)R2

2
−

√
1− (∆z/2R)2R∆z

4
(B.7)

With these areas, we are able to calculate the volume of the strain located in a dislocation

Vi in each case.

Figure B.3: schematic plan view of the circular dislocation and the observation
depth limit ∆z. (a) For the case (∆z + δ)/2 > R > (∆z − δ)/2. (b) For the case R > (∆z + δ)/2.

For (∆z + δ)/2 > R > (∆z − δ)/2 (see fig. B.3(a)), the volume of the striped region is:

Vi = 2πRiδ
2 − 4δA2d(Ri + δ/2) =

= 2πRiδ
2 − δ (Ri + δ/2)

[
(Ri + δ/2) 2 arccos (∆z/2(Ri + δ/2))−∆z

√
1− (∆z/2(Ri + δ/2))2

]
(B.8)

For R > (∆z + δ)/2 (see fig. B.3(b)), the volume of the striped region is:

Vi = 2πRiδ
2 − 4δA2d(Ri + δ/2) + 4δA2d(Ri − δ/2) =

= 2πRiδ
2 − δ (Ri + δ/2)

[
(Ri + δ/2) 2 arccos (∆z/2(Ri + δ/2))−∆z

√
1− (∆z/2(Ri + δ/2))2

]
+

+δ (Ri − δ/2)

[
(Ri − δ/2) 2 arccos (∆z/2(Ri − δ/2))−∆z

√
1− (∆z/2(Ri − δ/2))2

]
(B.9)
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Appendix B. Partial dislocation relative volume calculation

In summary:

Vi(Ri) =

=



2πRiδ
2 for Ri <

(∆z−δ)
2

2πRiδ
2−

−δ
(
Ri +

δ

2

)(Ri +
δ

2

)
2 arccos

(
∆z

2(Ri + δ
2

)

)
−∆z

√√√√1−
(

∆z

2(Ri + δ
2

)

)2
 for

(∆z+δ)
2

> Ri >
(∆z−δ)

2

2πRiδ
2−

−δ
(
Ri +

δ

2

)(Ri +
δ

2

)
2 arccos

(
∆z

2(Ri + δ
2

)

)
−∆z

√√√√1−
(

∆z

2(Ri + δ
2

)

)2
+

+δ

(
Ri −

δ

2

)(Ri − δ

2

)
2 arccos

(
∆z

2(Ri − δ
2

)

)
−∆z

√√√√1−
(

∆z

2(Ri − δ
2

)

)2


for Ri >
(∆z+δ)

2

(B.10)

The Vi(Ri) dependence is plotted in fig. B.4 for the three different ranges of Ri for each

case.

Finally, the expression used for the calculation of ρdis is:

ρdis =

Ri<
(∆z−δ)

2∑
i

Vi +

(∆z+δ)
2

>Ri>
(∆z−δ)

2∑
i

Vi +
Ri>

(∆z+δ)
2∑

i

Vi

∆x∆y∆z

(B.11)

Where Vi corresponds to each case developed in equation (B.10).

Figure B.4: volume Vi as a function of the stacking fault radius Ri. The dashed lines
correspond to the volume of each of the cases from equation (B.10). The solid line corresponds

to the combined Vi.
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NOMENCLATURE

α Jc(H) power law index

∆Tc Transition width

γ Intrinsic anisotropy

γeff Effective anisotropy

ε Nanostrain

λ Magnetic penetration depth

µ0 Magnetic permeability of vacuum

φ0 Magnetic flux quantum

ψ Superconducting coherence length

ρdis Partial dislocation relative volume

θ Magnetic field orientation

θT Trapping critical angle

ξ Coherence length

aniso Anisotropic

a-s Anisotropic-strong

BHO BaHfO3

BYTO Ba2YTaO6

BZO BaZrO3

CC Coated conductor

CSD Chemical solution deposition

dSF Stacking fault length

FP Pinning force

FH Flash heating

H||ab Magnetic field parallel to the ab-planes

H||c Magnetic field parallel to the c-axis

H∗ Crossover magnetic field (single vortex pinning / vortex-vortex interactions)

HΦ Matching magnetic field

Hc2 Upper critical magnetic field
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Nomenclature

Hcr1 Lower crossover magnetic field (stacking fault pinning / intrinsic pinning)

Hcr2 Upper crossover magnetic field (stacking fault pinning / intrinsic pinning)

Heff Effective magnetic field

Hirr Irreversibility magnetic field

Ic Critical current

IJP Inkjet printing

iso Isotropic

i-w Isotropic-weak

i-s Isotropic-strong

Jc Critical current density

MD Multideposition

n E(J) power law index

pn or PN Preformed nanoparticles

YBCO YBa2Cu3O7−x

Y123 YBa2Cu3Oy phase

Y124 YBa2Cu4Oy phase

T0 Characteristic weak pinning temperature

T∗ Characteristic strong pinning temperature

Tc Critical temperature

Tirr Irreversibility temperature

S Flux creep rate

Sind Inductive flux creep rate

sf Self field

ss or SS Spontaneous segregated (nanoparticles)

STEM Scanning transmission electron microscopy

str Strong

t Thickness

TFA Trifluoroacetate

wk Weak

XRD X-ray diffraction
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